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Soon after I was taken ill my hair commenced to fall, so that each day more came
out than I thought I had in
my head. I was
turning gray rapidly. Finally I became afraid
to have it combed, but the nurse said that
wouldn’t do, and used vaseline to keep it
in, then used beef’s marrow, then quinine
tonic, and finally (Cuticuka ointment), which
helped it immediately. The nurse said she
rubbed up a fine white dust from the scalp
where she could see nothing before commencing, and the scalp looked healthier and
more natural every day. Now I haven’t as
many gray hairs as when I commenced using
Cuticcra, and I have a crop of fine brown
hair all over my head about an inch and a
half in length. I only lose a few hairs when
combing every day, and always more gray
than brown. My nurse is delighted because
the new hairs are brown. I never had very
luxuriant hair, even in my youth. It is as
thick on m.y bead today as it ever was, and
Cuticuba did it.
Mrs. J. M. LAWSON,
March 5,1898. 302 Hamilton St., Albany, N. Y.

LUXURIANT LUSTROUS HAIR
•with clean,

wholesome scalp, free from irritatscaly eruptions, is produced by warm
shampoos with Cuticura Soap, followed by
light dressings with Cuticura, purest of emollient skin cures, the most effective skin purifiers
and beautifiers in the world. They clear the
scalp and hair of crusts, scales, and dandruff,
destroy microscopic insects that feed on the hair,
soothe irritated, itching surfaces, stimulate tho
hair follicles, and supply the roots with energy

\

RECOGNITION DEFEATED.
Story

of the Hard

Fight
Yesterday.

[SPECIAL

TO THE

Washington, April

in

assembled:
First—That the people of the island of Cuba are and of
right ought to be, free and independent;
Second—That it is the duty of the United States to demand and the
government of the United States does
hereby demand that the government of Spain at once relinquish its authority and government in the island of \3uba
and withdraw its land and naval forces from Cuba and Cuban waters.
Third—That the President of the United
States, be and he hereby is directed and empowered to use the entire
land and naval forces of the United States and to call into the actual service of the United States
the militia of the
several states, to such extent as may be necessary to carry these resolutions into effect.
Fourth—That the United States hereby disclaims
any disposition or intention to exercise sovereignity
or
control
over
said
island
for
the
jurisdiction
except
pacification thereof, and asserts its determination when (hat
is accomplished to leave the government and control of the island to its
people.

Congress

PBES3.]

18.—After a

day of
legislative fighting

the hardest hind

8old throuchont the world. Potter Drug and Chiu.
Conp., Sole Props., Boston.
Q3T How to Produce Luxuriant Hair," mailed free.

midnight

finds the two

houses of Con-

gress still

disagreeing

to declaring the

of

as

independence of the Cuban republic. The
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Country’s

Senate

belief, and
of

our

many
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styles

Children's and
Men’s Shoes, have called forth

praises

from

our
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Just now we are making a
drive on Men’s Vici Kids,
either in Black or Russett
styles. They sell for §3.50.
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all day and

that the resolutions shall

House Republicans has
When the day
grown stronger all day.
opened the prospects

straight
the

Newand Unknown
OF FLOUR

bright

were

for

a

for the Senate resolu-

Measure

Quay
powerful

of the great states.

swing the
Pennsylvania delegation into line for the
Senate resolutions, the Foraker men were
getting together their partisans in the
to

laboring

Adopted is the Senate Resolution
Turpie Amendment Omitted.

the section

Republican

of

joined the Democrats

loyal

leaders met

and

room

for

in

hour

an

considered

and dangerous situation.

They had ascertained by a canvass that they could not
hold the Republican majority together for
a straight fight for the House resolution,
and that If they should try it they would

/

ip.

Therefore It

the olause

of the Cuban

Such

repnbllc.

dlnarliy

Recognition of Cuban GovernDefeated After

ment

a

The Vote Stood 42 to 35 in
the Senate and 293 tolfive

f

Him Fight Led by
Reed and Dingley
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maintained,
Speaker’s direc-
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the
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Washington. April 18.—Commander G.
C. Reiter, now at the Norfolk navy yard,
will command the Venezuela and Commander A. E. Snow, now at the Portsmouth navy
yard, will command the
Yumuri.

Platt

that

Quay

But

again

the

line

Boutelle of Maine,

Johnson

ind Loud of California,

of

Indiana

who had

with the reconcentrados on the first
sot because they

sympathized

with

out because

voted

oall,

showing

the supporters of the administra-

tion have been able to

make,

during

to

this

roll

call

came over

see

how the

*

was

going

on.

Nothing apparently

can

delay

the work.

remained

upon the floor whihTthe

or

unless the veto of the President

Washington, April

19.—After

do

one

^

^ree and independent.
The resolution as
o
the fourth section known as the Teller
amendment
cannot be sent to the President until after it
is signed
one can

tell.

It is very doubt-

presented.

that it

It

will be similar to the calls for volunteers
made

during

the civil war in that it will

lenve to the governors of the several states
the organization and

offering

of the regi-

then be mustered Into
the United States service.
which will

TOO MUCH OR TOO LITTLE.

December 18.—The comWashington,
promise agreed upon by the conference
committee does not recognize the independence of the present.republio of Cuba,
but says that the people of Cuba are of
right and ought to be free and indepenavert it dent.
The House leaders fear that this

will

Among those

Vice-President’s

Notwithstanding
constant

effort io

ordei the members gathered la
about the chamber excitedly dis
of the question

grew'up between
during the late

and

evening that at

one

time

Those who were

ments

St Vincent, Cape Verde Island. April HThe whole House has won a
victory, as
18.—The Spanish transport San Francisco
arrived here this afternoon, having on it has knocked out for the day the recoghot rd a
cargo of coal intended for the nition of the independence of the Cuban
Spanish squadron.
republic with its indeflnateness and saved
CONSUL’S SERVANT KILLED.
the nation from an
unwarranted
and
London, April 39.—A despatch to the
Dally telegraph from Gibraltar dated dangerous violation of international law.
Monday says a telegram received there
But war has not been averted.
iroai Malaga
The
reports a tesuinption of the
titots at
Malaga on Monday; that the House has been unable to prevent that.
American consul’*
nogro servant was
persons in the crowd

performed

who

1

reached.

them, that? No

credit is due for the good

COAL FOR.SPANISH SQUADRON. | momentous fight

Rilled and
many
Wixe wounded.

>

they wore so strong against ful if it does.
Meanwhile there seems to
for anywar that they wonld not vote
be no doubt that
Congress will be asked
;hing looking to war, now swung in in a
few days to sanction a call for sixty
with their party as the latest phase coinor seventy thousand volunteers.
It is uncided with their own views.
Senator
derstood that the war department is preHale, who has been the staunohest conparing such a plan, and that it will soon
servative fighter on the Senate side, and
be
is understood
to whom much

ators

likely to delay action. Cooler
counsels prevailed,
however, and a determination of the question was finally

Bhowed

Messrs.

held.

now

seemed

of the hardest
fought battles between the two houses known in many years, Congress at an early hour this
fourteen representatives had broken away morning came to an agreement upon the most momentous
question it has dwelt with in a third of a century. The Cuban resolution has passed and will
there was great relief and gratification.
e sent to the President
this morning.
Its provisions means the expulsion of
Spain from Cuba by the armed forces of the United States. There
The Senate, however, still insisted
on
were
roll calls in both houses and each
many
held
for
its
own resolution.
The conference had difficulty in agreeing.
The first
tenaciously
body
their position, and counted that on ancon erence showed a
determination on the part of the house not to
a
other trial they could break the Republiafter
and
it
leaders
was
House
that
with
the
consultation
yield single part
long
only
can line.
they agreed to allow the little words “are and” in the first section of the Senate resolution which declares that the
of Cuba are and of
they

over

over-

Efforts were made to transact the
regubusiness of the Senate, but it was

afternoon

disorganizing influence
were exerting.

was

dwarfed

one

lar

*s

The first roll call was one of great anxiety
and when It

was

whelming question of war which all
regard to be absolutely inevitable.

A feeling of bitterness

Republibeen

as

the Senate and the House

their

has

ot'-

of the hour.

Foraker

and

questions
into insignificence by the

preserve

staunoh on the conservative side and exerted none of the

A CARPET WORTH REATING
Is Worth

can

terest in all other

cussing'the>arious phases

The great State

of New York stood solid for the

as

'■

manage

from

men

dignified body

characterized its progress from noon until
nearly two o’clock in the morning.
In-

the

floor when the House

At the expense of your bread and butter.
sections of the country.
AVOID that new brand that is just

good

to

been witneaed in the
and

could scarcely proceed.

One of the Five.

and the remainder divided

to work among

staid

groups

designated

rarely

sundry civil bill was under consideration
the confusion was so great that business

vtt mii

■'

tion went to work with a will.
Mr.

sessions of the

with the utmost indifference that the sen-

was

It was doubtful if

but the leaders under the

Upon

of confusion and excite-

scenes

raent have

this ground Coaid be

even

republic.

split developed which nearly proved

Senato held in years.

thot$&nate reso-

recognizing the

a

esting and tumultuous

amendment ijriking out

lution with an

recognition of the in-

of the Cuban

The adoption of the conference
report
brought to a close one of the most inter-

Senate resolutions

the

carry with it the

resolution should

fatal to any action at all.

»

in

difficult

the

this

Av.

radical action

and insisted that

dependence

Speaker’s

animated conolave the

earnest

morning

Congress and twelve minutes afterwards
adopted it. There was a fight to tha
last minute, however, the advocates of
recognition of the independence of the
island republic standing their ground until they were fairly knocked down
by a
vote of 43 to 35.
The minority vote was
cast by those who wanted

Senators who

the

At 1.15 o’clock this

had

From ten to eleven o’clock

th6 House.

necessary to concur with

as

Congress.

like a contagion

was

19.—The tocsin of
has been sounded by the American

the Senate received the report of the conference committee of the two branches of

policy were organizing and mustering
with alarming vigor.
The example of

be defeated and

PROFIT OF DEALERS

Washington, April
war

With the

Ohio delegation for the same purpose.
Those opponents of the
President’s

wonld be concurred

Vo Increase the

Give In.

I

T

ominous ferment in

was an

delegations

was

the

SUBSTITUTE

victory

out

There

tions.

Senate Fought Hard But Had to

still insists that it shall not.

The battle of the

in

DON’T

BRANDS

insists

have this feature. The House has insisted

representa-

TOCSIN OF WAR.

Resolved, by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress

and nourishment.

tive in Havana have called forth
much praise from all factions
of oui- people.
We have the ability to fit
any' one's feet i respective of

J

»

and

General Lee's Abilities

—*

■■■-

The Resolution Which is to Involve This
in
War
With
Country
Spain Passed.

a

ing

■

AGREED.

means

either too much or too

little, but

it seemed

finally adopted

disclaiming
by

is that

reported from the Senate committee

any intention on
the presiding officer today.

to

on

people
foreign relations

the part of the United States to

be
the only ground on
ANOTHER AUXILIARY SHIP.
which an agreement could be reached.
April 18.—It is announced
Montreal,
The senators insist that the words are
^ lint the smallest of the Allan steamship
only sentimental and will enable Foraker, l eet, the Lucerne, of about 2000 tons, has
Quay and others to save themselves froiu 1 een sold to the United States to be addc d to the latter's
auxiliary war lleet.
the humiliation of a
complete backdown.
FORTIFYING
CANA RIES.
SPANIARDS GETTING OUT.

acquire

]e

with the addition
The resolution

requiring

In

further resolved
conferees

were

a

conference.

that when

jonty of the body.
radical advocates of

slowly, hut

none

the

independence

loss

is the

highest
grade
baking pow!

sure,

lost

ground, however, being swept back by
the powerful and compact minority op-

ROYAL

ABOUT RIGHT.

nt least

represent the pw=-

Against the expulsion the Times protests editorially, characterizing the set
asi(i“ Another of Spain’s eSorts to stifle
the truth.

London, April

They

the Senate

finally appointed

should

two of them

Tho

der known.
Actual tests
show it goes
one-third further than any
other brand.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER

CO.,

i

should not take the initia-

the Senate
tive

fighting for recognition
repnbllo early decided that

posed to them.

19.—The Madrid correspondent of the Daily Mail telegraphing
at 10 o’clock Monday evening
says:
Tenerifee, Canary Islands, April 18.—
“During the day the outlook has beWashington, April IS.—The Spanish 'he Spanish authorities
are actively fortl- come muoh worse and
very gloomy views
consuls in various parts of the country (
the
fing
islands and preparing for 0000 are
generally entertained. It is the genare making
provision for the departure r Binforcements.
eral belief that a rupture is imminent.
of the Spanish colonies in their several
“The cabinet counoil met.at 4 o’clock
DAUNTLESS CHARTERED.
localities. Arrangements are now being
this
afternoon.
Senor Sagastn
the
concluded for the departure of the Span18.—The Premier, submitted a draft to the speeoh
Fla., April
Jacksonville,
ish residents in Boston, about 30 in nnm- f rmous filibustering tug Dauntless is from the throno.
ow the despatch boat of the Associated
ber. Similar arrangements have been
The
speech appeals to the Spanish
made as to the Spanish colony in New £ ress. The United States court released people to rally around the
young king
er today
York.
upoD a bond of 125,000 and she in order to savo the country and to grant
being provisioned and coaled tonight to the government everything
which
Jr her mission in Southern seas.
ANXIOUS AT MADRID.
She may bo necessary and urgent to defend
from
Jacksonville
tomorrow the national honor and integrity.’’
Madrid, April 18.—6.30 p. m.—Govern- > nth the correspondent of the Associated
mental and diplomatic circles are anx- 1 ress and a crew of
picked men knowing
WE’LL DO IT.
iously expecting developments at Wash- e very inch of the Florida and Cuban
c oasts.
no
whence
The
definite
editor
of the Times Union
information
19.—Le Journal publishes
ingtou,
Paris,
April
* nd Citizen carried
has been received today.
on the
negotiations an interview which its Madrid corres
£
or
her oharter.
The cabinet council is sitting to discuss
pondent has had with Senor Moret, the
the text of the speech from the throne,
XPELLED TIMES
CORRESPON- Spanish minister of the colonies, in the
course of which
Senor Moret said:
to elect a number of life senators and to
DENT.
settle other parliamentrv details for the
“Spain has made all tbo concession!
with
honor.
If McKinley
London,
19,—The
compatible
April
Times
anforthcoming (session. The town is Iran- :
ounces that.ite correspondent has been wants Cuba let him come and take it.
0U' •
Havana..
x
from
We_can do and sav nothing jnora’’

tJReail

Cuba.

right

of the island

NEW YORK.

_

~

—

They yielded only after one of the Mills,
Money, Nelson, Pasco, Penrose, Republicans to yield their position.
Mr. Foraker of Ohio said: ”1 want to
Mtterest contests In the history of the Pettigrew, Pettns.Quay, Kawlins.Koaoh,
I
Stewart, Teller, Thurston, Tillman, Tur- say in answer to the suggestion that I
Senate. The soene in the Senate even up ley, Turner, Turpie, Vest.—42.
should be one of the conferees that
Mr. Davis then moved that the Senate
to adjournment was one of
wonderful
insist of
its amendment to the House
and
also
beauty
impressive. Hundreds of resolution and that the President of the
Senate appoint three conferees.
brilliantly attired women and men in
“Let that motion be divided,” demandDaniel. From the Demo jratio
On ed Mr.
evening drosses filled the galleries.
sido of the ohamber came such expressions
tte floor were the makers of the country’s as “We don’t want a
conference, “Let’s
history awaiting the verdiot from the con- settle this question right now while we
are

ference committee.
there was
which

a

thrilling

a

few

When finally it

hush in

the

seconds

came

great chamber
had

before

with animation.

diot had been returned and

been

When the ver-

aocepted

tho Senate the great audience

by

dispersed

quietly almost solemnly. All realized that
the verdict meant war.

Washington, April IS.—Before the
convened this morniDg groups of

ate

Sensen-

gather'd about the chamber
action of the
discussing the probable
House upon tho Cuban resolutions. Comparatively few people were in the galler-

ators were

ies.
The amendments made by the House to
a
bill approving a compromise
Senate
and settlement between the United States
and the state of Arkansas,were concurred
in by the Senate.
Mr. Rawlins of Utah presented a legal
argument upon the question whether the

authority to recognize a foreign nation
rested exclusively with the President.
The sundry civil bill was taken up.
The pending question was that relating
to steam presses in. the bureau of engraving and printing. Mr.Pettigrew of South
Uakotah, introduced a concurrent resolut on providing for the printing of 100,000
copies of the President’s message, the Culan correspondence, the findings of the
Maine
court of inquiry and testimony
taken by it and the Cuban consular reports or in volume, 40,000 for the Senate
for the House.
and 60,000
The result
went to the printing committee.
Mr. Maton of Illinois, presented and

at

Mr.

it,

etc.

Hale of Maine said that he had
never known
in his long experience in
the Senate when the two houses were at
odds, a committee of conference to be
refused.
Conferees were appointed in order that
the differences between the two houses
might be
adjusted and an agreement
reached satisfactory to both without inflammatory speeches on the floor of either branch. He maintained that it was the
duty of the'Senate to appoint conferees
to assemble in solemn conclave in an endeavor to adjust the differences between
the two branches of Congress.
After briefly discussing the parliamentary status of the resolutions, Mr. Hale
said that there was an evident determination here in the Senate upon the rart
of the temporary majority to dragoon
everybody Into its way of thinking.
The proposition for a conference was
to be voted down, he declared, and therein a temporary majority who had been
demanding immediate aotion would have
to take the responsibility for any delay
that might now occur. He believed the
stern arbitratement of war would soon be
upon us. While the temporary majority
here could now control the situation the
whole country would understand that
that
majority was preventing definite
action upon the momentous question at
issue, simply by standing out for .the
recognition of the independence of the
Cuban republic, a recognition whioh all
of the great lawyers of the Senate including Mr Morgan of Alabama had consistently and ably opposed.
“We are
in favor of speedy aoticn,”
declared Mr. Hale, "beoause we believe
he time for action has now oomo and
wc are prepared to submit the question
of difference
between the two houses to
n

conference.”

Without discussion the lirst part or Mr.
on the Senate
Davis’s motion,

Jilisisting.

satisfied to have the
chairman name the conference committee
and indeed I should greatly prefer that
he do so. I want some action to be taken.”
Mx\Frye of Maine said: “I am against
the present
recognition of the alleged
Cuba. 1 believe that such
republic of
recognition belongs to the President of
the United States and not to Congress,
and believe that in my plaoe some senator on the foreign relations ooramittee
ought to be appointed who holds views
diametrically opposite to mine. The senator from Ohio (Foraker,) is the father of
this proposition to recognize the Cuban
republic now and I trust that the VicePresident will appoint him. X have been
silent all through this discussion because
X wanted action. Now, for God’s sake,
let us do something to relieve those poor
people In Cuba. Every American consul and every American oitizan has left
the island.
The Red Cross has been removed and has come north.
Every hour
is freighted
with the death of women
and children
and we should not delay
our action
a minute.
X believe that if
we act now. within ten days Cuba will be
will
be there for the
free, provisions
starving and if not ouri'guns will be
thundering at Morro castle.
a
Mr. Lindsuy of Kentuoky
made
strong appeal for the recognition of the
independence of the island republio.
Mr.
Teller said that it was apparent
that if a vote were taken now, the Senate
would change the position it took
last Saturday night and this afternoon
and suggested that they might as well
settle the matter at once.
Mr. Foraker suggested that the whole
question could be disposed of before adjournment tonight if the conferees on the
the Senate were appointed at
part of
would

perfectly

once.

Teller declared that if Spain did
not answer our ultimatum satisfactorily
we would speak with shotted guns.
Mr. Tillman of
South Carolina, addressing Mr. Spooner of Wisconsin, by
if
he
asked
could
name,
give him assur-

;Mr.

nuuca

tuav

viics

aunmiiftionuu

WUU1U llOb

saddle tbs Spanish bonds upon the Cu
bans.
Mr. Spooner replied: “I challenge the
deoancy of the senator from South Carolina in putting suoh an Interrogatory to
The saggesuion to be sent
me by name.
out from here in suon an exigency as
now confronts this country is less than a
blander upon the President ot the United
States.
Mr.
Tillman said: “If I can accommy purpose in preventing the possillity of fastening this debt upon those
people 1 shall be satisfied to take all the
odium that may attach to it.’’
Mr. Allen then withdrew a substitute
the motion made by Mr.
motion and
Davis that the Yica-Presldent should
the
conferees, was agreed to
appoint
without division.
The Yioe-President appointed as conferees, Mr. Davis, Mr. Foraker and Mr.

amendment was passed.
Mr. Aldrich of Rhode Island, briefly
addressing the Senate, said he had never
known during his service in the Senate
course as was proposed by the
had referred to the naval affairs commit- such a
to
be insisted upon and he
majority
the
concurrent
tee,
resolutions:
following
that the Senate of the United States, thought the senators in favor of that
the House of Representatives concurring course ought to give some reason for the
therein, hereby extends to Capt. Charles position they had taken. It was perfectly
D. Siasbee a vote of thanks for the cour- evident, Mr. Aldrich said, that the madesired no action at all. In reply
age, heroism and devotion displayed by jority
the occasion of the terrible Mr. Jones of Arkansas maintained that
him upon
it
was
the
which befel his command in
part oi the House to request
calamity
the destruction of the UDited States bat- that a conference committee be appointed
and thus far the House had not asked for
tleship Maine.”
At 2.53 p. m., the message clerk of the a conference.
The second part of Mr. Davis’s motion
Honsa a;p tired at the main entrance of
the Senute with a package of bills and directing the Vice-President to appoint
resolutions in
hand.
Almost) Immedi- the conferees was then defeated 34 to 43, Morgan.
The Senate then took a recess until 8
ately Vice-President Hobart interrupted the detailed vote being as follows:
o’clock.
the debate and recognized the clerk
He
Yeas—Aldrich,
Allison,
Burrows,
Mr.
Chandler at 8 o'clock, upon the
presented to the Senate several bills and Caffery, Garter, Clark, Cullom, Davis,
of the Senate, suggested the
resolutions whioli had been passed by the Debce,
Elkins, Fairbanks, Faulkner, reconvening
absence of a quorum and the roll being
House, including that relating to the in- Foraker, Frye, Gallinger, Gear, Gorman,
called 60 senators answered.
tervention
of the United States in the Gray,
Haie,
Hanna,
Hansborough,
The conlerees returned at 8 10
m.
Cuban rebellion.
Hawley, Hoar, Lodge, McBride, McMil- There was a stir in the galleries p.as the
The hist were the resolutions adopted lan,
Mason, Morgan, Morrill, Penrose, ohairm in of the conference
committee,
Senate on Saturday night and Piatt of Connecticut, Pritchard, Proctor,
by the
Mr. Davis of Minnesota, rose to present
agreed to today by the House witbeertain Quay, Sewell, Shoup, Spooner, Warren, its
The Interest became intense
report.
amendments.
Wilson.—39.
as it was
about that an agreeThere- was an instant commotion in the
Nays—Allen, Bacon, Baker, Bate, Ber- ment had whispered
been reaobed. Mr. Davis said
chamber.
Scores of
members
of the ry Butler,
Cannon, Chandler, ohilton. that after full and free
discussion, the
House were on the floor awaiting the act- Clay, Cockrell, Daniel. Harris, Heitfeld,
conferees had failed to reaoh an agreeion of the Senate upon the House amend- Jones of Arkansas, Jones of Nevada,
was
ment.
There
intense
silenoe and
ments and although
nearly every sena- Kenney, Kyle, Lindsay,McEnery, McLau- then the
galleries showed their disaptor at the Capitol was present, Mr.Chand- rin, Mallory,Mantle, Martin,Mills,Mitchler of New Hampshire noted the absence ell, Money,
Nelson. Pasco, Pettigrew, pointment.
Mr. Davis stated the pointsjof disagreeof a quorum and demanded a call of the Pettus, Rawlins, Roach, Stewart, Teller,
ment.
Senate.
Thurston, Turley, Turner, Turpie, WolThere was no difficulty in agreeing to
'lh-j roll call indicated the presence of cott.— 40.
the House resolutions as amended, but
7 senators.
At 9. lb p. m., a recess of one hour was
t-gg
contention arose over the
the point of
Mr. Davis, chairman of the foreign re- taken.
insertion of tho words “are and” in the
lations committee,requested that the mesAfter the recess Mr. Morgan presented
first
section
which
the people of
says
sage from the House concerning the Cc- a joint resolution declaring war against
hnn resolutions be laid before the Senate. Spain which was read and allowed to lie Cuba “are and of right ought to be free
and independent.”
After the leading of the message, Mr. on the tablo
He said the majority of the conference
Davis addressed the Senate.
At 10.25 Chief Clerk browning of the
The stillness os he began to speak was House presented a message from that body had agreed to waive the Turpie amendment providing that the words above
profound, lie spoke clearly, but rapidly. asking for a further conference upon the mentioned
be inserted. But the Senate
“In my great anxiety to secure speedy Cuban resolutions.
confereeswere met with refusal to so agree.
action upon
this question,” be said,
The consideration of the sundry civil
Mr.
the minority member ot
Morgan,
“action which I think ought to be taken bill was then
resumed, Mr. Gallinger’s the conference committee, stated that the
immediately,I have refrained from taking amendment relating to the use of steam chairman of the
foreign relations compart in the discussion up to this time. presses in the bureau of
engraving and mittee spoke for the majority. He thought
The resolutions as they come to us from
to.
being
printing
agreed
there
was
little
or
no use to send the
the House are with the exceptions which
After consideration of the sundry oivil conferees again into conference unless it
I shall note,practically the same as those
Mr.
Allen
took
the
bill,
was
indicated that the House would rewhich were reported to the Senate by the appropriation
floor to say that Mr. Hale had been mis- cede.
foreign relations committee.”
taken when on last Saturday he had su'd
Mr.
Foraker said he had accepted the
The exceptions
noted by Mr. Davis that the
change of front on the part of appointment as conferee with the underwere the striking out of the words “and
certain senators on the Cuban question standing from members of the House that
are” and the clause in the Senate resolu
had been due to the presence in the city if the Turpie
amendment was receded
tion?
providing for the recognition of of Hon W. J. Bryan. He had interviews from there
would
be little trouble in
the republic of Cuba.
to
with Mr. Bryan read
show that Mr. reaching a conclusion, but he met an enMr. Davis said that the whole subject
had
all
the
movements
Bryan
supported
tirely different situation from that outhad been thoroughly debated.
made looking to the advancement of the lined tp him. He then in an
impassioned
Meantime, while the debate was pro- American cause in the Cuban situation. manner
said that if the Senate did not
ceeding the destruction of the Maine had An amendment was agreed to providing intend to stand
its
it would
by
position
remained unchastised.
Many of the re- that, the commissioners to the Paris ex- be
absolutely unjustifiable before the
concentrados in Cuba bad died and differshould be of more than one par- world.
position
ences and dissession had arisen here as to
ty;
$50,000 for a building
Mr. Cockrell of Missouri offered a mothe method of action
which should be 6ite appropriating
nt
Butte City. Mont.: and 460.000 non lo.insisc upon tne senate
nflnnloH
Ho cnirl
nra
nAnr
resolutions,
for a building at Fort Meyer, a. C.
whereupon Mr. Morgan said in a loud
arrived at a point where by thoughtful,
was still pending the
While the bill
voice
that
he
had
not
yielded the repubtemperate and reasonable action the en- clerk of the blouse of
Representatives lic of Cuba as a merabir of the conference
tire matter could be settled within SC
hod entered the chamber and was await- committee.
He
minutes.
maintained further that
ing recognition. The clerk presented to
Mr. Hoar Of Massachusetts said it was
no man could or would have the right to
the Senate tne House’s notification that understood that if the United States went
doubt ) that the passage of the resolutions the
House had insisted upon its amend- to war and sent
as sent to the Senate would
ships in Cuban waters
bring about ments and asked for a conference. The and its armies into
Cuban territory, our
the freedom of.Cuba as well as the indebefore
the
was
at
once
laid
Senmessage
navy and army would be under the dipendence of its inhabitants, which sc ate.
rection
of
the
Cuban government if the
many desired. In order that the Senate
Mr. Davis moved that the Senate dis- Senate insisted
upon the Turpie amendmight settle the question and settle it
agree to the House amendments and that ment.
he
moved
that
the
Senate concur in the
now,
bo
for
a
conference
request
Cries of ‘Xo, no,” were heard from
agreed to,
the House resolutions.
and further that the Vice-President ap- all sides.
The motion had scarcely been entered
the conferees.
point
Mr.
Hoar argued that the President
wheD Mr. Stewart addressed tho Senate.
Mr. Allen asked for a division of the should be
left as commander-in-chief
“It is true,” said he, “that this question
and the conference asked for was of the army and
question
can be Fettled immediately, but it is necnavy, master of the sitto.
There was some discussion uation that he should not be hampered
agreed
essary that it should be settled rightly about the
of conferees, the in any
appointment
manner,
allowing him in his own
and it cannot be so settled until the freesenators favoring free Cuba saying the way to
recognize the independence of
dom and independence of the Cuban reto
be
on
the
represented
majority ought
Cuba, which right he held was sacred unpublic are recognized.
conference.
der the constitution.
Mr.
Stewart yielded the floor to Mr.
Messrs. Allen. Hoar, White, Thurston,
Mr.
Teller, wbo said there was a very general Teller, Stewart and Pasco disoussed the should Mills of Texas said that tho Senate
now
refuse to grunt a further
desire for a vote upon the message from
conference with
House conferees.
the
the House and appealed to the Senate tc parliamentary precedents.
In
the course of a snappy vigorous Mr. Daniel of
Virginia said that he for
forego further debate in order that a speech Mr. Chandler of New Hampshire one was in favor
of
insisting upon a disvote might be taken.
said:
agreement with the House.
Cries of “Vote, vote,” were heard from
“The Senate lias by two votes with a
Mr. Mason of Illinois said that he had
all parts of the chamber.
of 14 on each declared that it raude the tight for
independence. He had
Mr. Chandler demanded the yeas and majority
was the
the Senate that the been forced to
sense of
yield his conclusions and
nays.
United States should recognize the in now he was prepared to yield still farthMr.
Davis’s motion to concur in the
of the Cuban republic at the er.
House amendments was defeated, 32 to dependence
head of which is Maximo Gomez, rebel,
“You
have eouquored me” he cried,
46, the detailed vote being as follows:
as France
recognized the revolutionary “but if God lets me live,I give you notice
Yeas—Aldrich, Allison, Burrows, Car government of the American colonies at that tomorrow I shall light for Cuban
ter, Clark, Cnllom, Deboe, Elkins, Fair the head of wbioh was George Washing- independence and
gain it before I quit
haDks, Faulkner, Frye, Gear, Gorman ton, rebel.
this sphere of action.”
The
Gray, Hale, Hanna.Hansbrough,Hawley,
A strong appeal was then ontered by
Spanish Cortes will meet next
Hoar, Lodge, McMillan, Morgan, Mor Wednesday and it is important that the Mr. White of
California, for action that
Platt of Connecticut, Pritchard
rill,
voice of the American Congress in favor would end the
suspense
Proctor, Sboup, Spooner, Warren, Wet of Cuban freedom and Independence
The first part of a motion by Mr. Davmore, Wilson, Wolcott.—32.
should
reach the cortes. The senator is, that to insist
upon the Senate amendNays—Allen, Bacon, Baker, Bate, Ber from Indiana (Mr. Turpie,) is the author ments, was carried
without
division.
ry, Butler, Caffery, Cannon, Chandler of the clause for
wbioh the Senate had The second part, that
requiring a further
Clay. Cockrell, Daniel, Foraker, Gallin pronounced by
its two votes, with a conference, was
3y
to
40
disagree!! to,
ger, Harris, Heitfeld Jones of Arkansas
majority of 14. The senator from Ohio
Mr. Davis moved to insist upon the
Jones of Nevada, Kenney, Kyle. Lindsay
was
one
the
(Mr. Foraker,)
Republican Semite amendment and
a conferMcLaurie, Mallery, Mantle, Martin, Ma on the foreign relations committee who ence, but Mr. Alien askedgrant
for a division
son, Mills,
Money, Nelson, Pasco, Pen advocated that clause and now it is of the question. The motion to agree to a
rose,
Perkins, Pettigrew, Pettus, Quay gravely proposed that a conference com- conference was first adopted.
Mr. Allen
Rawlins, Roach, Stewart, Teller, Thurs
mittee shall he apnointed on which neith- then addressed the Senate.
He said that
er of ihe6e
ton, Tillman, Turley, Turner, Turpie
senators shall
be—a commit- the time had come when the Senate
Vest, White.—46.
tee of three senators, everyone of whom should
appoint the conferees and not the
Vote on motion for conference oomniit
is against the proposition for which the Chair.
tee:
Senate lias twice voted. It seems to me
Mr. Allen’s motion to have the Senate
that the enemies of Cuban freedom, who name the conferees was
Burrows
Yeas—Aldrich,
Allison,
lost, 28 to i').
Caffery, Clark, Cullom, Deboe. Elkins have taken charge of the movement, and
Mr. Davis’s motion was oarried and the
Fairbanks, Frye, Gear. Gorman, Gray who do not mean that it shall go for- President pro tem, Senator
apHale, Hanna,
Hansborough, Hawley ward except under their auspices and pointed Senator Davis, E'orakerFrye,
and MorHoar. Lodge, McMillan, Morgan, MorriU
with their consent, ought, at least, to gan.
Perkins, Platt of Connecticut, Pritchard allow the decision of the matter to be In
A reoess was taken for half an hour.
Proctor. Shoup,
Spooner, Warren. Wet the hands of its friends.”
The detailed vote on adoption of conmore, White, Wilson, Wolcott.—34.
Chandler
said
that
in
the
interest
ference report follows:
□Mr.
Nays—Allen, Bate, Berry, Butler, Can Of Immediate action, Republican senaYeas—Aldrich, Allison, Baker, Burnon, Chandler,
Clay, Cockrell, Daniel tors who had voted for the freedom of rows, Carter, Chandler,
Clark, Cullom,
Heitfeld
Cuba were willing to make some sacri- Davis, Deboe,
Faulkner, Foraker, Harris,
Elkins, Fairbanks. E’aulkJones of Arkansas,
Jones of Nevada
fices.
ner, Foraker, E'rye,
Gallinger,J
Gear,
This was the first note sounded on the Gray, Hale,
Kenney. Kyle, Lindsay, MoLaurin, Me
Hanna, Hansbrough, HawInery, Mallory, Mantle, Martin, Mason, Senate floor of the intention of the ten ley, Kyle, Dodge, McBride,
McMillan,

Elish

^

be

■

Nays

Allen, Bacon, Bate, Berry, But’, ,Ca,»non, Chilton, Clay,
n V
Heitfeld, .Tones
T61’ Harri«.
afArkanas; Jones,
of
Nevada; Kenney,
MoLaurln, Mallory,
bln
Hay,M
MnerZ'.
Mantle,
Martin,
Mitohell Money, Pasco,
Pettns
Pettigrew
Rawlins. Roach!
stewart, leller, Turley, Turner,
y
Turpie,
White—85.
1 a. m.-Since midnight the Senate has

Cf°0Akrvln^a

been in formal recess
although technicallhe conference committee
ly in session.
Is still in session, the House
members
having returned fifteen minutes ago from
with House leaders.
si consultation
An
igreement is understood to have been

peached.

At 1.14 a. m„, Senator Davis presented
the conference report. It was adopted 35
bo 44.
The Senate at 1.5 Oa. m,, adjourned.

IN THE HOUSE.
Washington,

April

18.—Immediately

upon the House oonveuing at ten o’clock
this morning, In accordance with the recess taken Saturday morning, Mr. Dingmoved
ley, the Republican floor leader,
which motion
an adjournment,
was
oarried.
The House

adjourned for the reason
that no message could be reoeived from
the Senate until that body was in session.
As the hands of the clock pointed to
ascended the

noon, the Speaker
rostrum,
and with one resounding whack silenced
the hum
the confusion on the floor and
of conversation in the orowded galleries.
of the Journal had not
The reading
been concluded before the clerk of the
Senate announced the passage of
the
House Cuban resolution with Senate resolutions,
Thn first

move was

imooitant.

As

inMr. Adam’s motion was then agreed tc
“The gentleman is not in order,
his gavel.
without division.
terrupted the .Speaker using Air.
Bailey.
The Speaker again
“I am in order,” shouted
appointed Messrs.
“I denounce that statement of the Chair Adams. Heatwole and Dinsraore
conto make
intended
as false if the
Chair
ferees.
that statement.
Mr. Adams moved a recess until eleven
_.
With that defiant shot Mr. Bailey took o’clock
ot approval
his seat amid a demonstration
Mr. Johnston, Republican of Indiana,
antagonized this with a motion to ada question
about
difficulty
no
sc
noes was
blit the chorus cf
said the bpeak- journ,
Mr.
of fact before witnesses,
fierce that he withdrew
it and
was restored.
er calmly when quiet
Adams’s motion was agreed to.

0I“There1®s

"The clerk will proceed.
Mr Sherman, Iiepublican of New York
who had been selected as a referee in the
Messrs. Bartlett,
between
controversy
ReDemocrat of Georgia and Brumm,
over the
of
Pennsylvania,
publican
sensational personal encounter of last
to
Wednesday, then read a statement,
which both had subscribed. The apology
made
was
Mr.
House
to the
through
Sherman, who stated that the inattei had
been adjusted satisfactorily to both gentleThis
men and that both had apologized.
the difficulty
honorable settlement of
which had been the subject of comment
among the members for several days, was
received with great expressions of apThe House then quieted down
proval.
and proceeded under the call of committee
to consideration of minor matters.
After it became noised about on the
House side that the Senate had non-concurred without a request for a conference
the leaders held hasty consultations and
At 3.40 p.
the galleries filled rapidly.
m., the resolutions were returned to the
House with the Senate’s decision to Hon-

At eleven o’olock the House took another recess until 11.30 p. m., to give the
conferees another opportunity to meet.
At 11.30 p. m., the House was formerly
notified of the action of the Senate and
another recess until 12 o’clock was taker

immediately.

At midnight the House recessed until
12.30 a. m. to await the action of the conferees.
During the recess the members again
congregated in the lobby in tho rear ol
the hall and led by several of tho youngei
members sang many of tbe popular songs
of the day.

BULLETINS.

BY
J Washington,

April

19.—The conferees

ment at 1.10 a. m., which is to restore the
words “are and” in the first paragraph
and to eliminate the Turpie

amendment

our.

the insurgent government,
Air. Dingley, Mr. Bailey and Mr. Brom- recognizing
well, Republican of Ohio, were all on
The first paragraph will be as
entirely.
The
their feet asking for recognition.
it passed the Senate.^
Speaker recognized Mr. Dinglay, who
that
the
House
insist
moved
upon its
In the House as soon as the conference
amendment and ask for a conference.
had been presented, Mr. Adams,
his
he
the
motion
demanded
report
Upon

previous question.
Mr. Bailey, as a parliamentary inquiry,
desired to know of the Chair, whether a

moved the adoption of the report and upthat motion he demanded the previous

on

motion to recede and concur would not question.
take precedence.
J he galleries
gave cheer after cheer as
The Speaker said he thought not.
Mr. Bailey oited a precedent from the the resolutions were
read. The demand
OiUU
1-..._)
1_

the

exact case in point.
The Speaker asked to see it. The members waited with breathless interest while
the Speaker examined It. When he decided
that it would hold, the Democrats
apoheered by the Democrats. This demon- plauded.
The Speaker then recognized
stration was repeated when the reading Mr. Bromwell, Republican of Ohio, who
concluded.
Both Mr. Dingley, the floor formally made the motion to recede and
concur.
leader of the majority, and Mr. Bailey,
This time the Democrats cheered and
the Democratic leader, were on their feet. the galleries joined in the demonstration.
As the previous question ont off debate
Mr. Dingley was reoognlzed by the Speakthe Speaker ordered the roll oailed.
er and immediately moved concurrence in
The vote came so unexpectedly that the
the Senate amendment with an amendleaders of the respective sides sent mesment striking out the olause in the first
and officials
scurrying in all
resolution which recognized the independ- sengers
directions to drive in absentees. Carriages
ence of the existing republic.
The act al
were sent clattering to the down
town
form of the motion, which was reduced
hotels at a gallop and committee rooms,
to writing, was as follows:
and every place where a stray
“I move to concur in the Senate amend- restaurants
be
were hunted out
ment to the House joint resolution with congressman might
and employes of the House,
the
by
pages
an amendment striking out in
the first
The responses on the roll call were folparagraph the words: 'Are and,’ and also lowed closely
for further defections from
the words ‘and that the government of
the
Republican side, but there were none.
the United States hereby recognizes the
two of the Republicans who
In
fact
republio^of Cuba as the true and lawful voted
against the motion to concur with
government of that island’ so that the an amendment
on the last vote, Messrs.
drst paragraph of the Senate amendment
of Indiana and Loud of CaliforJohnson
will read as follows:
the Republicans. They
voted
with
nia,
‘First, That the peoplo of the Island
Df Cuba of right ought to be free and iu- did net, however, properly belong to the
defection on the other vote, as they voted
ledendent.’
as they
did because they opposed any
Upon his motion Mr. Dingley demanded action
whatever.
the previous question which served to cut
The announcement of the defeat of the
tiff amendment and debate.
Mr. Bailey who was still upon his feet motion 148 to 173 was the signal for a deasked if the motion to concur with an monstration of the Republican side.
The following 12 Republicans voted for
amendment precluded a motion to conthe motion to concur; Belknap,Lorimer,
cur and was informed by the Speaker it
and White of Illinois;
would not if the motion was voted down. Mann, Warner,
Mr. Johnson, Republican of Indiana, Bromwell and Brown of Ohio; Colson of
and Mr. Bromwell. Republican of Ohio, Kentucky; Cooper of Wisconsin; Dorr ol
West Virginia; Johnson of North Dakota
were on their feet both demanding recognition to state parliamentary inquiries. and Sulloway of New Hampshire.
Mr. Dingley’s motion to insist and ask
The former wanted to ask unanimous
consent to address the House in antagon- for a conference,wa3 then agreed to without
division, the opposition realizing the
ism to the motion but he was
howled, Uselessness of
demanding a roll call.
down.
But
when
Mr. Bromwell a
Just
before 5 o’clock the Speaker anmoment later declared that he wished to
the
nounced
appointment of Messrs.
offer a motion to concur tne Democratic
Adams,
Republican of Pennsylvania;
side sent up cheer upon oheer.
of Minnesota, and
The Republican
side was ominously Heatwole, Republican
Dlnsmore, Democrat of Arkansas, as consilent.
on the Cuban resolutions
ferees
The Speaker sternly commanded order
Mr. Grosvenor then moved to adjourn,
and then informed Mr. Bromwell that his
but Mr. Cannon called attention to the
motion could not be entertained
until
that of Mr. Dingley had been disposed of. fact that the House would have to awaii
Mr. Bailey, under cover of making a the action of the Senate before the resolutions would be legally in conference.
parliamentary inquiry, brought out clear- He
thought the House should remain in
ly the fact that until the motion of Mr. session.
Thereupon Mr. Grosvenor withDingley was voted down the House could drew the motion.and
npon Mr. Gannon’s
not vote on the motion to concur,
of
motion
the
House recessed for 20 min
which Mr. Bromwell had given notice.
utes.
Mr. Sulzer, Democrat of Hew York,
At 5.30 p.m., a further recess of 15 min
attempted to interpose with the point Qf. utes was taken.
order that Mr. Bromwell’s motion took
The House then took another recess nn
precedence over that of Mr. Dingley. Ho til 8 o’clock and at 0 o’clock the
Houst
had a copy of the rules in his hand, and
recessed until 8 o'clock.
was prepared to argue the question, but
the Speaker unceremoniously deolined to
hear him.
No division was asked ou the
The House reconvened at eight o’clock.
motion for the previous question, but up- The members were
jubilant over the news
on the main question a chorus of demands whioh floated about that l he conferees had
from bcth sides went up for the ayes and agreed, the Senate to yield on the inde
nays. Tho roll call was watched with in- pendenoe clause and the House to restore
tense interest.
The Democrats started in
to applaud every Republican who voted section, but
suddenly the greatest con
“no" but the promised defection of over fusion arose wheu it was discovered that
twenty-five members on the Republican there was still a hitch over the words
side did not materialize. The Democrats “are and” the two
Republicans of the
had only fourteen opportunities to ap- House
conferees, Messrs. Adams and
plaud.
Heatwole, having refused to yield on this
When Mr. Boutelle of Maine,
ascerpoint.
tained that the motion had been carried
Several members of the House were in
ly a safe majority he withdrew his vote, their dress suits and in the galleries were
andwas recorded present.
many brilliant evening costumes. NothThe announcement of the vote—179 to ing was done until 8.45
p. m., when the
166, and the decisive victory was loudly clerk of the Senate announced the dis
appauded byjthe R< publicans.
agreement of the Senate to the House
fourteen
Republicans voted with the amendment and the appointment of conDemocrats and Populists.
ferees.
A very sensational scene followed. Mr.
Mr. Adams had a
long conference with
of
Johnson, Republican
Indiana, asked the Speaker at his desk.
Half a dozen
unanimous consent, inasmuch as no de- leaders took part in a
consultation.
A
bate upon the proposition just voted upon question arose as to
whether the House
had been to be
allowed to address the having asked for the conference was enHouse for an hour on the peace side of the titled to
have-charge of the papers or not
question which he said had not been pre- and to settle this question Captain Mcsented to tile House as yet.
There were Kee, the journal clerk,
paid a visit to the
loud cries for the regular order.
other end of the Capitol.
“The regular order Is demanded,” said
The struggle which was
going on was
the Speaker, “the clerk will call the com- one to secure
parliamentary advantage.
mittees for reports.
The House which
had
of the
Mr. Bailey jumped to his feet and asked conference papers could atpossession
time reif the chair held that a demand for the cede and agree. It was this any
desire to hold
regular order was equivalent to an objec- the papers which induced the Senate tc
tion.
refuse, thus compelling the House tc
“The Chair thinks if the
gentleman further insist and ask for further conferwill continue to notice he will gradually ence. Agreement; to this
further conferlearn parliamentary procedure,” replied ence would give the Senate
possession ol
the Speaker sarcastically.
the papers.
This retort raised a laugh on the ReA general conference of the leaders was
publican side.
held at the Speaker’s desk after the Sen
“Clerk will proceed with the
call,” ate had voted 39 to 40 to insist.
continued the Speaker.
Mr. Dalzell and most of the Speaker’
“A parliamentary inquiry,” interposed lieutenants favorod voting to
further in
Mr. Bailey, evidently greatly nettled by Bist, hut Mr. Grosvenor counselled au
ad
the Chair’s words—“I desire to know if it jouvnment.
He argued that if the Jious
is in order for tho Speaker in response to adjourned the country would placo the
re
a respectful inquiry
of a member of this sponslbility for the dead lock upon
the
Senate. There were many indignant com
House, to make such a reply as that?”
“Not to a respectful inquiry,” retorted ments on the situation which placed it in
the Speaker in aggressive tones.”
This the power of one Senator to hold up tin
was the occasion for another outburst of resolutions ilnd prevent au agreement.
on
the
Republicans side which
applause
At 9.35 p. in., the House was oflicialiy
the Speaker suppressed with a vigorous notified of the Senate’s action in l'urthei
pounding of his gavel.
insisting.
“The House will be in order,” said he
The iJemocrats applauded the announce
sternly. “The clerk will proceed.”
ment. Mr. Adams, Republican of Penn
But Mr. Bailey was thoroughly angered sylvania, as soon as the report of the dis
and hung on doggedly.
agreement had bean read, moved that the
“I desire to ask if the Speaker intends House still further insist upon its amendto say that the inquiry which 1 mado was ments and
request a further conference.
not respoctful?”
Again Mr. Cromwell moved that the
“The Speaker simply desires to rest his House recede lrom its
disagreement anil
statement in the knowledge which the concur in the Senate’s amendments. Thi
House has as to this fact.” responded the
Republicans who were voting with tht
Speaker amid cries of “regular order
opposition, lost the vote of Mr. Cooper of
“The regular order
is
He voted nc
Wisconsin on this roll call.
demanded
added tho Speaker.
with the administration
Republicans.
But Mr. Bailey would not down
and The other eleven Republicans again voted
above the noise and confusion he shouted to recede and concur.
defiantly:
The motion was again lost, 144-177. ;
“Deliberately I desire to sny if the
Secretary of War A Igor, who entered ths
Speaker intended to say”—
hall while the vote was being recapitu“Tile clerk will proceed,”
interrupted lated. joined In the Republican demon
the Speaker
stration of approval when the result wai
‘‘X desire to say”—
resolutions were
read, the declaration
with regard to the recognition of the independence of Cuba was
vooiferousiy

announced,

for the

previous question cut off debate
Johnson, Repub-

and Mr. Bailey and Mr.

lican of Indiana both appealed for

a

|Ievs

minutes time.
Mr. Adams refused to

yield time foi

debats owing to the lateness of the hour.

protested indignantly.

Mr. Johnson
Mr.

Bailey

demanded the ayes and nays

and the roll was called.
The

previous question

was

had considerable
as
then,
perfect health.
was

ordered 171

to 121.
The first roll call on the adoption of the

report showed 293 ayes and five nays.

supposed

w.as

to

have

with him. Ho
can be learned, iu

money

near
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Late this afternoon word was sent to
Coroner Sampson that a man had died
on

After din-

j

ner-coffee.

j

Nothin & jj
il
or

Lincoln street under suspicious cirTho body was taken to his

cumstances.

undertaking

in the
world is!
i so nec- i

and there an investigation of the case was made of the body.
From its appearance the officers are inclined to think foul play was the cause
of the death.
rooms

Pessary!

At the

time the body was taken to the
undertaking rooms the only thing found
to indentify the mm was a small prayer
book in which was the name of Joseph

as a

ting

to secure the money

Bon well's place on Lincoln street is
known to the officers as one of the toughest resorts In the city. Several affairs of
a questionable nature have happened at
his place of business. He makes the pretence of running a shoe store. This has

acts as a

meal,

only the finest
material should be used.

They

Grocers sell it in

is

a stranger in town.
Coroner Sampson
will hold an inquest in the morning.

fa m o u

Ice-Bound Whal-

importers,

s

to-

gether with their seal,
guarantees its matchless

ers.

Seattle, Wash., April 18.—Charles H.
Walker, third mate of the steam whaler
Oroa, has arrived here after one of the
remarkable
trips on record. He
left Point
Barrow, Alaska, the first of
last November, with two Indians and a
dog team and followed the shore line
of the Arctio Ocean to the month of the

pound

and two-pound tin cans,
and the signature of these

BRAVED DANGEROne of

are

represented by
Chase & Sanborn’s
Seal Brand Coffee.

of the local offioers who, tonight, are at
work on the case. Up to midnight Bonwell had not been captured.
Blais, who is a man of about 40 years,

Trip by

delightful cona
well-enjoyed j

clusion to

several timss been ciised up.
The affair has been placed in the hands

Perilous

fit-!

ter-

mination to a perfectly
served dinner.
At no time does the true
merit of coffee become so
manifest. To produce
that delicious, aromatic
beverage that delights the
hearts of epicures and

S. Blais, Agathe, P. Q.
From what has been learned the officers
are
of the opinion the man called at this
place on Lincoln street and after boing
given a lodging.lt is thought he met with
foul play. The object It is thought of
the foul
play was
he had with him.

the Cuban resolution reached an agree-

on

rived in this city he

PYPplIpnpp

most

“GOLD

HEART”

:

Spring Wheat

Mackenzie river, which he ascended comMr.
ing Into civilization at Edmonton.
Walker brings an appeal from the cap-

LATENT BREAD FLOUR

tains of the whalers at Point Barrow to
the Pacific Coast Steam Whaling compaendeavor to get supny to use every
plies to them by the first of June. They

No. I Hard North Dakota
Fife
Wheat.
Scotch

IS MADE FROM

The
following voted against the
modern and all
know nothing of the government relief
Our mills are all
adoption of the report:
expedition now on its way. There are, equipped with the latest improved millBoutelle, Republican of Maine; Biewc, Mr. Walker says,
186 people at Point ing machinery.
Democrat of Alabama; Gardner, Repub- Barrow, who, by living on short rations,
“GOLD HEART” is not an 82 per
lican of New

Republican

Jersey,

of

Indiana; Loud, Republican of Ciaifornia;
McCall, Republican of Massachusetts.
The conference

report

was

adopted by

the House 310 to 6.

VOLUNTEERS FOR NAVT.
St. Johns, N. F., April 18,—The United
States government has purchased the
British steamer Regulus, now at this
port, and will use her as a coal carrier.
Snain is negotiating for the purchase ol
the sealing steamer Algerine formerly i
man of war.
Tno steamer Grand Lake which sailed
for Halifax today took fifty New Foundland fisherman hound for Boston where
they will volunteer in the American
Hundreds of others can be had
navy.
for service if they are needed.
ENGLAND BUYING COAL.

Kingston, Jam., April 18.—The British
authorities although they had 601'0 tons
of coal here, bought 2900 tons more today.
They have options on two cargoes of vessels of the Altas line. These purchases
and negotiations are connected with the
the British fleet in these
increase of
waters, in view of the expected war between Spain and the United States.
EMERGENCY

will havo enough supplies to last them
until the first of July.
The whalers east of Point Bariow are
in better circumstances. Besides having
plenty of provisions, they have a large
stock at Herschel island to draw on. Mr.
Walker confirms the report o£ the loss of
the Orca and the burning of the FreeAll the vessels east of Point Barman.
anchored. The Fearless
row are safely
and Newport are situated 95 miles east
off Tonicent Point.
of Point Barrow,
The tender Genie is further east at Pitt
Belvidere
is at Sea Horse
Point. The
The Nowhal
Bluis, Grampus
Rapids.
From
ana Bealama are at Bailey island.
the mouth of the Mackenzie river to EdWalker’s trip was without
monton Mr.
but he had a very
incident,
special
trying trip from Point Barrow to the
mouth of the river. Owing to the scarcity of provisions at Point Bairow he
with but a small amount,
started out
trusting to the chance of killing sufficon
the road. For three days
neat
ient
previous to reaching Herschel island he
was practically without food.
THE WEATHER.

Our location

cant Patent.

pick of the wheat
Red River Valley.

gives us the
in the great

grown

“GOLD HEART” has a reputation to
make. It cannot be sold on its past
record. We ship East all of our off
grade wheat to be milled by our com-

petitors.
“GOLD HEART”
the best

is

guaranteed

of Patent Flour.

quality

to be

Your

money back if it doesn’t suit.

NORTH DAKOTA MILLING
ASS’N.
aprsdeodim

THE LATEST.

MUSICAL

PRODUCTIONS

X

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

all times to be found in our stock
orders by mail or telephone will receive
prompt attention.
Our discounts to the profession are the most
favorable to be obtained and everything will
be done to make it an advantage and a pleasure
to deal with us.
Wo alno carry a Full
Assortment of
STRINGED INSTKUMiENTS aud MUSICAL MERCHANDISE of every descripare al

All

MEASURE PREPAR
ING.

Washington, April 18.—Anticipatinc
the uct'on of Congress in authorizing the

In
the-Cuban
President to intervene
affairs. Secretary Alger has bad prepared
a bill empowering the President to take
all steps for increasing the army and other
measures to meet the emergencies ol
the situation as they present themselves.
SPAIN AFTER MONEY.

tion.

Washington, April IS.—Forecast for
Tuesday tor Maine, New Hampshire and
folVermont—Increasing cloudiness
T C. McGOULDRIC, Manager.
lowed by rain Tuesday night, winds beT
A
il 18.—Tfc
renorfceri fcSf th£
Tel.
818-2.
517 Congress St.
the government of Spain hat coming uortheasterly.
citv that
M.W&Ftf
ap!5
been in communication with the leading
Boston, April 1,.—Local forecast for
financial houses here including the Rbtbis
Boston and vicinity for Tuesday: Fair in
raise a loan oi
in an effort to
ohilds
4,000,000 pounds on the security of tht the morning followed by increasing
Almadean mines.
cloudiness and probably light showers in
Members New York and Boston
the afternoon or night.
Stock Exchange!.
North to east
THE DYNASTY DOOMED.

M.

Stelnert & Sons Go.

m

E.

EDW,

London, April 18.—The supporters ir
England of Don Carlos, the Spanish pro
tender,headed by the Earl of Asburnham,
are actively
preparing for emergencies.
Every detail has been arranged to seizt

Tht
moment for action.
convinced that tht
are
is
doomed.
Spanish dynasty

propitious

a

local

Carlists

VINALHVAEN.
Vinalhaven.
April 17.—The annual
meeting of the Union Church society wat
held at the Union Church ve6try Thurs
day. April 14. J. H. Sanborn was electee
moderator, Charles Littlefield clerk, H.
M. Noyes treasurer, T. E. Libby, H. M.
Noyes, W. S. Carver, J. H. Sanborn and
Charles Littlefield, executive committee.
The committee of the society reported tht
receipts of the year *15.86, disbueements
The church now stands cleat
the same.
of debt with the outlook of a prosperous
year ahead.
A committee was raised in the Union
church Sabbath school Sunday to select
and exchange a part of the school library
which
books with the Advent church,
will give each church the benefit of readcost.
extra
without
in" matter
A fellowship meeting will he held ai
the Union church Tuesday evening. Refreshments will be served.
Five young men from here have enlistee
in the navy and will leave here Tuesday.
T. G. Libby stands ready to furnish tht
any
desiring
necessary papers
enlist to form a company of artillery ir
Knox county.
Schools commence here Monday Apri
superintendent oi
IS.
T. M. Coombs,
been elected
superin
schools hero has
tendent of sohools at Stonington, Me., al
to

one

F. A. Grindle was

eleoted

tt

wind s.

LELANO & CO.

And New York Cotton
Local Weather

Portland,

Report.

2

EXCHANGE

Exchnnge.

BUILDING.

BOSTON.

Me.. April 18.—The

local
weather bureau office records as to the
weather are as follows:

COPPER STOCKS

8 a. m.

Barometer 29.814: ThermomAND
50.5: DewPoint 34; Humidity 52;
wind NW; Velocity 7: weather, cloudy.
8 p. m.
Barometer 30.074; Thermometer 43.0; Dew Point 30; Humidity
59;
wind N; Velocity 0; clear.
and Bonds Bought and Sold in
Mean daily thermometer 49; maximum Stooks
ali Markets.
thermometer
56; minimum thermometer 43; maximum velocity
wind, 20, NW;
total precipitation .0.
SOLICITED.
CORRESPONDENCE
eter

COTTON

FUTURES

—

febudw&sattf

Weather Observation.

The agricultural department weather
bureau for yesterday, April IS, taken
at 8 p, m., meridian time, the observaion for each section being given ia the
order: Temperature, direction of wind,
state of weather:

B. N. HAMLIN,
(Member Boston Stock Exchange),

Makes

a

specialty of dealing

iu ail

Boston 60

degrees. N, clear:
New
York, 56 degress, N., clear; j Philadelphia, 60 degrees, N., cloudv: Washington, 64 degrees, N, cloudv;'Albany,
50 degrees,
W., clear; Buffalo, 48
degrees,
E.,
46
clear;
Detroit
degrees, N., clear: Chiagco, 42 dedrees, E, rain; St. Paul, 26, degrees,
Ali requests for information on minNE.,
Huron, Dak.,
38 de- ingproporties receive careful attention.
rain;
grees,
E,, cloudy;
Bismarck.
48
2G Exchange Bids*, Boston.
degrees, W, rain;
Jacksonville, 72
mari9Sat&Wedimo
gegrees, SE. p. cloudy

so.

Webster lodge, F. and A. M.,
the grand lodge.

by
as

Mosel
proxy tt

MYSTERIOUS CASE IN LEWISTON.

Auburn Trust Go.,

for

a

generous

CENT
TKIAt SIZE.
30

AUBURN, HIE.

rePECIAU TO THE IRESS.J

Lewiston, April IS.—The police are in
vestigating a case that to them looks veri
much like
foul play. Up to mldnigh
arrests had been made; although tin
house of Fred Ronwell and its ocoupant
no

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT, with
Boxes l'or Bent.

ELY’S CREAM BALM
contains
mercury

no
nor

coceaine,
any other

Injurious drug.
It is quickly Absorbed.
It

Gives Relief at once.
opens and cleanses the

j
1

1

being kept under close surveillance.
Size 2 3-4x5x22 inches, at $0.00 per
year.
Allay? Inflammation.
Sunday might a man came hero fron 1
*•
2 3-4x10x22
Heals and protects the Membrane.
10.00
Restores
Canada aud stopped at the house of Fret
the enses of Taste and Smell.
No Cocaine
5x5x22
10.00
No Mercury, No Injurious drug. Full size Ooc
Ronwell on Lincoln street. At that ttm1
“
Half size 10c; at druggists or by mail.
10x10x22
20.00
no one knew who he was.
ELY BROTHERS. 66 Warren St., New York
When he ar
apno
eocict
are

COLD IN HEAD

■'■■■■.Hw.i

■'

OLD ORCHARD’S PIER.
After Tears of Discussion Work Has
at Last Begun.

IMIffi
EXTRACT'

MALT

MAKES PBME SIRONG

I
f

location for some 500 foot outward from
high water mark. Although the depth of
the sand over the ledge averaged from six
to eight feet, it was not considered safe
to risk the p'ling in less than six or eight

MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL.

TO SAIL WEDNESDAY.
the Monitor
Secretary Lons Says
Iheu Start lor Portland.

Will

T. Richards
feet out of unobstructed sand.
Adjutant General John
The process of “anchoring” these steel received a letter from Secretary of the
The Pier Will Extend over a Third of a
piles is somewhat novel. At the point Navy John D. Long, Saturday, stating
Mile Out to See.—Interesting Processes
where the pile is to rest upon the ledge, that the monitor Montauk would probaby Which Its Supports are Driven Into the sand Is first excavated down to the
bly be sent from the League Island navy
the Sand—How
on
the Money Will be rook sitrface
by means of a steam driven yard at Philadelphia to Portland,
Halted.
or jaoket
by[a
iron
a
in
12-inch
of
20th
pipe
the
April,manned
syphon
Wednesday
when ready to crew from the New Jersey Naval ReOld
Orchard Is at last to have that used for covering the pile
"anohored.” Then the jacketpipe serves, who will leave the monitor at
much talked of pier. The movement for be
on the ledge, is carefully calked Portland.
resting
its erection began twenty years ago and
to prevent the incoming of sand, while
Although every arrangement has been
was revived from time to time
finally
hole is drilled into the rock a mado for the erection of the barraoks on
taking definite shape after the formation a two-inoh
Into
this hole is the muster grounds, for the nse of the
of the Old Orchard board of trade several distance of two feet.
then driven a solid steel bar, projecting National Guard, the work Will not be beyears ago.
three feet above the ledge. Over this bar gun at present, and It will nos be done at
The Board of Trade, started without
the hollow steel pile Is then placed, rest- all should the call for troops be withheld
of
a
but
found
speedily
thought
pier,
upon the ledge, and the space in the for more than two weeks as it Is thought
transformed
into
a
itself literally
pier ing
into the solid sand by means of a water that by that time the weather and the
company. While almost everybody was
inside the*plle itself. The grounds would be in such condition, that
enthusiastic for a pier, but comparative- jet, operated
water-jet plan of sinking piles is also the ordinary canvas tents used in the anfelt
town’s
few
of
the
able
or
people
ly
A nual encampment will be sufficient for
and
novel
wonderfully effective.
willing to stand behind such an enterstream of water is forced against the sand tho use of the men, and will help tte
prise with hard cash; and as this, after
The more to get them seasoned for the life
inside and at the bottom of the pile.
ail was the great essential to make a pier
almost instantaneous effect is to change that they would be entering in upon.
deemed best for
a reality, it was
these
the solid sand into a mixture of the con- Everything is arranged so that the barfow to organize, and thus bring order out
racks can be erected in less than a week
of ohaos. Nov. 18, 18S5, eight gentlemen sistency of water gruel, and as the result,
from the time that work is bogun„upon
the “Old
met and organized
Orchard the pile settles of its own weight to the them.

We shall be pleased to
quote you the very

I Lowest Prices

Strone Words In

|

MISCEtXAjSTEOPS.

MISCKIjI.AXEOU3.

It7*avor

The Associated
Charities held a meeting yesterday afternoon in the Common
Counoil room,
President Gerrish in the

ohalr. A number of
ladies and several
gentlemen were present.
Dr. Worcester
spoke very warmly In
favor of manual
training, describing the
polytecnic school at Passadena, Cali.,
and the good work it
Twenwas doing.
ty-six teachers are
employed. The boys
and girls work
together. The girls learn

BICYCLES.
$50
_easily

to saw, cook, set
tables, and a hundred
things ot real practloal use. One of the
had
boys
built a steam engine of fourhorse power all
by himself. The manual
training did not aTe't the standing of
the pupils In other studios. Ore
great
advantage of manual training was that it
gave the boys something to occupy their
time with and so
kept them away frcrn

with that enemy of

oi^and

grease

♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

plan

♦

it

things

would
be ono of the greatest
for the children of Portland av d

$35 and $50.

IDEALS,

[fio^ gj

bad books and off the streets. He thought
if theJWalker
bequest could be used for a
manual
training school on the broadest

$30, $35

X

A3XTKTXVEIISAIIY SALE.

ISusinesi—7 Days* sale of Groceries at Unheard of Trice*, Comipenclng April lstli, and for One Week Only. All Goods New
every year would see a great change in
and first Class.
Here are a few of our prices:
the development of the
CANNED GOODS-Gallon can Baldwin apples onlv 23c can; 3 lb. can mince meat
boys and girls.
10c
only
can; 3 lb. can crated pine apple only 9c can; California egg plums only 12c can;
President Gerrish spoke strongly in
California green gage plums only 12c can; California peaches only 12 i-2c can; best Baltimore peaches only 10c can.
Sardines, 5c can; 6 cans for* 25c; large spiced and
musturd sardines. 8c can; red Alaska salmon only 9c can; *bod broom, 12 l-2c; dried
apricots, 10c lb. ; 3 lbs. for 25c; dried peaches. 10c lb: 3 lbs country sliced apples for 25c;
best 4 crown raisins only 7c lb; large bottle Heinz’s ketchup tor 23c and 3c back for empty
A
A bottle; 3 lb. can yellow eye baked beans. 10c; 3 lb can pea beans baked, ioc. We are
X selling more 25c and 35c tea than ever. Why? because it is better than any 50c tea in
X Portland. Ask for samples of any of our teas.
'\7K7‘X3CX,I*JXr3ES“y, The Grocer, 291 Congress Street. apUeodtf
^
Years In

♦
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♦

17

J
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Y
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JSOL.IANS

us

with

Styi
Spring Style

For

durability.
& Hubbard Hat his
leading dealers.

aprl8

h
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rotected

Oat
Every

08

<; Corner

and

Upon
All

w

^

Sides

*-> from any attack of poverty is the
wife and family when the husband's life is insured with the
^
< UNION MUTUAL. They are
independent by the free act of the
the intervention
bread-winner
N of foreign assistance is unnecessary.
Acknowledged the world over as
the only investment that is not
^
^ only safe and profitable, but a
requisite of proper living.

>
>
>
>
>
^
^
>

—

policies

are

^

in

>
>

Portland, Itlaine,

>

/™

Thousands of Maine people posUnion Mutual policies. Millions
of dollars loaned and invested in the
State.

>
1

\

\

^S4

Messenger's Notice.
Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County.
State ol Maine,
Cumberland
ss„ April
11 til, A. I). 1898.
ram IS is to give notice that on the 8th day of
A. D. 1898, a warrant in InJ_
April,
solvency wasiesued out of the Court of Insolfor
said
vency
County of Cumberland, against
the estate of
ALVBKDO LEA\ ITT, of Portland,
be
to
an
Insolvent
adjudged
Debtor
of said debtor, which petion
petition
Bled on the
was
8th
tion
of
nay
April. A. D. 1898, to which dato interest ou
claims is

That

to

the

be computed.
pavmeut of

any

debts to

or

by

the transfer
and
Debtor.
anil
delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law.
the creditors of said
That a meeting of
their
debts
to
and
debtor,
prove
sufficient
are
in
there
case
assets
the same to
choose one
in
authorize
or more assignees of ins estate, will be held
at a Court ot Insolvency to be hoiaen
at
Probate Court room in said Portland, m said
County of Cumberland on the 2nd day of
A. D.,
1898, .at 10 o’clock in the
May,
said

forenoon.
Given under
written.

general

thoroughfare leading

to the Beach.
December 23, 1897, a contract was signed
with the Berlin Iron Bridge company, of
Connecticut, for the building and erec-

tion of

a steel pier to
extend
into tide
water 1770 feet, and on Maroh 1,
1898,
the curious seeker after pier news saw
car-load after car-load of steel structural
material rolling into Old Orchard, and
the dream of years was about to be realized. In a word, the entire pier structure had been built, piece by piece, in the

extensive machine shops of
the
Berlin
Bridge Company, and fitted so nicely that
wh?n they arrived here, the foreman had
only to drop each into its allotted place
and pronounce so much of the structure

on.

The first six hundred feet of the structure is now in place, enough
to give a
partial idea of what the pier will be
when completed, and its sinewy form
shall stand dressed in panoply of steel,
deck surmounted by elegant
its broad
far the
progress of
structure has been slow by
the fact that the
first forty

A-/Um/wwwi/myJ \
VVVVVVVVVV

unaer tne

fall of 1897, when the location
whereon
the pierjs now being erected was secured,
namely, the Hildreth lot, so called, next
north of Old Orchard
street, th& great

> pnvillions.
^ erecting the

Vice President.

sess

company

law.
A difficulty arose as to where the pier
should be located, and the inability of
the company to obtain a site which should
be most advantageous for the public and
the investors, delayed the commencement
of work on the pier structure until
the

rapidly

Company,
Arthur L. Bates,

v-mean x-mr

^

3 Eife Insurant?

President.

1

where no sound of axe or hammer was
heard, and yet without forge or lathe, or
metal
any resort to the machinist's or
worker’s art, the work of erection goes

>

Fred E. Richards,

OLD
■

completed; not precisely as was the case
in the building of
Solomon’s Temple,

ilnion mutual

<

Playing

SteinertT

Pianos*

Sons Go,,

517

hand the date first above
C. D. BUCKNAM.
Deputy Sheriff as Messenger of the Court oi
Insolvency foi said County oi Cumberland.
my

aprl2&19

Thus

ORCHARD

PIER.

—~

T

r~~

the bar is filled
;olid with cement concrete. The
pile
thus anchored becomes almost part and
of
the ledge itself and is Immovaparcel
ble. The anchoring of these forty piles at
the inner end of the structure will add
largely to the strength and permanency
of the entire pier, when completed.
Now that a clean sand bottom has been
reached, the work of construction goes on
with much more rapidity. The “jacket”
system is discarded, and the long
steel
interior or tne

pile

around

The barracks will be wooden structures
about £5x70 feet in size, and each structure intended to accommodate one com-

favor of the

pany of 69 men. Thus there would have
to be 24 buildings for the use of the signal corps and the ambulance corps, ana
two more for the use cf the battery of

try boy,had over the city hoy. He had the
practical manual training from the start.
It began with his morning’s chores.
He
said that the school taught responsibility

Mr.

school,

training

school.
Babb, the teacher of the Portland
spoke of the advantages the coun-

artillery, and the cavalry, should it be and persistency, observation and thought.
deemed expedient to have these recruited. He gave many illustrations of the value
The officers would occupy other quart- of tho schcol and advised the audience
that if they wanted such a manual trainers, probably their tents.
Among the other equipments that are ing school as the others had spoken of
to bo seen are the articles spoken of as they had got to showfthat desire plainshelter halves. Of course the name will lyRev. Mr. Southworth also gave a sketch
imply that they are a tent of some sort
A shelter half Is a piece of canvas about of his own experience.
Altogether it
five feet long, and four feet wide. Along was a very interesting meeting.
ono side Is a row of
Delegates were appointed to the nationbuttons, and a row

piles, with a heavy iron shoe, is driven
depth required, five minutes only being
required to settle a pile ten to twelve fest
into the sand. When the
water-jet is
withdrawn the change in the sand is
»gain almost magical. It speedily hardms to its original consistency
holding the of buttonholes. These are for the pur- al convention of charities and corrections
pile firmly in place.
pose of buttoning to the shelter half of to be held in New York city, May 18th,
A word personal as to tho men who are another
Mrs.
T. A. Moore, Mrs. Henry
man, the two making a tent that viz:
behind this enterprise, and are pushing it is
large enough to lie under, the sides are Taylor and Mrs. A. B. Cole.
Jo completion, may not be out of place
pinned to the.ground, with wooden pegs,
DR. BUTLER’S LECTURE.
in this connect'on. The company organ- and the tent is held from the
ground by
Those who attended the
lecture ou
ized is as follows:
poles about 18 inches long, two of the “Uses of Literature’’ delivered last night
President—Henry W. Staples.
poles being used, as they are made so that by Rev. Nathaniel Butler, D. D., PresiTreasurer—Herbert L. Hildreth.
one fits into a socket in the other.
One dent of Colby University heard ono of the
Clerk—Edward M. Yates.
most scholarly and Interesting addresses
Directors—George F. Haley, H. L. Hil- end of the little shelter tent is provided which Portland people have been given
dreth, J. W. Duff, H. W. Staples, C. F. with a flap that buttons together, thue an opportun ity to eDjoy in a
long while.
Staples, J. M. Ryan and M. F. Porter. preventing a draught. The person usualDr.B utler Is a most eloquent and forceThe organization as it stands
Ills command of language
today is ly sleeps with his head on the open end. ful speaker.
is masterly and his delivery Is all
that
;he same as when the company was organ- As a
general thing the poncho or rubber could be asked. He told of the birth and
ized two and one half years ago, with the
blanket, of ononis placed on the ground growth of literature, and dwelt on its
exception that Mr. Hildreth takes the to slsep on, while that of the other occu- effect on the morals of mankind and on
politics, and showed what It hud accomplace of Mr. B. F. Milliken as treasurer. pant is placed over the two.”
in
plished in history, in religion and
By an arrangement, entirely satisfacscience.
INSPECTION
OP
THE
CADETS.
to
the
and
tory
original pier company,
ondor the
The lecture was delivered
the company constructing the pier, four
Brigadier General Newcomb, Inspector auspices of the ladies of St. Stephen’s
and
was
attended.
largely
gentlemen, three of them directors, nnd general of the Maine National Guard, in- churgh
the other a large stockholder of the com- spected B Company,
commanded
by
pany, have constituted themselves n pier
so to
company within a pier company,
speak, and have assumed all the financial

Manager.

Congress Streets

Pollard

&

Co.,

j;
will be Teceived by the underuntil
Saturday. April 23, 1898, for
signed
furnishing the public schools of the city of
the current year commencfor
Portland, Me.,
ing April 23, 1898, and ending April 1st, 1999,
with books.stationery and other supplies usually furnished for school use. All proposals will
be opened by the committee on estimates and
expenditures who will reserve the right to reject all such proposals as may lie deemed contrary to Hie interest of ihe city. Schedules of
saidsnpplies wjill be furnished on application
at office Supt. School Buildings. W. L. BRADaplGdlw
LEY, Supt. School Biddings.
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Wlllinmi Indian Pile
Ointment is a sure cure
for PILES. It absorbs

RELIEF. SOc.‘
Plga inl|8 GIVES
and 1*1. At Druggists.
K5aBI

For sale

E. Goold& Co,
iuned&wlf

by J.

THROW

EVERY...

1

MAN

|

BOSTON.
apraTuTh&Sat2m
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TO HIS TRADE,
$ Kidneys aLd Urinary Organs.

We frequently

J

Have
\ you neglected your Kidneys? Have T
T you overworked your nervous sys- §

come
“

,

I and bladder? Have vou a

flabby

to

ns

ap-

8

with copy and say

Put It In attractiva form

make the

£

have customers

f

and

$

price reasonable."

pearance of the face, especially!
under the eyes ? Too frequent de-. I ft In suoh cases the work is always
| sire pass urine ? William’s Kidney
$ satisfactory and brings sxoellent
Pills will impart new life to the dis- (
results.
3}
'eased
tone
the
(
organs,
up
system. |
I and make a new man of you. By
1
the THURSTON PRINT,
mail 50 cents per box.
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LIGHT

-ANDShow up to the Public Graze the difference between

TRUE

GENUINE

MERIT

-AND-

REAL
Which

we

BARGAINS

continually

offer,

and

the

phantom bargains

offered elsewhere.

SPRING OVERCOATS.

I. H. Baker, last evening.
Tbo
company has flfty-six enlisted men and

Captain

nlty-lour

present at last night’s inspection
reason of
to the outside organization, for the con- and the two who were absent are in coleigne-men steel plies, as tney were put In struction, equipment and management lege so that their absence is most
exThe
place, were to be “anchored” to a sub- of the pier structure. This “big four” cusable under the circumstances.
strata of ledge, which underlies the pier is comprised of
H. L. Hildreth, G.
F. company turned out In heavy marching
order and after tbeir equipments had been
Haley, J. W. Duff, and Leon Griswold.
thoroughly inspected by Gen. Newcomb
READINGS FROM KIPLING.
A Narrow Escape.
the command was drilled by Capt. Baker
Thankful words written by Mrs. Ada
Mrs. John A. Bellows will givo her iu the school of the
sollier, of tho com“Was taken second and last recital at Second Advent
E. Hart, of Groton, S. D.
pany, in extended order, gave an illustrawith a bad cold which settled on my church at 4.30
p. m. today, taking Rud- tion of guard duty and
squad drill under
lungs, cough set in aDd finally termi- yard Kipling's
writings for her recita- the command of the non-commissioned
Four Doctors
nated in Consumption.
tions.
lino
Mrs.
a
Bellows is
remarkably
T he drill was a most creditable
officors.
gave me up saying I could live but a
A man lias to have pluck to make a sucshort time. 1 gave myself up to my elocutionist and the Kipling selections one and showed the
interest which the cess of
any calling. A man must have the
Savior, determined if I could not stay will receive admirable treatment at her men take in tho work
inand
the
to take knock-down blows and
backbone
good
with my friends on earth, I would meet hands. Tickets
at
obtained
can
be
struction they havo received at the hauds get up again and again and fight on.
my absent ones above. My husband was Crossey, Jones & Allen’s and at the door.
Pluck and stamina are largely a question
of Captain Baker and his oflicers.
Gen.
advised to get Dr. King’s New Discovery
of good health. It only takes one knockfor consumption, Coughs and Colds, f PROF. MUNYON MADE AN L. L. D. Newcomb was evidently much pleased down blow to finish a man with a headache.
gave it a trial, took in all eight bottles.
The American University of Tennessee, with the work of Captain Baker’s com- It only takes a small setback to disconcert,
It has cured me, and thank God I am
man.
A bilious, headof mand and did not hestitae to
show his a nervous and shaky
saved and now a well and healthy wo- recognizing the scholarly attainments
achy man goes into bankruptcy at the first
at
pleasure
the
work they did.
Captain embarrassment. A nervous man who does
Trial bottles free at II. P. S. Prof. J. M. Munyon, lias conferred upon
man.”
GOOLD’S Drug Store. Regular size, him the distinguished and very honorable Baker was tho recipient of many con- not sleep at night and gets up shaky in the
50c and $1.00 guaranteed or price re- degree and title of Doctor of Laws.
gratulations at the magnifleent work of morning gives up the battle of business at
Dr. Pierce’s
the first discouragement.
funded.
his command and his officers and men alGolden Medical Discovery is the best of
INSOLVENCY COURT.
so came in for their share of the glory.
It
all health-makers and health-keepers.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
out all
Among those who witnessed the inspec- makes pure, rich blood. It forces
BEFORE JUDGE PEABODY.
THE BKbT SALVE In the world for
It does not
disease
and
impurities
germs.
tion were the officers of the other comSores,
doers, Salt
make any difference what the disease may
Cuts,
Bruises,
Monday—This business was transacted: panies in Portland, a numbor of ox- be
Rheum, fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped
called, so long as it has its inception in
First meeting, Greeley A. Bowie, North officers of tho
of
comHands, Chilblains, Corns and all bkln
and
other
or insufficient nourishment—this
improper
company
Dunn
T.
appointed asIt may be
Eruptions and positively cures Piles, or Yarmouth; Win.
great medicine will cure ih
besides
Col.
Kendall,
commanding
panies
John
J.
O’Neil,Portland;
Frank
no pay required. It is guaranteed to give
signee.
called dyspepsia, kidney disease, “liver
Collins
who
I.
chosen
the
First
Major
assignee.
or
Moore,
satisfaction
Regiment,
money refunded.
perfect
complaint,” skin or bloocl disease, or nervPrice 25 cents per box. For sale by H. P.
battalion and ous prostration
commands the Portland
all these have the same
S. tioold, 577 Congress St.,
under ConTHE MUNICIPAL COURT.
Davis. There was a largo num- starting point. The “Golden Medical DisAdjutant
gress Square Hotel.
cure
responsibilities which originally belonged

were

One lot of

Young Men’s Covert Cloth, box
Other's ash $8.00 for

no

cut

Overcoats at

$5.98

better garments.

One lot of Men’s All Wool Putnam Overcoats at

$5.98

Well worth $10.00.

One lot of fVien’s Blue Serge Suits at
$5.98 a suit, fast col o
One lot of Boys’ Black Cheviot Suits, sizes 15 to 19, at $4.48, fast black
One lot of Short Pant Suits at
$1.43 a suit
200 pairs Odd Short Pants, double seat and knee,
23c a pair
50 dozen Black and Tan Half Hose, spliced heel and toe,
10c per
50 dozen f^ixed Haif

Hose,

pair, 3 for 25c
6c

100 dozen Braces at
100 dozen Fancy Shirts at
50 dozen Boys’ All Wool Sweaters at

8c

a

a

pal r
pair

45c each

59c
45c each

Boys’ Fancy Shirts at

WATCH THE BUNDLES ON THE STREET AND SEE THE HAPPY BUYERS,

—

BEFORE JUDGE KOBirrsO.V.

EWhen

Wood,

SCHOOL SUPPLIES.

^

Cost,
Privileges; >
Unequalled
Give Protection
^
Under All Circumstances.

Reasonable in

^
^

and Comfort the Lamson
For sa e by
no equal.
febl7 deod 3mo

PROPOSALS

co„

^

Self

199999979

I
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4 & 6 Free Street.

<

i

-AND THE-

POINTS,

Frank P .Tibbetts I

<

PIANOS.'
and can recommend them as the best representatives of the several grades.

apr9dTu,Ttur&Sat tl

Very Respectfully,

<j

HOE.MS'3'ROtI,

and other High Grade

_

818—3.

If you will favor

<

HARDMAN,
PEASE,

T. C. McGOULDRIC
T£1m

S

^

JAMES &

X

X

OAimi-

OABEER,

M.

Portieres and Upholstery Goods

Our

WE

STEIN WAY,

Old Instruments taken in Exchange,
CATALOGUES FRESE.
Lowest Price,.
Most Liberal Terms

I

JZ

your money and efforts on a “poor
.Waste
To become an artist you must have a
thing/
first-class instrument.

JSriol

1

^

$40.

aprl6dtf

Lamson & Hubbard

IBRUSSELLS.

<

and

N. M. PERKINS & CO.,
HARDWARE DEALERS, 8FreaSf.

1B03INETS,

<

and $60.

EAGLES,

Tnd^dirt—

I MUSLINS,
I ANTIQUES,
IRISH

■■■■

Before the Associated Charities.

1 LACE CURTAINS,

I

■

MISCELLANEOUS.

Monday—The following cases were
disposed of before the Municipal court:

you want school furniture, and the
best, get the

“OHAHOLEft”
ADJUSTABLE

165 Devonshire St,. BOSTON.
Tu.Fri tf

Thomas Doran. Resisting officer; fined
$20 and costs.
Common
John
Reddy.
drunkard; 00
days in county jail. Suspended sentence
of March 21, 1807 imposed.
John Sullivan and William J. Frazier.
Affray; fined $10 and one-half costs.
Joseph Baldwin. Keeping shop on tho
Lord’s day; discharged.
Twelve drunks were also lined.

ber of friends of the members of the comtho gallery
being
pany in attendance,
iilled to overflowing.

CITY OF WESTBROOK BONDS.
The City of Westbrook have awarded
to Messrs. Woodbury & Moulton of this
city the now issue of 824,000 4 per cent
iO-year gold bonds issued to refund a like
amount of bonds due. The next highest
bidder was Messrs, Swan & Barrett.

reaches that point.
It will
covery
these diseases absolutely. None of them
can retain their hold on the
system when
the arteries are filled with rich, pure blood.
I am
54 years old," writes Mr. F. G. Bledsoe,
of beesville,
"For 25 years I
Henry Co.. Mo.
suffered from torpid liver, constipation and indigestion which severely affected my nerves. Having to make my living by hard work. I would
keep on until I would have to give up. Sometimes my friends would pick me up ana carry me
to bed. What little
sleep I could get was tortured
with horrible dreams. I took six: bottles of Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. It relieved
the pain in my back and between my shoulders,
braced up my nerves, and to-dav I am a well
man.”

IRA F. CLARK 8c
ONE

PRICE

.Sr»OTl?

CO.,

CASH

CLOTHIERS, HATTERS AND FURNISHERS
03EE.£L£3. X3C

^LE533Xj03^J, UProjprioTor.

aPrl5lUC'

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS*

The resolution originally adopted
the House reads as follows:

AND
MAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription Rates.
Daily (in advance) $G per year; $3 for six
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier any where within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra, charge.
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the
$7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly; published
every Thursday,$2 per year; $1 for six months;
50 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.

rate of

Advertising Bates.
In Daily Press $1.60 per square, for jne
week; $4.00 for one mondl. Three Insertions
or less, $1.00 per square. Every other day advertisements, one third less than these rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 for one
week or $2.50 for one month.
•‘A square" is a space of the width of a column and

one

inch

Special Notices,

long.
on

first page, one-third addi-

tional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
Three insertions or less,
square eacli week.
$1.50 per square.
Reading Notices in nonpareil type and classed
with other paid notices, 15 cents per line each
Insertion.
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type,
25 cents per lino each Insertion.
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all advertisements not paid in advance, will bo charged
at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first Insertion, and 50 cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, Mb.

TtTFI PRESS.
TUESDAY, APRIL 19.
STATE

OF

MAINE.

A FAST DAY PROCLAMATION.
In deference to the practice of the early settlers of New England, and following a preee
dent that t 3 obtained ever since Maine was
admitted into the Union of States, and also
with the advice and consent of the Executive
Council, I do appoint THURSDAY, the 88th
day of April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight as a

day

of
FASTING AND PRAYER.

fitting that this time-honored custom
should still be respected, and I earnestly request all the people of our State to properly observe the day in their homes and churches, and
It is

refrain from all unnecessary labor, rememsource from which
so
many favors have come to us.
GIVEN at the Executive Chamber, in Augusta, this twenty-fourth day of March, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight, and of the Independence of the United States of America
the one hundred and twenty-second.
LLEWELLYN POWERS.
By the Governor.
BYRON BOYD, Secretary ol State.
to

bering, reverently, the

by

the
“And what if they do?” replies
American, to draw the German out.

“Where would you out in, you bloom in
Resolved, that the President is hereby
war?
be
authorized and direoted to intervene at squarehead, if there would
Thus the good-natured argument would
once to stop the war in Cuba to the end
and with the purpose of securing perma- be preoipitated.
There was an English quartermaster
nent peace and order there and establishon an American
cruiser in drying by the free action of the people there- serving
the
of a stable and independent government dock at the Brooklyn navy yard when
of their own in the island of Cuba; and Venezuelan exoitement was at its height.
said
lime
blasted
“Well,
juicer,”
te President is
hereby authorized and one of theyou
American 6hip
empowered to uee the land and naval mates to Englishman’s“I
you’ll
him
one day,
suppose
forces of the United States to execute the
be lumpin’ back to England on a cattle
purpose of this resolution.
drub
to
due
now
that we’re about
packet,
It will be seen that the most conspicuyou?”
ous
The Englishman, a quiet, middle-aged
differences between these resolutions
relate to the recognition of the Cuban sailorman, pulled up the sleeve of his
shirt and showed, tattooed on
Republic whioh the Senate’s resolution mustering
the inneraide of his right ^forearm, a recontains and the House's does not, and cumbent lion.
the disolaiming of any
“When that washes off, mate,” said he,
purpose of annex"I’ll go back to England; not before; I’m
ing the island which the Senate’s contains an
old
man to have
been in the
and the House’s does not. There are Britishenough
the cat soreeched
navy when
ocher differences, however. The Senate through the air up for'ard. Eor that
resolution strikes directly at Spanish sov- reason, I’ve got more to get even for than
than
you have, for I felt the cat more
ereignty, and alleges no humane purpose once.”
for intervention. The sole purpose whioh
There are exceptional cases naturally
its
among these foreigners in the American
is
to
esdeclare
language
naval
service. A young Englishman was
tablish the independence of Cuba. The
as a
shipped on an American cruiser
House resolution looks to the same end, mess attendant a
few years ago in Honobut a humane purpose is also expressed, lulu. He was devoid of tact or even comsince it is alleged that intervention is to mon sense. He had not been aboard thB
be for stopping the war and restoring ship two days before he began to attempt
to omit British roars and to disseminate
peace, as well as for enabling the people a sort of Kule Brittania spirit up forward
to establish an
independent government The substance of his comment was what
of their own. The Senate resolution more a simple task the English navy would
have in sweeping the American navy off
explicitly enjoins upon the President the the seas in case they ever came together.
use of the army and navy than the House The oockney was thrashed a dozen times
resolution does, and
of the Sen- before he had been aboard a week. He
at the mast about it, but he
ate resolution is in general more aggres- complained
did not state the occasion for the thrashsive and belligerent than that of the ings he received, nor
jdid the men who
were called before the commanding officer
House.
reveal why they had puinmeled the EngBy eliminating the recognition clause lish mess
attendant.
the House has removed the most objecAmerican naval sailors never tell anytionable part of tbe Senate resolution, thing at the mast, even to clear
thembut even with
that
eliminated it is selves. Had they told the commanding
officer that they licked the Englishman
muoh
less
than lor
satisfactory
giving utterance to disloyal sentithat of the House, for the reason that it
ments, they would have been instantly
does not set forth a purpose for interven- cleared, and the Englishman would have
been beached. After the cockney mess
tion which is clearly justifiable. Intervenattendant had made an offensive nuisance
tion to stop the war and restore peace is of
himself aboard for nearly two weeks,
much more defensible than intervention he went ashore one day.
There were six
naval sailors serving on the
ex-British
with the object, and the only object so
Amerioan
cruiser—solid,
loyal men.
far as the ressolution declares, of putting
They went ashore in a body after their
an end to Spanish sovereignty,
countryman- They met him in an English saloon on Beretania street, in HonoTHE DISAGREEING BOUSES.
lulu. The eldest Englishman of the lot,
a deep-voioed gunner’s mate,
took the
At a late hour last night the report
oookney mess attendance by the ear,
was that the two houses of Congress were screwed the ear a
of
couple
times, and
os far away as ever from
an agreement said:
“We ’ave decided, ye dirty little cove,
as to the intervention
resolution.
The
that ye’re not to
return to the ship!
Senate
was apparently
determined to Ye're to
stay ashore and keep on being
stick to the recognition of the Cuban the crawlin’ little beachoomer that ye
republic, while the House appeared ta be was when ye were taken on board a
Hamerlcan man-o’-war and fed and treatjust as firm that we should not be com- ed
like a white man, whieh you are not.
mitted to the insurgent government in Ye’re a
foul-tongued little tripper, and
advance. Politics have evidently got into ye’re not gwine to live among men. If
it’ll be the
the question
and the Democrats have you come off to the ship,
worse for ye.
Ye wont be taken as a delined up on tbe recognition side, while
serter. Well fix that. But don’t ye come
the
Republicans, with few exceptions, back to the ship."
The cockney didn’t return to the ship,
are on the other side.
The probabilities
in fear of his hide, and justifiably
are, of course, that sooner or later some being
in fear of it. The Englishmen serving on
compromise will be patohed up between the American orulser went to the skipper
the two houses or that one will surrender in a body and told him about what they
to the other.
It is possible, however, had done when they returned to the ship
—and 'the cockney mess attendant was
that the deadlock will continue indefinitenot picked up as a deserter.
in
which
case
intervention
in
Cuba
ly
will be postponed

indefinitely.

A PLACE FOR SICARD.

Washington, April 18.—Probably with
the view of availing himself of the large

FOREIGNERS IN OUR NAVY.
Sailors More Loyal

to

Uncle

Sum

experience of Bear Admiral Sioard,Secretary Long has revoked the sick leave of
that officer, and ordered him to duty in

Afloat.
If outbreak of war is delayed a few
his own office at the navy department.
days longer it look6 as though Spain
The admiral is expected to report at the
Letter
In
New
York
Sun.) department within the next 24 hours.
might hare an Internal revolution on her (Washington
suooeeds in the Secretary’s
hands. The Carlisle are evidently mediThe question has
often been asked Technically,he
office, Capt. Slgsbee, who has been acting
a
whether
in
the
of
d’
event
war
etat
aud
the
between
is
this
tating coup
populace
in a similar capacity since Capt. Barker’s
fast getting into a temper to assist them country and a European power the large relief as professional adviser to the secreby a general uprising.
number.of foreigners who wear enlisted tary.
men’s uniforms in the United States
CUBANS CAPTURE A FORT.
Some of the Vermont
Tare
newspapers
navy would fight zealously for the coundisgusted because the Governor of the try maintaining thorn. It was
Havana,
April 18.—(9 a. m.)—News of
pretty
State has allowed his portrait to
further fighting between the Insurgents
appear
satisfactorily answered by the conduct of and Spanish troops In the province of
in an advertisement of a patent medicine,
the foreigners on board American men- Pinar del Rio, reached here today. It
and'one of them takes the not unreasonof-war at the time of the Venezuela ex- appears that a force of insurgents, under
able ground that the profits due to
the
Lorez Aguilar Rizo, made an attack two
citement. The foreigners up forward on
influence of his physiognomy ought to go
days ago,upon the Spanish fort at Kasputhe ships were just as greedy for fight as
jaresa, Pinar Del Rio, and had the best
into the treasury of the state.
the native-born Americans. It wus not of
the fighting, even according to the
The influence of the Hon. William J.
simply that these foreign blue-jackets Spanish aocount of the affair.
.Bryan is believed to be responsible for wanted to get a craok at England, for
THE TEMPS’S TIMELY WARNING.
five of the Democratic votes that wore there were scores of Englishmen in the
given to the recognition of the Cuban blue jacket nniform of U ncle Sam who
Paris, April 18.—The Temps, whose
republic in the Senate, as five senators were just as genuinely anxious to get Inspirations from the foreign office is
well
known, warns the pow'* -,•>gainst
who had
previously declared against within hitting distance of the enemy in
hasty action. It would be <i
us to
recognition were found voting for it when case f a war as their American ship- provoke war between the two < e
itnts.
the roil was called on Saturday, and mates. One does not have to seek very Above all, it is necessary for the cowers
this sentiment to aot in ooncert and unity.
these five senators had
taken part m a far for a reason for
Any nation
in the United which assumed alone the. responsibility
conference with Mr. Bryan.
In one way among the foreigners
of upholding
Spain and making an
this exercise of political influence by the States naval service. The reason is that enemy of the United States and would'inlate Democratic candidate has done
they are desirous of showing their grati- jure its essential interests in the gravest

good,
Republicans against

recognition and secured its

defeat

the

House.

tude to

between what a privateer can do legitimately and acts that constitute piracy.
It will be little less than miraculous if
some of them do not soon overstep the
line and bring down upon them and the
nation which has granted them l^Jigrs of
marque the heavy hand of some nation
of large commercial Interests like England. Since the treaty of Paris privateer-

ing

has b8en looked upon by the European powers with extreme disfavor, and

only
part

a

of

very slight transgression on the
the privateersman will be neces-

sary in their eyes to consign him

to

the

category of pirate.
The resolution adopted by the Senate in
relation to Cuba is as follows:
Resolved by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled:
First—That the people of the island are,
and of right ought to be, free and independent, and that the government of the
United States hereby recognizes the Republic of Cuba as the true and lawful
government of that island.
Second—That it is the duty of the
to demand
United States
and
it
does
demand
hereby
that
of
the governmment
Spain at once relinquish its authority ami government in
the island of Cuba, and withdraw its
land and naval forces from Culfa and
Cuban waters.
Third—That the President of the United
States be, and hereby is, directed and
empowered to use the entire land and
naval forces of the United States and to
call into the actual service of the United
States the militia of the several States,
to such extent as may be necessary to
carry these resoloutions into effect.
Fourth—That the United States hereby
disclaims <”i.v disposition or intention to
exercise soereignty, jurisdiction or control over syid island, except for the paoiflcation thereof; and asserts its determination when that is accomplished to leave
the govern im#jt and control of the Island
to its people.

■

—*!i

a

country that treats them well.

MISCEEEAKKOCS.

HISCEIXANEOCS.

-------—*■

jjuu

ill

une

ui

iiiuxu

cuneiuiouiis

iu

the navy of their own country before entering the American sea service, and
when they contrast the severe, skimpy
and unnecessarily harsh treatment they
endured

in the naval service of
their
own country with the liberal and just
treatment they receive in the navy of the

United States—and the foreigners
perpetually drawing this contrast in

are

Pic ked

on

Fore Street

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, APRIL

the steam engine, steamboat
and electric motor were not in existence
coffee houses and inns were regularly
thronged by loungers, and the public
generally, who exchanged scraps of news

HERRMANN

Presenting a series of Entirely New and Bewildering
Aaeiaicle Memnnnn’s ramom*
Spec'Hcu'ar !>;uices.
bale of seats opens

shipped.

me.

and plasters, but their effect was tempoAnother reason why the foreigners exhibit every bit as much eagerness for the rary. D Jan’s Kidney Pills head the list
naval fray as their shipmates of Arnari- in my estimation for kidney complaint
can nativity is that the Amerioan
blue- and I
am glad to tell people so.
jackets often twit them, generally iu a
Doan's Kidney Pills are for sale by all
joking way, but not infrequently with a
dash of meaning mixed up in it,
upon dealers. Price 50 cents or mailed by Fostheir foreign birth. An American blue- tor-Milburn
Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
and
a
German
forward
man
are
jacket
agents for the United States.
standing nt the gangway talking.
Remember the name DOAN’S and take
“Well, that last batch of papers makes
it look like war,” says the German.
no substitute.

Wondrous

Magic.
Matinee, 25-50-75C.

KIND.
Goods That Are
To

Up

Date.

SCENES

All Prices In Hats from

for

Thursday

8" Is Uni

WE GIVE TRADING STAMPS.
We Would Like You
Customer.

First Parish House
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$1.00 and Upwards.
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DICKENS,
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Evinlnf, Apr! 21 In the Second fldient
Church, April 13th,
at 4.30
11
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STOCK

j ‘‘COPPER KING”

Swill

W. T. KILBORN COMPANY,
lit? *3^^3^3

j

ARIZONA.
Stock has gone from 6 to lO
cts., IQ to 20, 20 to 80 cts. in less
than 9 months,— Has now 4000
stockholders.
now

offered at 50 cts. per share;
The price will be advanced
absolutely on May 2nd, i8g8
to $1.00 per share.
Write for
and full
prospectus

E> E.

MOORE,

particulars,
Fiscal Agent,

313 Lexington Ave.BrookIyn,N.Y.

mar2ldtf

Liability

and

Surplus

100,000

...

invested
April 19th, at 4 o’clock
ON TUESDAY,
[shall sell the two and a half

in Government BoAds.

SAFE

Real Estate, No. IG6 Free St.
AT AUCTION.

Investment

Securities

we

a

p. m.,

story

brick house and land, 106 Free street, adjoining
the Jefferson Theatre.
House has eleven
rooms, halls furnished in hardwood, granite
entrance, &c. Terms at sale.
aplldtd

Specialty.

By F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers,

DEPOSITMOLTS.

Closing Auction

Sale rf Furniture
at Falmouth I os:.

April 21st, at 10 o'clock a. m.,
Having consolidated with the Portland fTlHUKSDAY,
I
we shall sell everything remaining in house
Deposit Company, the Portland at that time, consisting in part of about 50 tine
Trust Company now offers its patronf Oak Leather Seat Dining Chairs, 1 HcPhail
Piano, Sofas, Chairs, 10 Carpets, 6 Chamber
and the public unequaled facilities for Sets. Upholstered Spring Bedding, Silver Ware,
1 Billard Table, &c., &c.
Crockery,
apl8dtd
storage of bonds, stocks, valuable papers
and silver

d4w

apr8

ware.

security

The

This

EIMP Only 100,000 shares

Stockholders’

api4dtd

CO., Auctioneers.

Safe

TllO'*

2

same care

b

a

| BEFOREtSs PRICE ADVANCES

in selections
to procure new, artistic effects not
found elsewhere in Portland.
show the

FOREIGN DRAFTS.
dti

IS THE TIME TO BUY

RUG AND DRAPERY DEPT.

Surplus. 100,000

Capital
wholly

LETTERS OF CREDIT,

1

April 20th. at 10 o’clock
fXN &•WEDNESDAY,
m,, at house No. 138 Pine street, we
Y
shall sell the furniture consisting iu part of
Parlor Furniture, Easy Chairs In plush, large
rrench plate mirrors, Irish Point Lace Curtains, Moquet, Tapestry* and Woolen Carpets,
25 Oil Paintings aud
Engravings, Ornaments
and Bric-a-Brae, Book Cases, Oak Hall Stand,
Black Walnut Cabinet Bed, Tables, Chairs.
China and Silverware, Black Walnut. Ash and
Painted Chamber Suits, fine Hair Mattresses,
Spring Beds and Bedding. Kitchen Furnishings, and many other articles too numerous to

Savings Bank Building.)
mention._
Capital.$100,000 By F. O. BAILEY &

Exchange Sts.

ivoxwj

Exchange St.,

(Portland

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,

Ieb9

AT AUCTION.

HAS REMOVED TO

No. 89

AUCTION SACKS.

General Household Furniture

Portland Trust Co.
MOULTON,

m.

By F, 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

-THE-

BANKERS,

Our assortment of NEW PATTERNS is replete with the latest
the
acceptable productions from
looms of all the leading makes in both
English and Domestic Goods.
We make a notable feature of
SPECIAL and PRIVAVE designs in
the better grades, selected with great
care for retail trade.

Rj
Pi

&

WOODBURY

■"

A

p.

Tickets, 50 cts. For sale at Loring, Short &
Harmon s, Frank B. Clark's and Lord’s under
the
apl8d2t

Columbia._

FINANCIAL.

Middle Street.

FINAJiCIAL

W. T. KILBORN COMPANY.

i
j

Hatter and Furnisher’

■»

O"'"..........
! CARPETS,

MRS. JOHN A. BELLOWS
will read selections from Kudyard Kipling

tickets 50 cents. For sale at Cressey,
Jones and Allen’s, and at the door.

DV
gUg P O Ym
I y

■

Ity Invitation of the First Parish Alliance

Friday

and

aprl9___d3t

offered

is

best in

the

Maine, and the location is the most central and convenient in Portland.
The utmost privacy is afforded by separate entrances from the street, while
the arrangement of offices of the consolidated company is such that all financial
business can be transacted under the
same

roof.

F. O.

BAILEY & CO.
Auctioneers and Commission Merchant*
Salesroom 40 Exchange Street.
C. W. ALLEN

F. O. BAILEYmarb4

tf

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

dtt

mar31

OFFICE HOUKS.

$ 150,000
THIRTY YEAR4 PER CENT

Cashier's Office. (Sundays excepted.) 7.30 at
m. to 0.00 p. m.: Money order department, 0.00
a. m.

m.

to 6.00 p.

to 6.00 p.

m.:

Kegistry department,

9.00

a.

m.

General Delivery, (Sundays excepted.) 7.30
a. m. to 7.00 p. m. Sundays 9.00 to 10.00 a. m.,
1.00 to 2.00 p. m.

Carriers’ Deliveries, (Sundays excepted.)—In
section of tlie city between High and
India streets at 7.00. 9.00 and ll.oo a. m., 1.30 and
6 p. m.; in other sections at 8.00 a. m., 1.30 p. m.
Sunday delivery at Office window, 9.00 to 10.00
а. in., 1.C0 to 2.00 p. m.
Collections from street
boxes at 7.00 and ll.oo a. m., 4.00 and 8.00 p. m.

business

BONDS.
Maine Central R.

R.,
Portland Water Co.,
Merrimack County,
N. If.,

Prices

on

complete line

of

high grade

4s.

DUE 1928.

4s.

JAMES BAILEY

CO.,

HOTEL 1TAJESTIC,

4s.

jam

largest

finest—best located, thoroughly lighted and
ventilated hotels, with a cuisine of highest order.
AMERICAN and EUROPEAN PLANS.
eodtf
A1IVSEIE & WEBSTER.
and

GUARANTEED
by Portland Water Co.

application.

-FOB SALE BV—

PAYSON&CO.,

BanKers.
32 Exchange St..

Portland, Me.
_feb28dtf

Sundays,

6.00 p. m. only.
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.

Boston, Southern and Western, intermediate
offices and connections via. Boston & Maine
railroad (Eastern Division.) Arrive at 12.20,
5.00 and 11.00 p. m.; close 7.45 a. m., 12.00 m.,
б. 15 and 9.00 p. m.; Sundays, arrive l.oo p. m.,
close 3.30 and 9.00 p. m.
Boston, Southern and Western, and intermediate offices and connections, via Boston ind
Maine railroad. (Western division)—Arrive at
10.46 a. m., 5.30 and 8.30 p. m.; close 6.00 and 7.43
a. m. and 2.30 p. ni.
Eastern, via Maine Central Itailroad—Arrive
2.00 and 4.00 a. m.. 12.60 and 6.16 p. m.; close
10.30 a. m.,12.30 and 9.00 p. ni.
Augusta, intermediate offices and connections
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00 and
9.00 a. m, 12.50 and 6.15 p. m.; close at 6.00 and
10.30 a. m., 12.30, 4.15 and 9.00 p. m.
Farmington, intermediate offices and connec-

tions, via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at
1.00 and 6.30 p. m.; close at 7.45 a. m. and 12.30
p.

m.

Rockland, intermediate offices and connections via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive
12.50 and 6.15 p. m.; close at 6.00 a. m. and 12.31
p.

m.

Skowhegan, intermediate offices and connec—-THE

——

Casco National Bank
-OF-

PORTLAND.

Reliable: Wheels!
We have sold wheels for years and are
still selling the same lines.
WHY! Because they are reliable.

Highest quality. Solid guarantee.
$50 and $75
Remington,
Forest City,
Falmoutli,
(‘ortlanii,
Portland Jr., (Juvenile)

$50

§40
SS5
$30

Jobbers of Bicycles, Bicycle Sundries
and General Sporting Goods.

T,

8. DAVIS

ARMS

CO.

t»3 MIDDLE STREET.
dtf
_mar28

MASNE,

Incorporated 1824.

CAPITAL.

AND

lions, via Maine central rauroaa—Arrive at
1.00 p. m.; close at 12.30 p. m.
Island Pond, VI., intermediate offices and

connections, via Grand Trunk Kailway—Ar8.45,11-45 a. m., 7.15 p. m.; Sundays 8.45
a. m.jclose at6.30 a m., 12.30 and 5.30 p.m.
Sundays 5.oo p. m.

rive at

Gorham, X.H.. intermediate offices and con
nections, via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive at
8.45 and 11.46 a. m., and 7.16 p. m.; Sundays 8.45
a. m., close at 0.30 a. m.. 12.30.
Sun5.30 p.m.
days at 7.00 a. m. and 5.00 p. m.
Montreal—Arrive at 8.45, 11.45 a. m. and 7.15
12.30, 6.30 p. m.
Sunday close

p. m., close at
5.00 p. m,

SURPLUS

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.
Interest Paid on
time s Deposits.
Drafts drawn on National Provincial
Hank
of England, London, in large or
small amounts, foe sale at current rates.
Current Accounts received on iavorable
terms.

Correspondence solicited from IndividDunks and
Corporations,
other*
desiring to open accounts, as well as from

Sivanton. Vt., intermediate offices and connections, via Mountain Division M. 0. K. H.—
Arrive at 8.40 p. in.; close at 7.45 a, m.
Bartlett. X. H.. intermediate offices and connections via Mouutain Division M. C. K. K.—
Arrive at 9.00 a. m. and 8.40 p. m.: close at 7.45
a. m. and 2.30 p. 111.
Rochester, X. If., intermediate offices and connections, via Portland & Koohester railroad—
Arrive at 1.45 and 6.00 p. m.; close at 6.30 and
and 11.30

those wishing to transact Hanking busiof any
description through
thi*

ness

STEPHEN (1 SMALL President,
MARSHALL H GODINS.
fetmitt

Cash Corner—Arrive 7.30
2Mpifam'ntdatc and4.30-p.m.;
close 7.30 a.m.
and 11.16Tm-aiM
6.00
and 1.00

$$Qo!cf J'cd

and

$aid adu/ir/rt,

,Ko. 37 Plura Street

and

Cashier-

Order slate

Pride’s Comer, Windham, Xo.
~'°ftucknpond,
Raymond and .•South Casco—Arrive
Windham.

a. 111.:

close at 2.00 p. m.
ISLAND MAILS.

peaks Island—Arrive at 10.00

Tuner,

at Chandler's Mmio
Congress surest.

ni.

at 5.30 p. m.; close at
Bou-ery Beach-Arrive
2.00 p. m.
and
Kniglitville—Arrive
Elisabeth
at
Cave
close at 6.00 a. m. and
7.30 a. 111. and 5.30 p. m.;

H. E. eWtiLLS

FianO

p.

STAGE MAILS.

at 10.30

STEPHEN BERRY,

a. m.

Cumberland Mills, Gorham aiv.l Westbrook
8.45 a. in. 1.45 and 6.00
(Saccarappa) Arrive at a.
m. and 5.30 p. is.
1, it,
.,|a,q (*, 'iQ and 11.30
at 7.30.
ICif/orti—Arrive
ami
South Portland
1.00 a. m,
s.OOp. m.; close 6.30 a.m., *.00 ana

uals,

Hank.

Central Park West & 72d to 71 st Sts.,New York.
THE ELITE HOTEL OF AMERICA.
One of the

This company supplies Deering, Westbrook, Gorham and Standish, and the
above bonds are

186 Middle St.. Portland, Me.
iy2Tdti

THE STERLING

—

CONSTRUCTION CO.,

H. M.

and

OF THE

4s. STANDISH WATER &

THE BICYCLE SEASON IS ON
and we are prepared to show a
low priced wheels.

—

4s.

Saco,
Riddeford,

THE

they

Illusions and

Wednesday. PRICES—Evening, 25-50-75C, $1.00.

This wheel has been our leader in former
comes first of course,
and with
among themEelves
years and will continue to he for toe season of 1898.
In everyto
the model bicycle the
mako
that
goes
their American shipmates—they are genthing
Sterling leads
is
satisfactson
its
the
wav.
Complete
guarantee. Prioe *
*75 OO
uinely grateful and this gratitude fills
them With a desire to have their loyalty brought to them by the post and who lis- NO ARGUMENT IS" NEEDED
to the flag of the republic pnt to the test.
to prove the merits of our famous Storuier
tened to the news read aloud to them by
bicycle which we
Besides being obliged to take the oath
The Stormer is no
are offering at $50.00.
some habitue.
experiment—is
The item wbioh follows
of allegiance, men of foreign birth applyis an established success.
ing for admission to the naval servioe of was picked up by our representative while
the United States are asked the question strolling around the town, and nlthough HARVARD MEN
need have no scruples about riding our Vale wheel. In
whether, in case of war between the the reader is not indebted to electricity
buyin°United States and the country of their
this wheel you get a dollar’s worth of value for every hundred
or steam power for the information it
birth, they would fight unhesitatingly
Price $50.00.
cents expenditure.
and zealously for the United States. They contains, it is just as interesting and de- WE ARE ALSO SOLE AGENTS
are, as a matter of course,
required by oidedly more reliable. Read this: Mr.
for the C rawford, Rochester, Pennant and Elmira
the recruiting officers to make a positive
John Cady, of No. 91 Fore St., says: “I
wheels. Prices range from $30.00 to $50.00. These wheels are
affirmative reply to this question. After
We have the mod desiraitlo
known the oouutry over.
the foreigners have had a taste of the was subjected to exposure and cold and
$30.00 wheel in town.
kindness and liberality with which they contracted or brought on an attack of
WE INVITE YOUR INSPECTION
are
treated on
American men-of-war,
kidney complaint. My back grew lame
of our line of Sundries and repair goods-the largest
they ato anxious for an opportunity to and
the
started
loins.
to
across
ache
arise that will give them a chance to exWe have a thoroughly equipped repair
cast of Boston.
When
I
hibit their loyalty to the flag they serve
stooped and attempted to straighdepartment with experienced workmen to give prompt and
under. With reference, by the way, to ten up I was
efficient attention to your orders.
compelled to catch my
this questioning by the recruiting officers
breath. Many a time I have placed, both THE LITTLE PEOPLE
of applicants for naval enlistment on the
wilt be interested in our extensive line of Juvenile* wheels. We are agents
point of their devotion to the American my hands to my back for support when
for tbe leading juvenile bicycle makes in the country. Prices range from
flag in case ..of war, a recruiting officer on I have been leaning over, for only by
$20.00 to $30.00. We have a number of .New and Swcond~llandWheels of
one of the receiving ships mischievously that
last season of various makes and prices.
means could I straighten up.
This
asked a young Irishman, who wanted to
was a terrible way for a man to have to
ship as a coal passer, whether he would
fight against the coountry of his birth in get about. No person suffered in the
2tl4 Middle St., Near Monument Square.
mar24eodtf
case of war.
same time more then
I suffered from my
|“Foight agin Oireiand!” exclaimed back and
kept on their feet. I was very
the
Irishman.
sor.
‘‘Niver,
Sure,
there’d be no nade fnr it. Oireiand 'ud bad when I went to H. H. Hay & Son’s
nothin’ but a big American drug store and got Doan’s Kidney Pills,
become
coalin’ station.” Th's
Irishman
was
cured
I had used liniments
yet
versation

con-

22-23, SPECIAL MATINEE SATURDAY.

The Premier Magical Entertainment of the world, H>rr„iann, tile great company
headed by
LEON (his first,
appearance in Portland)
ADELAIDE

by Car Repre-

telephone,

IVtatinoe,

THE PRISONER OF /F.\»A

sentative.

When newspapers had only the stage
coach and sailing vessels to depend upon
to gather news, when the telegraph, the

{^“A.'ST

and Wed.

By Anthony Hope Hawkins. Original New York production intact.
Prices: Evening 25c-50c-75c-$l.00.
Matinee 25c-50c-75e.

STRAY ITEM OF NEWS.

Up

AMUSEMENTS.

THEATRE.

Touiglit Wed.,

manner.

A

j

AMUSEMENTS.

—----

JEFFERSON

About nine-tenths of the men of foreign
birth serving in the United States navy
ua»o

Spain enters upon privateering she is
likely very soon to get into trouble with
the powers. The men who command privateers are apt to be reckless and not very
well acquainted with the dividing line
If

-

the^spirit

No

sinoe it solidified the

L

M1 SCM.LANEnra,

_

Store 431

p.

a.

ni.

-.close 1.01

111.

Long owl Chebeague Islands—Arrive
a. m.; close at 1.30 p. 111.

Cousin's Island—Arrive at 9J ( f

1.30 p.

iu.

p-

at 9 00
r

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

PRISONER

A company of players rarely presents a
drama so that the medium is not detecta-

UNDER THE RED ROBE.

that, in fact, the audience sees
Mr. Edward Rose in his dramatization ble,
the artists.
of Stanley Weyman’s novel “Under the only the story and forgets
art is
Bed Robe,” has done a remarkably good This same enviable attainment in
piece of work. He has retained the prin- the feature of “The Prisoner of Zenda”
as it will he presented
by Daniel Frohcipal scenes of the novel and he has invested them with all the warm coloring man’s special company at Jefferson theatre tonight, Wednesday and Wednesday
thit
belongs to the time of che great
matinee. Anthony Hope's romance, the
cardinal.
this: most delicious story of many
The plot of the play in brief is
years in
Oil de Berau.lt, a French gentleman of literature, will be there done by the players so that the medium
will be apparent
family, has become a gamester and duelThe actors are
on account of his skill to no one.
forrgotten.
so

list, acquiring

the There Is no time to observe their talents;
with the sword the cognomen of
He fights a duel con- and what higher compliment can be paid
Death.”
“Black
them? A more thrilling play seldom, if
trary to the edict of Richelieu and is arThrough
rested, Riohelieu gives him his choice of ever, comes to,the local stage.
and at four acts and a prologue the spectator is
the scaffold or to play the spy,
tension. The
great risk go to Cocheforet and arrest its held at high, really painful
owner Henri de Cocheforet, a rebel, and intermissions become a torture, and he

hardly wait until th“ absorbing story
proceeds. From beginning to end the
play is a synonmym of the dramatic. It
holds back not a second for explanation.
in love with her. All the good in the The oompany, composed for the most part
Includes Howard
man comes to the front. He arrests Henri of last season’s cast,
a captain of His Eminence’s
to prevent
Gould, Fanchon Campbell, Grace Reals,
Robert Elliott,
R.
F.
McClannin,
guards from
him,and with
to
Paris.
It is Hobson’s
bring him
choice, and De Berault accepts the Cardinal’s mission. But after he reaches the
chateau and meets Henri’s sister befalls

seizing
and sister,

can

Henri,

Vaughan Glaser, Benjamin Monteith and
his wife
starts for Paris.
Seats can now be secured at the
W hen they reach the crossing of the roads others.
that lead, the one to Spain, the other to box office.
Paris, he gives Henri his freedom, after
telling the sister all that he has done. De

WESTBROOK.

Berault

then

rushes

to Paris and finds

Richelieu, no longers, as is supposed, the
great Cardinal, but in disfavor with the
king. Bat De Berault tells the Cardinal

Yesterday forenoon John Landry, better known as Jack Landry.was arraigned
on a charge of illegal transportation of

failed in his mission and
liquor. Landry was arrested Saturday
why, and that he has come to pay the
evening and on searohing his person a
his
de
sweetRenee
Cocheforet,
penalty.
quantity of liquor was found in a,bottle,
heart, has also come to Paris to see Rich which the offioers
charged him with havhim for De Beelieu and plead with
been engaged in selling. Landry was
Cardinal ing
rault’s life. The shrewd old
found guilty and a sentence of $60 and
reolaim a rebel and
secs the chance to
costs imposed. On default of payment
a
De
save
strong friend, by pardoning
he was sentenced to the county jail for
Berault and marrying him to Renee and
30 days.
so all ends happily.
City Marshal Swan, assisted by Offioer
The play is exceedingly well cast and
Donald White,
called at the so-called
Morris
as De Berault
acted. Mr. William
farm on the Gorham road Sunhas all the swagger and dash of the bravo Landry
afternoon with the Intent of making
in the earlier scenes that give place to day
a seizure.
Careful search was made of
the sterling qualities that,make the true
the premises, but no liquors were found.
man
after he has met Renee de CooheThis is the second time within ten days
foret, while Mary Hampton as Renee
that the officers have made an attempt
charms
of
all
those
and
person
possessed
to raid the Landry farm, and eaoh time
manner that went to make up a grande
have been unsuccessful.
dame of the period. Two scenes in the
The East End W. C. T. U., will meet
play between these two actors stand out
with Mrs. Philmean Harriman, Rocheswith the clearness of a silhouette on
ter street, this afternoon.
aooount of the power and finesse
of the
There was a reunion of the members of
actors.
They were the scene in the secMr. J. S.
Bragdon’s family a few days
ond act where Renee lashes De Berault
There were present 23, including
ago.
with the language
of
and
contempt
the father, mother, four sons, one son-inscorn, and be brings her to her knees in
three daughters, four daughters-inshame, and the one in the third, where law,
De Berault tells the story of his life to law and nine grand children. The oldest
years, the youngest 6 months;
Renee at “the parting of the ways,” and was 66
214 pounds; lightest, 19 pounds.
heaviest,
Henri
his
freedom. The audience
gives
Presumpscot valley lodge, No. 4, K. of
that had been so quiet that breathing was
will entertain Trinity lodge, No. 64
audible, at the close of these scenes broke P.,
into thunders of applause and called the of Portland, Thursday evening. Refreshments will be served.
curtain soveral times.
Mr. George Ingalls had an experience
| But these aotors were not the only ones
The foppish oaptaln of the about 6.39 Sunday afternoon that he will
of
merit.
not soon forget.
The regular 5.30 elecguards; the brusque lieutenant (whose
tric car was on its way to Portland, and
drew
in
straightforwardness
recognition
Mr. Ingalls was driving in his team in
the third act, when he tells Renee what
same
tho
direction. When
near the
a
despicable life De Berault has led);
Church street
turned his
crossing he
'the great Cardinal, so well personated by
around
horse deliberately
and drove
that sterling actor, Giles Shine, whose
across the track in front of the approaohevery word dropped clean cut from his
Tho animal took unkindly to
car.
lips; the dumb servant, Cion,whose devo- ing
this procedure and commenced to rear
tion to his master and mistress termiand kick, and finally bolted for the sidenated only with his life, these |were all
One of the front wheels of the
walk.
The play was well staged and
good.
team came in contact with the hydrant.
oostumed correctly.
The audience crowdThe horse then freed himself from the
ed the house and many were turned from
not only the oross bar
taking
wagon
doors.
the
with him but Mr. Ingalls, the driver. Mr.
UNCLE TOM’S CABIN.
Ingalls clung pluoklly to the reins and
For two nights only, Friday and Satur- was dragged nearly to a point opposite
day, April 22 and 23, with a grand, the Benoit-Cutter block before releasing
hold.
Conductor Kennedy of the
special children's matinee at 2.30 Satur- his
day, Stowe & Co’s. Uncle Tom’s Cabin electric car was the first one to reach the
will be the attraction at Portland Thea- prostrate man,and on examination it was
that

he

has

tre, when they make their re-appearanoe
after an absence of ovtr two years. This
large company, which numbers over forty

found that beyond bruises and a badly
out faoe he was not seriously Injured. The

will appear at the extremely low
price of 10, 20, and 30 cents, with a
grand ladies’ and children’s matinee at
10 and 20 cents only. Little can be said
of Uncle Tom as the subject is known

The other occupant of the team,
not thrown out. No
a young man, was
damage was done.
The union Fast Day servioe will be held
Thursday, April 28 at 7.30 p. m. at the
Advent chur h. The pastor, Rev. J. F.

people,

to young and old alike, but it may be
added the above company is the largest
now on the road and should not be
oonm

t-

U
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nnw
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horse[after running a|short distance,

was

caught.

will proach the sermon
All are
cordially invite., to attend the service.
The funeral services of the late Mrs.

Clothey,

A grand street parade will be
name.
Cyrus King will be held at her late regiven at noon, showing all the out-door sidence, Bridge street, this afternoon at 2
features.
o’clock. Rev. S. N. Adams will officiate
HERRMANN
THE
GREAT
COM- and the male quartette connected with
the West End
Congregational church
PANY.
Burial will be at
will furnish music.
Leon Herrmann, the chosen successor
Gorham.
to Herrmann the Great, and the nephew
A very pleasant private dancing and
of that famous magician, will make his
held last ovening at
whist party was
debut in this city next Friday, Saturday
Messrs. Frank Pride
Cumberland hall.
and

Saturday

matinee at the Jefferson
theatre. With him is Adelaide Herrmann,
the graceful and
charming widow of Hermann the Great, and one of the features
of the programme of these
popular entertainers will be the wonderful
spectacular
dances to be given
by lime. Herrmann.
Her fame as a dancer is world
wide, and
the bewildering
beauty and grace of her
dances have made her the
leading artist
of the world In tbis line. Thousands of
colored lights are used, and
her dances

dazzling spectacles of brilliancy. Leon
Herrmann has already
established his
ability to succeed his late uncle, and the
enthusiastic receptions accorded him in
every city and town in which he has been
seen this season foreshadows the
triumph
His illusions are
that is before him.
new, orignal and
inexplicable, and he
performs them with a grace and skill that
are

ortr)

T-T a rpionn

Mf>(
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The patronestee in charge of the affair.
ses were Mrs. Poole, Mrs. Lane and Mrs.
Cordwell, all of this city.
CITY COUNCIL MEETING.
The
brook

adjourned meeting
city government

of

the

was

Westheld last

evening, commencing at 7.50 with Aiderman
Gray the president of the board,

recommended that
Mayor Raymond
steps be taken in the direction of changing the location of the police station and
suggested that the same could he located
in Odd Fellows’ block at slight expense.
Tbe recommendation was referred to
the committee on public
buildings for
action, and upon motion the mayor was
included to act with the committee. The

HOW WOMEN KEEP SWEET

appropriation bill introduced at the last
meeting was taken up for second reading.
Alderman Quimby moved, and it was

brushes, combs

and toilet articles!

voted to amend the appropriation on common schools and High school by
cutting
off the sum of 830 and adding the amount
to

the appropriation

for

the

public

library.
Voted that committee

on drains and
be allowed in addition to their appropriation, the same received as assessments on sewers and drains.
sewers

and cold water do it.
FELS & CO., PHILADELPHIA,

Oi grocers.

on

water

Voted to combine tbe appropriations for
crushed rock and sidewalks, with that on
highways and bridges amounting in the
aggregate t.o 86500.

deering.

supply

1846 THE ORIGINAL

Alderman Quinby moved that the sum
of $300 be added to the appropriation for
repairs the amount to be used for the
equipment of two extra rooms in the
Forest Grammar school.

The remains of the late t\ alter R.
who died in
Hall, formerly of this city,
illBoston, his homo, after a few days
this
yesterday
to
city
nesB were brought
It was voted to give the appropriation
funeral serprepatory for burial, dhe
bill its second reading as amended.
at L'.JO
afternoon
this
vices
will
held
be
Alderman Pomerleau moved to give the
17 Mebill its third reading and dual passage. o’clock from his former home,
On the third reading the various items chanic street, Woodfords.
The members of the “Kickers Club
were passed unanimously until the appropriation for the manual training sohool of Woodfords held a very enjoyable
was reached.
The appropriation calls for social time on Saturday evening, at their
$1250. The vote resulted as follows: 8ix room in Lewis ball. A clam boil was
yes, and seven noes. Yes, Gray, Quinby, indulged
during the evening.
Bailey, Pomerleau, Warren and Law- GRAND
CONCERT AT LEWIS HALL
rence; no, Burgess, Lamb,
McAubrey,
The Massachusetts Institue TechnolWatson, Ames, London and Haskell.
ogy, Glee, Mandolin and Banjo clubs, are
hall
to appear this
evening at Lewis
Woodfords in a grand concert, assisted
by the accomplished reader, Percy Jewet
Burrell, under the auspices of the Seniorclass of tho Deering High School.
of twenty years with interest at 4 per cent
The Ladies circle connected with tire
payable semi-annually in Boston on the church at East
Deering are to hold an
first days of June and December.
Bonds
apron sale and supper next Thursday
to be numbered to forty-eight.
evening at Illsley hall.
The ladies aio
Petition of H. K. Griggs and others for
occaAlderman Quinby introduced an order
which was passed to its second leading,
directing that bonds to the amount of
$24,000 be issued to refund bonds coming
due June 1st, 1898;
said bonds to be
dated June 1, 1898, and to run for a period

sidewalk from Mr. Babb’s’ to Rocky
Hill sohool house. Referred.
The petition of K. H. Lisk
referred

a

working

hard for the success of the

sion and will doubtless meet with liberal
patronage from their friends throughout
from the last oity government, asking for the city.
One of the tramps at the police station
permission to stretch wires from Main to

Stroudwater streets for the transmission
of electric power, waa laid on the table.
Petition of C. D. Brown and others of
Boston referred by old city government,
for permission to erect and maintain poles
and
wires for the transmission
of

was

taken

and

city

suddenly

ill

Saturday night

marshal Brown took him to the
farm where ho could bo taken care

concert postponed from
week ago was held Sunday evening
at tho Clark Memorial church. There

in the city are to be allowed
petition from W. W. Gutter and Technology
twenty one others asking permission be two days to enable them to entertain
granted to George E. Pride to oollect offal. their guests, who are to give a concert
this evening at Lewis hall for the benefit
Granted.
Petitions of S. F. Hopkiuson and Henry of the graduating class of the High
Jd. B. Hawes tor permission to coueot school.
On Wednesday afternoon they
and remove offal were granted.
are to tender their
guests an afternoon
Alderman
Burgess moved that the whist and dancing party at Red Men’s
and
mayor be instructed to investigate
hall, Morrills corner.
ascertain what arrangements could be
The household goods of Mrs. Nellie
made for depositing the offal collected on
Burleigh are to be sold for her by Messrs
the city farm for use there.
Goss and Wilson on Wednesday evening,
business the council adNo further
in the vacant store in Iloegg block, Deerjourned.
ing Center.
MUNICIPAL OFFICERS.
MONTAUK IN COMMISSION.
Mayor Raymond then called a meeting
A

of the

municipal

oflioers for the election
of
subordinate
officials.
Luther
B.
Frank was electea as inspector of build-

ings and C. H. Leighton as
tor. Adjourned.
FIRE LAST

Philadelphia, April 18.—The monitors
Montauk and Leghign went into commission at the League Island navy yard today. They are expected to sail Wednesmilk Inspect day or Thursday, the former for Boston

EVENING.

An alarm of fire from box 35 at about
eleven o’clock last evening called the department to a tire on the premises of Mr.

George Bixby, living

on

the old Gorham
in the rear of the

road.
The lire caught
stable and the flames made quick work of
the buildings.
A horse and carriage be

longing to Mr. Bixby were consumed.
The house and stable were burned to the
The origin of the Are is a
ground.
The Are department responded
mystery.

and the latter for Portland.
The Catskill, whioh Went into commisson
on Saturday is expected to sail for
Boston tomorrow.
TO MAN MONTAUK.

Biddeford, April 18.—Five Biddefovd
have been selected to go on board
the monitor Montauk which will defend
Portland harbor, and are ready to go a3
men

soon

as

the

order

comes.

They

arc

Frank Shapleigli, Jack Hoctor, William
Smith, “Abe” Goodier and Frank Va'
The latter will act as drummer.
Aii hv.promptly, but could do nothing toward are members of the Light Infantry and
saving the buildings as the nearest hy- expect t;> do their part if called upon for

drant was looated and a half mile from
the Are.
There was a small amount of
insurance on the property.

Ihe Old Reliable

HEALS

a

scrimmage.
Col. Kendall would have no trouble in

ud

Hoarseness,

Sore

DICKENS.

CURES

As

Lin-

coln street tonight, and Coroner Sampson
will conduct an autopsy tomorrow morn-

isy
isy

to

Cook,
to
asy
Eat,
isy

to

Digest.

uaker Oats
At all grocer0,
■lb. pkgs. only

the quality of the soldiers on both
covered their leaders’ defects.
i

sides

for

Linings

and Petticoats.

(made by John S.

is

with the

name

of

The lots
there’ll
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It

29 Cents Per YAHD,

is

1©

Fes*

FOND’S EXTRACT PREPARATIONS

Cent, for Casts.

able

that

IVc have several lines of Spring Dress Novelties in Checks
Stripes, illiMiires, Twills and Coverts that have been a little slow
at the usual popular prices,

nence

For

We have

some

| THE

LIBERAL NOT

Madrid,

FRIGHTENED.

April 18—(9.30

a

in.)—The

Liberal this morning reproduces verbatim
the United States Senate’s Cuban rsolution and remarks that it is not frightened
by its reality, though it does not
support, the Liberal adds, the rumors in
that the proceedings at
ollicisl ciroles,
Washington are a cloak to gain time for
further negotiations
between the Pope
and the powers.
The Liburul adds:
“Such rumors aro dangerous, as they
lead to popular discontent.
The truth
is, a conflict is certain. President Me
Kinley is ambitiously following a deliberand the powers aro too
ate plan
jealous
of one another to interfere, though they
he
driven
to
may
suppress hostilities,
should their self-interests be endangered.
Spain has no allies and must protect her
Let the government see that it
honor.
be united Spain.
MARRIAGES*
In this city. April 18, by Rev. Lewis Malvern,
Nelson and Alice E. Brooks, both oi

Sherman E.

Portland.

Grippe

Cure.

suffering from this dreadful malady if you will only get ilie right
think of remedy. You are having pain all through

HAY SHEDS BURNED.
CENSORSHIP AT MADRID.

Boston, April 18.—One of the long hay
sheds of the B. & M. railroad in CharlesMadrid, April 18.—The strict censortown, was burnod
tonight and nearly ship of telegraph despatches nearly lost
&
of
Co., Spain tho Hamburg-American line steam
hay owned by Hosmer
1S00 tons
commission merchants of this city, were era Columbia andjjNarmannia. The govThe loss on the building will ernment instructed a private bank to teleburned.
not exceed $'1000, while the hay was val- graph orders to Paris to pay for the yes
sols without delay. The despatch being
ued at $18,000.

body,

use

no

your liver is
no

life

out

of

One lot two and

yards long by
wide at

two

One

$2.50.

yards long $3.25
a
one
genuine

—each

bargain.

One

5*8 Damask

lot

of

Napkins,
design at $3.00,
NEARING

THE

lots.
The Linens

terday,

will

Boston, April IS.—The closing arguments in the Bram murder trial, which
has been in progress for the past live

and received considerable deck
On the 9th inst a heavy sea
boarded her, carrying off the deckhouse
containing the quarters of the engineers
and first and second mates. Tho second
officer was in the house at the time and
was lost.

Towels,

April 18.—A

copyright

red,

white
And

fine

very

blue

borders

a

at

lot of extra

German

linen

or

25c.

heavy

Towels,

soft and absorbent

(absolutely pure linen)
*size 20x40 inches at 25c.
A small quantity of
beautiful

soft

Towels, knotted

damask

fring,

at

37 1-2C, aud some novel,
ties in figured birdseye
huck Towels with damask
borders

double

hem.

stitched a'c 50c.

OWEN, MOORE

& CO.

§

Sk Hundreds of Children and adults have worms v
>w but are treated for other diseases. The symp- £
toms an;
indigestiou, with a variable ap- 3
foul tongue; offensive breath ; hard and
oj iictite;
full body with occasional griping* and pains N
about the avel; heat and itching sensation in ^
^ the rectum and about the anus; eyes heavy and W
W dull; itching of the nose; short, dry cough; k;
W grinding of the teeth; starting during sleep;
slow fever; and often in children, convulsions.
J

^
^

\^ TRUE’S i—I
\ ELIXIR
pin worm

k is the beet worm remedy made.
*’>lt
? It baa b«en in use 46 years, LT
w l?..Pure*y vegetable, harmless and effectual.
Where uc wornu are present it acts as a Tonic,
J\ and

S

N
\

S

corrects the condition of the mucous mem- W
\ brane of the stomach and bowels. A positive k?
\ cure for Constipation and Biliousness, and a v&l- ^

the’stttta C LTA KKIV es.

PRESIDENT CRESPO KILLED.
York,
to the

extra

Huckabuck
with hemstitched

ends,

and had promised to produce

passage,

department
today a

offer

German

direct evidence to prove that Brain did
Mr. Cotter said that
commit the crime.
no evidence whatever had been produced
There had been direct
to show a motive.
evidence, he said that Bram had committed the crime but it had been offered
Justus
by Charles Brown, or
Leopold
Westerberg, a man who had acknowledged
that in bis native country he had snot a
man and
escaped punishment by two
weeks confinement in n lunatic aslyum.
Mr. Cotter said that no possible translation could change Justus Leopold Westerberg to Charles Brown and that the man
who bears two names is subject to sus-

damage.

also

hundred dozen

weeks in the United States Circuit court
were begun
at tho opening of tho court
this morning.
James ifi. Cotter, senior
counsel for the defense, was the first to
address the court and jury. He said that
Assistant District Attorney Casey had
claimed to show that Bram had a motive
for committing the crime with which he

New

sprig
worth

$4.25—and several other

END.

Arguments in the Bram Trial Began Yes-

is charged,

fine

very

French

Evening World says Presiorder, special
or ambition, dent Joaquin Crespo of Venezuela, was
appetite,
have a bad cold, iu fact are completely killed Saturday last, while engaged in a
used up. Electric. Bitters are tho only battle with Hernandez, the leader of the
remedy that will give you prompt and rebel forces.
sure relief.
They act directly on vour
LATE MARINE.
Inver, Stomach and Kidneys, tone up the
whole system and make you feel like a
Baltimore. April 18.—Cleared, schooner
now being. They are guaranteed to cure Daylight, Portland.
For sale at II. P. S.
or price refunded.
bark
Applodore. April 15.—Sailed,
(loold’s drug store. Only 00c per bottle. Emile, Halifax.

your
have

Damask

Napkins,
ivy leaf pattern at $2.50
—old price was $3.25.

Halifax, N.
S., April 18.—Steamer
Coringa which arrived from Manchester,
England, tonight, met with a succession
of heavy head gales and higli seas on the

no

lot

Shamrock and

In B.iooklin, April 10, Mrs. Jessie May Freethy, aged 22 years.
At Hull Cove, April 9. Orient H. Carpenter,
aged 78 years.
in Augusta, April 9, Elizabeth W. Dyer, aged

The Sure La

WCIH

white

One lot of

CORINGA MEETS HEAVY GALES.'

There

half

yards

Anil Give You
10 Per Cent. Discount
for Cash.

April 10, William Donuell, aged

57 years.
In Bangor, April 8, Mrs. Emma D. Ward, aged
GO years.
In Bangor. April 8, Mrs. Sarah A. Warren,
aged 74 years.

fine

$2.00.

In this city, April 18. by Rev S. F. Pears,on
Archibald J. Logan and Miss Isabella Mason picion.
'Ibis man should at the present time be
Hooper, both of Portland.
confined in an institute for the insane for
In Rumford Center, April 9, Carl D. Lander
he
is one of the cleverest crimuals out of
and MaryK. Bartlett.
In Brownvllle, April 7, Edwin S. Johnston prison.
and Miss Mabel B. Yuill.
Mr. Cotter read from the stenographers’
In Tbomaston, Guy Robbins and Mrs. Guy
report the evience of Charles Brown in
Robbins and Mrs. Alena Young Darling.
lie said that at tho time he looked
which
Ill Rockland. April 11, Harvard H. Follett
through the window and saw Bram strike
and Clara F. Sanborn.
fltvnt-.nin ho sfnnri
hnth Vinnric mi
In Bangor. April 9. George I). Whittier of
Passadumkeag and Miss Mary E. Grover Jot the spokes and working the wheel.
«
Glenburn.
he
“We have shown to yon,”
said,
“ithat standing in this position it was imJlH
r.o.
possible to see into that cabin and yet upon this evidenoe tho government will ask
you to send the defendant to the gallows.
In this city. April 17, James M. Cobh, aged
Mr. Cotter said that each time experiG5 yeai s 5 months.
ments weru made by the defense in regard
[Funeral this Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock, to
looking into the chart room a report of
from the residence of his sister. Mary J. Wilson,
Riverside street, (fojinerly Cobb Lane) Deeriug, the United States government was present
la this city, April 18, William Douglass, aged to see that all experiments were conducted
75 years.
but that at no time
as they should
bo,
[Funeral Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock, was the defendant represented
while
from his late#eshlence. No. 112 Wilinot street.
were
similar
being made by
experiments
In this city, April 18, Patrick Welsh, aged 80
and
who
the
was
on
person
government
years.
of the
[Funeral Wednesday morning at 8.30 o’clock, board tho vessel on the night
No.
40
from his late residence,
South street. murders was present to see that the arRequiem high mass at St. Dominick’s Church rangement of the furniture, etc., was the
at 0.30 o’clock.
same as upon that night.
In Fairfield, April 18, Margaret K. Smith,
Mr. Cotter then referred to the intelliaged 27 years.
gence and business ability of Bram and
[Maine papers please copy.]
attention to the fact that ho was
called
In Denver, Col., April 17. Frank P. Conley
son of the late Peter J. and Joanna Conley, of appointed first officer, sailing from a port
Portland.
where his past reputation was known.
In Deer Isle, April 9, Sargent W, Bray, aged
44 years.
In Sorrento,
80 years.

tauiL

example, One

lot three

75 Cents Per Yard,
$1.00 Per Yard,
$1.25 Per Yard,
$1.50 Per Yard,
2.00 Per lard,

■

he says he could not
such an office
while this
is
at
war.
country

before

prices

Cloths, pattern all
round, beautiful design,
two
yards square, at

of the choicest of this season’s Suitings at

tilities.”
Mr. Edward J. Morton, liberal, asked
is tlie government could procure
through
tho United States embassy, for tlie use of
tho members of parliament, copies of tlie
consular reports trom Cuba presented to
the Congress of the United States.
Mr. Balfour said he was not aware
tnat there was any machinery to carry
out such an unusual jdemaud but added
that the government would he glad to
consider it.
Mr. Morton’s question was put in be- in
cipher, was withheld from transmishalf of a large group of members desir- sion
by the censor, who did not notify the
to
the
American case. bank that the despatch had not been sent.
ing
study fully
Mr.
I.owther said ;his
It
was
was
only by accident that the Direcquestion
prompted by the possibility of officials tor of tiie bank learned that the despatch
not
been forwarded, and he was
at distant stations, such as the West had
Indies, giving excessive coaling facilities only just in time to avert the consebefore in
received the
neutrality quences.

(Senate, but
aspiring to

all

Table

a

foreign affairs, in reply said he saw
“No reason to depart from the universal
practice of awaiting an outbreak of hos-

between bodies of troops on the march
in a wild country or on the field of battle and would be of no possiblo use in
this country.

I

09c, Less. 10 Per Cent, for Cash.

for

GEN.

at all.
are

effect.
of

n.

spot cash

percentage lower

a

than the old

37 1-2 Cents Per Yard,
39 Cents Per Yard,
50 Cents Per Yard,
Amt this week we sell them at

18.—Tlie House of Com1 lot sill wool Checks, Stripes and mixtures that have keen sold
mons resumed its sessions
Mr.
today.
James Lo wther asked the governmen at 50 cents per raid, reduced for (his sale to
whether in view of the apparent immi-

proclamati:

and broken

prices quoted

quite

we

close out

_

London, April

of war between two governments
with which we are on the most friendly
terms, it was not the intention of the
government to immediately notify all
British subjects of the neeessaty for the
observance of strict neutrality?
Mr, Balfour, acting secretary of state

prices.

got them

uv^w

I>ocuments.

at

more

to

odd
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no
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WANT OUR CONSULAR REPORTS.

*

small and

are

be

anything
—-

Teeth. Price 50 Cents per bottle.

awigssai^qKnaa^innBwaaBiiiiuiii m m

of

enough
superiority.

were

Pond’s Extract Co., 76 Fifth Ave., N. ¥.

and

piece

antee

label and wrapper.

for sale at all first-class drug
stores, or sent on receipt
of price by the

to

as

John S. Brown & Sons,
Belfast-, Ireland, is guar-

For Catarrli. Price 75 Cents per bottle.

are

highest

the fact that each

stamped

-OF-

ARE DANGEROUS I!

POND’S EXTRACT DENTIFRICE

the

The

order of excellence
quality and design,

POND’S EXTRACT CATARRH REMEDY

For the

here.

going on
goods are of

Sold in bottles only, with buff
wrappers and our landscape trademark printed thereon. See that our
name is on

Linens

Brown & Sons) which is

Be Sure You Get Pond’s Extract!
SUBSTITUTES

sale of

to

now

INFLAMMATIONS & HEMORRHAGES

Food

Buy,

all Plain anil

Frostbites,

ing. He came to town Saturday on the
LEW WALLACE TO EIGHT.
Rumford Falls railroad, but his home is
Indianapolis, April 18.— Gen. Lew Walnot known
Ho is a young man, lace has notilied his friends and
here.
supporters
•mooth-faced with red* hair and a crook in his race for the United .States Senate
day evening. Tickets for sale at Cressey, in the nook.
he
not
a
candidate
for that
Indications point to poison- that he will
Jones & Allen’s. No reservod seats.
office, and that he will enter the army
ing criminally administered.
and fight against Spain, Several days ago
he addressed a letter to President McKinEX-POSTMASTER’S SUICIDE.
GEN.CLUSERET ON OUR SOLDIERS. ley offering his services,
and from his
Fairfield, April IS.—Blake Dow, a
action in withdrawing from
Pans,
IS —The Figaro prints an subsequent
April
former postmaster of Benton, died this interview with Gen. Cluseret, who won the Senatorship race it is assumed that he
neon notified by the President that
morning from the effects of poison taken the grade of General by lighting for the has
He was a
his service will be accepted.
last week in a lit of despondency caused North against the South in the Americans
Gen. Cluseret ad- major-general of volunteers in the war of
war of the Rebellion.
his
wife. At the
the Rebellion, and it is believed among
by the sudden death of
miringly praises the tenacity and courago his friends
that he will have a high rank
time of his wife’s death, he purchased a of the
American, whom he placos the in the
The General is known
army now.
ticket for Alaska and had intended go- highest in the world.
to
have
this step under contemplaiiad
ho says that the skill
On
the
other
hand,
in
that
fields
to
the gold
region.
ing
Hen. tion for some weeks. Ho Bays that war is
of American officers is at zero.
inevitable and that the place for AmeriGrant, he declares, was a man of donse cans
is at the front and not in tho rear.
The only officer on
i
military ignorance.
In the event of peace, he would like to
either side who bad any knowledge of
States
tactics was “Stonewall” Juckson, but represent the state in the United
to

Easy

price for

of

housekeepers is
specially directthe extraordinary
fine dining room

ed
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Glace Taffetas
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PORTLAND, April 19,

Throat, Chilblains,
Catarrh, Piles,

SAYS

Joseph
Blais, died
picious circumstances at a house

_NEW

BROTHERS-CO.

-

75c Per

GRAHAM.
more men in this city, as lhe war INVASION,
Atlanta, Ga., Ap;il 18.—There is little
talk has brought out many volunteers,
doubt in tlie mum of Gon. Graham, comThe adjourned annual meeting of War- but as tome will go from other cities to
manding the department of tlie Gulf,
the
it
man
is
not
known
ren parish was
held in the vestry last
that more that the invasion of Cuba lias been setvessel,
The meeting was
called to will be needed from here.
tled on by tlie authorities at Washington,
evening.
order by the moderator, Mr. F. A. Ver.
A party numbering twenty from the
immediately on the declaration, of war.
rill. Mr. W. L. Hunt, treasurer of the Light Infantry went to Portland this The General is one of the most discreet
of department
commanders and has
parish made a report for the year as fol- afternoon, where they will attend the in- hitherto
kept his opinion strictly to himlows: Cash received, $2,175.85 and paid
of
seems
B
but
so
sure
to be the onward
spection
Company tonight. The In- self,
out; total debt of the parish has been re- fantry boys feel pretty sure that
will march of tlie events of the last few days
they
that he feels compelled to express himOne
new
duced, $26.76 for the year.
secure first prize for the best inspection,
self.
furnace has been put in the church and
and the only company they foar is the
“I have no doubt,” said he “of tlie
the old one repaired at an expense of
Portland one.
purpose of the Government in massing
Mr. J. C. Warren presented the
$163.48.
troops on tlie coasts oi the Gulf and the
following resol jtions on the death of TEMPERANCE SPECIALIST COMING Atlantic. It can have but one meaning,
Deaoon Elisha Newcomb, which
were
and that is the invasiou of Cuba. This
Augusta, April 18.—Rev. E. O. Taylor, may seem a little too previous in one who
placed on record:
the
Boston
temperance specialist com- occupies my position, hut a few minutes
Whereas, Death has removed from us
reflection cannot fail to justify the asserour brother Deacon Elisha Newcomb, one pleted his opening engagement of his
tion. It is evident to tlie most casual
of the founders of this Parish.
state tour in the interest of the better enobserver that the War Department is
Resolved. That in the death of Deacon
of
the
liquor law under the sending only infantry and cavalry regiKlishu Newcomb, Warren
Parish, has forcement
met with a loss greater than any that has the direction of the W. C. T.
U., in this ments to tho different Doints of renderyet been met with in its history. That to
Now, what do these men know
inis evening,
ne met with great vous.
him more than any other one person is city
about the handling of guus such as are
dne the inauguration and maintenance success while here. He will visit every used in coast defences? As
they canDot
of this parish, in support of which his
city in Maine.
be used as assistants in tho operation of
heart, and hand and purse were always
the coast defences, there remains only
ready, if it might be any means further
IN FAVOR OF ROAD.
one other object for their present univerits usefulness to this community,
and
sal movement to the
and that is
from the business meetings of which he
Augusta, April 18.—The special city the invasion of Cuba. coast,
Just how soon it
has for the thirty years of its
existence
election today held to see if
the city will come neither you nor I know.
rarttlv nr npvt>r hann nhfcp.nt;.
Resolved, That while we continue our would vote to raise 810,000 for land dam- Everything depends on the developework without his
ments at Washington.”
kindly and helpful ages
over
which
the
proposed
remember him
Another occurence which gives color
presence, we shall ever
with pleasure and rejoice that he has been Kennebec & Franklin railroad is to run, to this theory is an order issued from
permitted to spend so many useful years resulted in a vote of 697 in favor to 97 the department of the Gulf. This directs
reamong us before being called to his
that the held telegraph trains of the deagainst.
ward, and that his wife and services will
partment and the ambulances and hospibe an incentive to us to greater taithfulCHARACTERISTIC LEWISTON CASE tal wagons be at once gathered at Atlannees in the work whioh he has laid down.
The held telegraph trains coutaiu
ta.
John K. Warren, James Graham, Chas.
Lewiston, April 18.—A stranger styling the
used in communicating
W. Mace, Committed Warren Parish.
apparatus
himself
S.
under susSCENES FROM

RINES

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

j

Remedy,

MEETING.

WARREN PARISH

ADVERTISEMENTS.

1897

Cuts, Wounds, Bruises,
Sores, Colds, Sprains,

The Easter

one

NEW

peStSaSts

city
of properly.

electric light and
Pride’s
power from
corner to Deering, which received its first
was a large
attendance and tho proreading last year was luid on the table.
gramme as previously published in these
A remonstrance was received from Mr.
columns, was successfuly carried out.
Russell D. Woodman, against the assessThe Senior class of the Deering High
ment of sewer tax, claiming the same to
school during the two days visit of tiro
be too high was referred to the commitstudents of the Massachusetts school of
tee on claims.

the seating capacity of the First
Mayor Raymond and all the Parish house is limited, persons will do
presiding.
woll to buy tlokets at once. By adveralclerment were present.
Records of the regular monthly meeting tisement it will be seen that the “Scenes
from Dickens” are to be repeated on Friread and approved.

win admirers wherever he
goes. Herrmann the Great company carries
twenty
people and two carloads of scenery.

their

Voted to reduce appropriation
from $2820 to $2800.

OF ZEN'DA.

Philadelphia,

April 18. —The steamer
Cramps’s ship yard at

St. Paul arrived at
noon

today.

Capt.
Sigebee did not come ashore,
but was
transferred to a tug boat and
taken to League island navy yard.
The
extent and
character of the alterations
to bo made
on the St. Paul will not
be
known until
u
board of naval officers
examine her and report. Nothing could
bo learned today as to how many of the
St. Paul’s crew will enlist in the American navy.

MIS CELL! JvliOTJ S.

PUBLISHED BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT.

^ trusted
yOU. TodlV ’*1
luy confidence ill-placed.
,
.w?
,ot,ce again,” she cried
hoaiseJy
Only oree, and I will show
you ere long that your
suspicions are uttorly without soundution
I took another turn
up and down the
drawing loom, my hands
clasped behind
my back my gaze fixed upon the carpet
I was still undecided.
With a Budden impulse she rushed forward, and flinging her arms about my
neck kissed me, next second
bursting into
and burying her
face upon my
shoulder. Aly hand unconsciously stroked
her hair, and bending, I pressed
my lips
upon her soit cheek.
Then she knew that I had
forgiven, and
holding back her sobs with difficulty
her
and
raised
iaoe,
kissing me passionately thanked me in a low broken voice,
assuring mo that I should never regret
the step 1 had taken.
During half an hour wo remained together, she full of love and confidence, I
admiring and hopeful. I was glan I had
not acted rashly nor left her as I had intended, aud as we went in to dinner arm
in arm we laughed together,
joyous in
each other’s love.
After we had eaten,I smoked a cigarette
and lingered os long as possible,
happy
with my well-beloved, then kissing her
to
was
take
a
I
compelled
hansom
fondly
her to
to Berkeley Square, promising
return at the earliest possible moment,
confidence
that
our
love
and expressing
would last always
The Earl, grumbling at my tardy arival
was busy in his library with a number of
h

>‘
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WHOSO FINDETH A WIFE.
WILLIAM LE QUELX,
Author of “The Great War in England in 1897,” “Zoraida,” "Stolen
Souls,” “Guilty Bonds,” “A Secret Service,” &c., Ac.
BY

COPYRIGHTED, 1897, BY WILLIAM LE QUEUX.
(Chapter XXII.)
TO ERR IS HUMAN.

my lover. I care for no one exown dear self.
“Terms of endearment are
unnecessary,’’ I answered impatiently, turning
from her. “Such expressions from one
who has so grossly deceived mo are absofor
lutely nauseatiDg. I have striven
your social advancement and have loved
momeut you
you dearly, but from this
are my wife only in name.’’
She buried her face in her hands and
was seized by a fit of hysterical
sobbing.
All her self-control had vanished at the
instant she realized that I knew the
l truth, and she now stood before me bont
1 and penitent.
“Forgive me,’’ she whispered earnestly.
“Forgive me, Geoffrey.”
“No,” I answered with firmness. “I
oannot trust you.”
“Overlook this incident,
and I
will
never again give you
cause for
jealousy,
she exclaimed. “I will do anything you
ask, only have patience with me.”
“I have already had patience,” I answered. “Yet, deceived as I am daily,
we can live together no longer.”
“flut I love you,” she declared with
fiorce earnestness, fixing her fathomless
eyes upon me. “If I lose you I shall kill

I

WASHES

5g

at one
..

DYEs|

MB

&

operation

ANY COLOR.

I

i|

The Cleanest, Fastest Dye for;:
5 Soiled or Faded Shirt Waists,g
;£ Blouses, Ribbons, Curtains, Under-g
tjlinen, etc., whether Siik, Satin,g
;S Cotton or Wool.
g
:»

Sold in All Colors

>

;»

by

Grocers

mailed free
Druggists,
for 15 cents;
or

aru/g
g
g

Address, TUB MA YPOLE SOAP DEPOT, E
E
127 Doans Street, flew York.

Ail Down hutOne

B-L
TOBACCO

It stands alone,
is the best on
earth, in quality
and flavor.
It
suits the people.
A standard of
unV excellence

equalled by

any

other b'vi^A
00D TIMES HAVE COML
Ycu

afford to indulge yourself or your
family in the luxury of a good weekly dlws*
paper and a quarterly magazine of fiction.
You can get both of these publications with
can

—

—

--—

VJ r—

j-

:-

journal—ever published. Subscription price,
$4 per annum.
TALES FROM TOWN TOPICS, a 25C page
Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing the
first day of March, June, September and December, and publishing original novels by the
best writers of the day and a mass of short
stories, poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc.
Subscription price, $2 per annum.
Club price for both, $5 per annum.
You can have both of these if you subscribe
NOW and a bonus of 10 novels selected from
the list below. Regular price for each, 50
All sent

Cents.

postpaid.

Remit $5 in New York exchange, express or
postal money order, or by registered letter,
together with a list of the 10 novels selected,

by numbers,
308

to
TOW* TOPICS,

Fifth Avenue, Xew Yorfr.'
x-asT.

6-THE

SALE OF A SOUL. By C. M. S. McLellan.
7- TH L COUSIN OF THE KING. By A. S. VanWestrum,
8- SIX MUNTHS IN HADES. By Clarice I. Clingham.
SKIRTS OF CHANCE.
9- THE
By Captain Allied

Thompson.
HONY KENT. By CharleB Stokes Wayne.
ECLIPSE OF' VIRTUE. By Champion Bisseli.
UNSPEAKABLE SIREN. By John Gilliat.
23—THAT DREADFUL WOMAN. By Harold E. Vynn*
*4—A DEAL IN DENVER. By Gilmer McKendree.
25—WHY? SAYS GLADYS. By David Christie Murray.
16-A VERY REMARKABLE GIRL.
ByT-. H. BickforA
*>'— A MARRIAGE I-OR IIATE. By Harold R. Vynne.
58—OUT OF THE SULPHUR.
By T. C. De I.ccn.
*HE WRONG MAN.
By Champion Bissell.
THK HUNT FOR HAPPINESS. By Anita VivantJ
Chartres.
sr-HEK STRANGE EXPERIMENT. By Harold R. Vynne,
C2—ON THE ALTAR OF PASSION.
By john GilliaL
MARTYR TO LOVE. Bv Joanna’E. Wood.
10- AN'i

AN
*2—AN

EXECUTRIX’S
The subscriber hereby
has been dulj appointed
Will an Testament of

NOTICE.

gives

notice that she
Executrix of the last

LEaNDEE E. CKAM, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, as tho
law directs. All persons having demands against
the estate of said deceased, are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediat ly to
ANNIE II. CRAM.
Portland. April »>, 1898. aprl2dlaw3wTu*

MAINSPRINGS, 75<n
The best American Mainsprings, made by the
Warranted
Elgin »nd Waltham companies.
for one year.
McKENnEY, the .Teu-sii?
.rffttare.
uanudU
Monument

important dispatches relating

“Oh,” I said, coldly, placing her away
from mo without caressing her. ‘‘Have
vou been home long?”
“A long,long, time,” she answered, regarding my coldness with unfeigned surprise.

“Where have you been today?” I inquired, rather sharply, taking up a position on the hearthrug with my back to
the bright wood hre.
“This morning I went to Mr. Praga’s
studio and gave him a sitting. He is
painting my portrait for the Academy
you know.”
“Yes,” I answered. “He told me so
at the club the other
day. Where else
have you been?”
“Why are you so anxious to have a
complete record of my doings?” she asked,
pouting. “You seem absurdly suspicions.”
I smiled bitterly. Since her return she
had exchanged her tailor-made gown for
a
hundsome dinner dress, and wore as
her only ornament a string of pearls, my
wedding gift. She stood gazing at me
with her dark blue eyes wide open, and
brows arched in well-feigned reproaoh.
“You did not return to lunch,” I said,

quietly.
“No, I went to Pont street,” she answered. “Mother was so fearfully upset.”
“Why?”

“l-ast nierht she detected Helmholtz in
the act of opening a letter he had taken
from the postman. It contained a check
and she was compelled to discharge him
at a moment’s notice.”
“I understand he was
quite a model
servant,” I said, in genuine surprise at
this latest development. To me it was astounding that a shrewd officer like
Renouf should have thus allowed himself
to he caught napping.
“Mother thought most highly of him,”
she went on. “But it now appears that
for the past few weeks she has had suspicions that her letters were being tampered with, for two checks sent by
tenants for rent have been stolen.”
“I never thought very much of him,” I
said.
“Neither did I,’ she declared. “He had
such a 6ilent cunning way, and moved so
softly that dozens of times whon I have
turned suddenly I have been quite startled
I’m
to find him standing close to me.
She
glad mother has got rid of him.
paoked him off bag and baggage.”
"Did he protest his innocence?”
“No. He treated her with cool indifference, placed his things in his portmanteau leisurely, bailed a cab, and went ofl
without asking for his wages.”
I was silent. The reason Renouf should
rit-s end to steal cheques was inexplicable.
One
thing, however, a peared clear;
namely, that he had taken an unusual
Mrs. Lalng’s
interest in the nature of
correspondence. To me it was a matter
as
he
had
been
for congratulation that
detected by his mistress and discharge d
he could not cast upon me the blame for
his betrayal
lunch?” I at
“What did yon do after
last inquired, returning to my charge.
smil"I went shopping,” she replied,

to

our

When ho had
exX had not
been
pressed displeasure thathe
him
added:
waiting to reooive
“But there, I suppose now you are maris
wife
your
exacting—they
ried, Deedes,
always are. She likes you to dine with
her, eh?”
“Yes,” I admitted, smiling. “I did
dine at home.”
“Ah. Ithought so,” snapped the shrewd
old Minister. “A good dinner and your
wife’s smiles were of more consequence to
with the
you than England’s prestige
Sultan, eh?”
I made no answer to this sarcasm, but
corresbegan busying myself with the
pondence, packing it away in the dispatch-bag and sealing it tor delivery to
Hammerton, the messenger, who was
waiting in an adjoining room ready to
take it to Constantinople.
Not until eleven o’clock was I able to
get away frem Berkeley Square, and
leaving the aged statesman alone, deeply
immersed in the puzzling applications for
advice of all sorts from her Majesty’s repthe various
Courts ol
resentatives at
Europe, I drove back to Phlllimore Gardens.
On arrival home my first question ol
Juckes was whether Ella was in the
affairs in

myself.”

—>

FOR

opened

The summer term
of last week.

on

vacation the College Concert
includes tho glee olub,
which
company
orchestra, vocal and instrumental soloists, and readers, made a very successful

During

trip, giving concerts at llangor, Boulton,
Presque Isle, Caribou, Dexter, Pitsfleld
They had full houses and
and Augusta.
their work was very highly ..complimented
by the local press.
The spring athletics are now on in full
The diamond is in excellent conforce.
dition and tho base ball men are at work
in preparation for the season’s campaign.
be much
Tire make-up of tho team will
the same as that of last year’s team.
The trackmen also begin their outdoor

training this week. There are several
promising men in the freshman class.
The sophomores are out bright and early
these spring mornings in pursuit of the
little bird, the term’s work in ornithology
being in the form of lectures by Prof.
Stanton and field work In tho identifica-

species, and in studying habits,
song, plumage, etc. Prof. Stanton’s enthusiasm in this work has made it one of
the most popular studies in the curricution of

lum.

SOUTH PORTLAND.

Cape

beth railroad to cross Cottage road near
the location of the new Casino in order
that their electric line may make a com-

plete loop around the new amusement
buildings at Portland Head.
The board
selectmen of Cape Elizabeth were
of
present and the company was represented
by 1*0 attorney, Mr. Clarence Hale. JNo
objection was raised to the prayer of the
petitioners and formal permission to cross
the street was granted.
Mr. George Mooney has entered the employ of the Sentinel.
The Ladies* Circle held a sale and sup*

evening

at the residence of

J. C.

The next meeting of the
Samaritan
society will be held with Mrs. Clark B.
Swett Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. J. F.

Chaplin,

road

commissioner,

yesterday looking over the streets
with a view to improvements and repairs
of sidewalks, eto.
Herbert Elliott, formerly of Littlefield
& Co., of this city has entered the employ
of O. P. S. Dyer of the People’s Market.;
was

has returned from Banwhere he has been engaged in

Robert Chase

Me.,
diving.

gor,

“What is his name?”
“I do not know. He did not tell me,”
she replied.
“Was this the only occasion you had
met?”
“It was.”
“He spoke to you casually in the street,
I suppose?’
“No, wo met by appointment at Victoria Station,” she answered quite frank-

ly.
“By

appointment!

Then

blank amazemy hand, staring at it in
ment. Then it occurred to me that in
that very escritoire she kept all her correspondence, and it was more than probalbe that I
might learn the truth from
some of tho letters therein contained.
I endeavored to open it, but it was, as
usual, locked. She had taken the key.
In my sudden excitement I
called tc
.luckes to bring a hammer, and
with a
few sharp blows broke open the sloping
leather-covered top, finding a number oi
letters addressed in unfamiliar handwrit-

you know

■

enn

...

ft

car

and thrown from his wheel
shock.

suffering

a severe

Schooner George F. Morse which hails
from New York, is undergoing repairs at

railway.

the Marine

The government boat Myrtle Is still on
the ways for replanking.

PLEASANTDALE.
A.

A.

Maud,

of Southport, have been entertained at the home of Mrs. W. E. Dyer.
Mr. Willard W. Fickett is building an
arlflitinn nnH

ntVio-nrrri co

place of residence

imnvnwinra

Kir-

Hoyt

street.
hag moved his

on

Mr. Geo. Turner
family
from Summer street to the house owned
hy Mr. Charles M. Cole, Pearl street.
Miss Mary Patten and. Master David,

passed Sunday

with Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
Jones.
Mr. Forest Lewis who has been very ill
with typhoid fever, is somewhat improved
and islnow considered out of danger.
Sirs. B. F. Carter has returned to her
horns nt West Sacrboro.
The Ladies’ Aid, connected with the
Elm street
church are to give an antiquarian supper at the church Wednesday
Mrs. Daniel Apt is recovering from a
attack of pneumonia.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Emery have re-

Saco, after passing several
weeks as guests of Mr. and Mrs. Matthew
Woods.
Mrs. Charles E. Hayes is entertaining
her mother, Mrs. John E. Devine
and
brother Mr. John Devine, Jr., of Roxbury, Mass.

turned to

Dyor

has nearly recovered
of
from a severe case
diphtheria, the
quarantine being taken from the house

Saturday.
Master Geo.

Miles, Jr.,

who is stopping
in Portland attending the Butler school,
passed Sunday with his father, Mr.
George Miles, Chapel street.
Mrs. Louise Pillsbury is improving the
interior of her house on Summer street,
occupied by Mr. W. E. Dyer.
II
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Grain-0 does

not

stimulate;

cheers and feeds. Yet it
looks and tastes like the best coffee.

persons, young people
and children Grain-0 is the perfect
drink. Made from pure grains. Get
a package from your grocer to-day.
Try it in place of coffee. 15 and 25c.
For nervous

I

TryGrain=0!
*

—

—

—
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MATRIMONIAL—New
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HAVING

TO
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LADIES,

FOlt

Slice

FOR

ALASKA!!—If

TO

FOR

FOR

KELLIE,

FOR

FOR

FOP,

TO

FOR

MATCHES

INSTALLMENTS.

IfO

FOR

FOR

_18-1

competent
WANTED—A
»»

second

girl

at 92
15-1

and carriage. A responsiHITANTED—Horse
"
ble party would like a good horse and
top carriage for light driving during the sumANTED—1Capable Protestant girl for house mer. Best of care and handling guaranteed.
Will pay board for the use. Address P. O. box
work. Apply at once, 94 Oak St., city.
SPRING ST.

1395.

14-1

three intelligent ladies
* *
No experience necessary.
as canvassers.
A good thing to the right parties.
Apply to F.
GLOVER, Room 5, Lincoln Park House,
between ll a.m. and l p. m. or 5 and 6 p. m.
XKT.ANTED—Two

or

131

select from.
Diamonds, Opals, Pearls,
all other precious stones.
Engagement and Wedding Rings a specialty.
Largest
stock in the city.
MeKENNEY, the Jeweler,
Monument Square.
marl9dtf

Rubys and

WANTED—MALE HELP.
or

good paving cutters

3

at

Fessenden Park. Portland
Me.
Inquire for MARTIN CURRAN, Jr.,
Mason.14-1

salesman for lubriW’ANTED-Expericnced
''
eating oils, greases, boiler compound and
specialties, salary or commission.
Address
THE STODDARD OIL & COMPOUND CO
Cleveland, O.14-1
WANTED—First class manol
ENGINEER
night engineer. Apply to
good habits
as

RINKS BROTHERS.

WANTED—Young

13-1
man

to

work

in

shop.

**
Must be reliable and of mechanical turn.
State age. previous experience, name oi former
employers and wages required. Address B. &
131
C., P. b. Box 1635, Portland, Me.

insist that yonr grocer gives you GRAIN-O
Accept no imitation.

number of persons inside. He entered
the
place and saw a man behind the
a

^

J

|

■

counter.
station.

No. 324, Old Orchard, Maine.

The officer took the man to the
The man stated that his name

John Baldwin. Yesterday Baldwir
put before the municipal court ant
arraigned on the charge of keeping oper
on the Sabbath
open shop
day for the
He pleaded
purpose of
selling goods.
not guilty. He claimed that he had jus!
come from
Gorham, N. H., and that ht

_‘14-1

Books wauted. Now Spring cleaning
r|LD
H has come
you can clean ont yonr attic of
old books, or you ear. sell your library books
for cash at COLESWORTHY Book Store, 02
Exchange street.14-1

WANTED—Everyone to see the exhibition
of
Copley prints at ALGERNON
STUBBS'S, out Congress St. 100 subjects. Catafree.13-1
logues

BATTLESHIP MAINE SOUVENIR SPOONS
This Is the prettiest Spoon ever put on the
market.
Call and see it. McKENNEY. the
marl9dtf
Jeweler, Monument Sq uare.
WANTED—MTU A Tli»V.

at work at that

charged

Baldwin.

toxication were

place.

The court dis
Several cases of in'

disposed

of.

DAiJti—o Minimi

one

words

young man, AmeriWANTED—Respectable
work on a farm. Address
»

can. would

like

D, this office.

13-1

ANTED—Situation to cook in a first class
WT
**
private family by a smart competent
young woman who will go out of Portland.
Eiftv hotel cooks, men and women. Help for
all branches of work furnished at 399 1-2 Con15-1
gress St., MRS. N. U. PALMER.

WANTED—Employment by young man. aged
21, who has had two years’experience in
store and one year in office of a large wholosale
house. Am obliged to leave my present position and must have work at once of some kind.
13-1
Address J. H., Press Office.
waited.
Situation by a young man who understands
bookkeeping and is willing to work. Two
years’experience. Graduate ot Gray’s Port-

Good references furland Business College.
nished.
Address CHAS. E. ALLEN, SkowheaprlBdlw* wav*
gan, Maine.
LOST

AND FOUND.

the evening
LOST—On
bull dog, white with

of the

14tti, an English
lirindle head, and
red collar; answers to name of Rowdy.
Reward ioffered if tinder will return to 21
BRACKETT ST., right hand bell.
19-1

wore

ueuicnuu

uuua.

a

Thursday
afternoon, beIOST—Watch.
J tween Morrill’s and
Stroudwater, or in
Evergreen Cemetery, lady’s small gold watch
in chamois case. Einder please notify or return to A. L. JOHNSON, 25U Stevens Plains
m-l
Ave., Deeriug Center.

iiutise,

14 rooms ami bath arranged for two familsteam beat and modern plumbing, one of
tbe best central locations in the city, 2 minutes
from city ball, 4700 feet of land; price S5,000.
W. It. WALDUON & CO., i80 Middle St

ies,

_18-1
SALE—One of the most desirable houses
on Franklin street, between Congress and
Cumberland, 13 rooms. 2 families, with bath
room for each, ample heat, including open
tires,
and in perfect repair inside and out. W. H
WALDUON & CO.. ISO Middle St.lg-i

FOR

SALE—Store counters, all lengths;
black walnut and cherry tops, suitable for
dry goods, fancy goods and grocery stores,
call and see them. J. e. DOUGLASS’ 297 Com-

IVOR

mereial

St._
seats
SALE—Restaurant,
I70R
»
tral location,

IS-l

60, good

cen-

big business, everything first
class and up to date; this is a big trade, cash or
installments or will trade for personal property
or real estate.
WM. T. HANLEY, Lergengren

under this brad
icserled
week for 23 coals, cash in advance.

Forty

was

was

SALE—A

■*-

was

_

store
and
on one of the
streets
a
which
principal
doing good business,
with care and attention can be doubled in the
next six months; population over 60,000; keeps
two teams. The present owner has two stores
and Is unable to give it the attention it requires;
stock will he reduced to meet the wants of the
purchaser. Call or address 3t0 Broadway,
Somerville. Mass.14-1

provision
FOBin Somerville,Grocery
Mass., situated

15-1

waists to make for 25c and
wrappers for 50c by Eva E. Hibbard at
J. I abvan’s, No. 6 Bond street, City.

WANTED—Shirt

To

WANTED—2
once. Call at

__.16 1

TIT ANTED—Man and wife who understand
*•
care of poultry to run small farm. Swede
nr TSTnWD Cnntinn m-ofowearl
Annlv frt 1/xalr "Krv»-

Mary

At C.30 o’clock Sunday morning, while
patroling his beat near the Grand Trunk
railroad station, Officer Phillips saw the
saloon at 28 India street, wide open, ant]

it

nourishes,

J

■■■

THE MAN WAS DISCHARGED.

coffee at night. It spoils their sleep.
You can drink Grain-0 when you
ancl sleep like a top. For

please

head
cash in adtancs.

FARM

WANTED—“Maine

Cannot Drink

■

cents,

}70R

Yankees” to work for
us selling nursery stock.
Steady job,
pay weeekly, experience not necessary, 'exOutfit free.
clusive territory.
Apply at
cnee, HOMER N. CHASE & CO.,
Auburn,
mar31—eodlnio
Maine.

Many People
<

week for 25

FARM

It cures acute or muscular rheumato five days. Sharp, shooting pains
in any part of the
body stopped in a few doses. A
prompt, complete and permanent cure for lameness,
soreness, stiff back and all pains in bips and loins,
rheumatism, sciatica, lumbago or pain in
yhronic
“*® back are speedily cured. It seldom fails to give
relief from one to two doses, and almost invariably
cures before one bottle has been used. The Munyon
Remedy Company prepare a separate cure for each
disease. At all druggists—25 cents a vial. If you need
medical advice write Prof. Munyon, 1505 Arch
fetreet, Philadelphia. It is absolutely free.

A THOUSAND RINGS

severe

Bert

Forty words Inserted under this
one

FOR SALE or exchange for house ia
CTORE FOR SALE—Grocery and provision j
city or village; 125 acres. 40 acres mowing,
store doing a good business, weekly sales j
the
balance
$400. on one of the principal street, running two
pasture, wood and timber. 400
teams at present, owner having other business
apple trees and small fruits, house to rooms arid
house,
carriage house, hen house,
wood
wishes to sell before May 1st. Business can be
piazza,
doubled with strict attention. Call or address barn 40x50, with cellar and ice house, room for
12
cows and 3 horses, nice lawn, plenty of shade
to 91 LINCOLN ST.,
19-1
City.
trees, a line place for summer boarders. 11-2
2 miles to
Alert for sale. 38 feet Ion?. 14 feet miles toiailroad station.
village.
yAClIT
beam, good accomodations for six lo live For further information apply to SMITH &
Me.
street,
Portland,
45
Exchange
aboard; patent closet, Avash bowl and tanks, SALE,
newr mam sail and
apr!2dtf
jib; first class ground tackle i
i?°«rllauted l3p atMuscongus Island.) Inquire
SALE—To close an estate, the substanPortland Pier, or S.
tial residence No 138 Fine street, with
SOU THWORfH, 108 Newbury St.
19-2
stable and all modern improvements, lately put
Terms satisfactory. For
in first class repair.
FOR SALE—12 miles from
Portland, j
apply to FREDERICK ROKIE,
55 acres of pasture, wood and grass land i particulars
First National Rank, or Real Estate Office,
under excellent.cultivation.cuts 25 tons of hay.
13-1
FREDERICK S VAILL.
Good buildings; well situated for a milk farm
sUMMEK HOARD.
Enquire of JOHN H. CARD, 98 Eqchange St.
WEDDING RINGS.
Portland, Me.
19_1
"DEOPLE leaving the city early can get good
Two hundred to select from. All weights
a
SALE—Handsome
board
brick
within
30
miles
of
country
Portland. POR
residence ~on aud sizes.
10, 14 and 18 lvt. Solid Gold. McPlenty of milk, eggs, and all farm produce in
Congress street above Mellen, built, by KENNEY. the Jeweler, Mouument Square.
season. Pine grove, large
lawn, plenty of owner for his own comfort, hard wood finish,
inariodtf
shade. Reduction by season.
RIVERSIDE open lireplaces,
sightly location, beautiful
grounds, room for stable, adapted for physiFARM, Box 37, Cornish, Me.
aprlO 4
SALE—Extension ladders, pole ladders,
cian. Prrticulars Real Estate Office, First Naand
ladders.
tional Bank, FREDERICK S. VAILL.
plank
ladders,
13-1
step
ladders of oilier kinds, for masons, plasTO LET,
terers,
painters,
housekeepers,
SALE—At
close
to
Center
elecpaper
hangers,
Deeriug
pOIi
-1tries, new 2 story house, thoroughly built, ail of my own manufacture. EEUBEN WESForty words inserted nnder this head and pleasant
location; cememed cellar, sebago COTT, 131 Lincoln St., foot ot Myrtle. Teleone week for 85 cents, cash in advance.
phone 338-4.
25 4
water and main sewer, 5,0<>o feet land, a great
bargain; easv terms. Price $1,500. w. H.
SAI.E—Pino Clapboards.
Now is the
16 l
rro LET—Upper tenement of six rooms with WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle street.
time to buy pine clapboards as j am closa
bath room in house No. 40 Green St., price
ing them out at spruce prices in order to make
§16 per month, by J. C. WOODMAN, 93 Exroom for spring stock.
It wifi pav you to use
MISCELLANEOUS.
19-1
change St.
Pine as a matter of paint sticking.
DAVID E.
EUSSELL, So. tVaterboro, Me.
mar 18 4
words inserted under this head
lorty
rrO LET—Lower rent of 7 rooms In good re- one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
A pair, with
SALE—Farm In Bethel, Maine, 120 acre,
separate water closet; also lower rent of G rooms.
Good references required.
good land, 2 1-2 story house, shed and two
/NASOL1NE and NAPHTIIA-Tf youare using
Apply to ERNEST TRUE at True Bros.. 394 v* gasoline or
all in good condition, good orchard, and
barns,
in
or
small
Naphtha
large
quanFore St.
19-1
tities I think you will derive a benefit either in well supplied with wood and water; also about
feet of pine timber. About two miles
200,000
or
service
quality
by trading with mc« from Bethel
LET—Two very desirable down" stair price,
village, and known as the Edward
NEAL D. WINSLOW, Oil Dealer, 90 Preble St.
rpo
a
A. Capeti farm; will be sold on favorable terms
rents, seven rooms each; bath, large pan- Tel. G35-4.
19-1
tries, extra good closets, in the new houses No.
or may be
exchanged for Portland property.
3 and 7 Elmwood Place,
BIDEN, No. 135 Oxford St.,
Deering Point. Sun
England Correspon- MISS SABAH
all day, only ten minutes walk to business secAle.
maro-tf
dence Club, members worth from $50oo to Portland,
tion of Portland; near electric cars. Apply to
Introductions
20
cents.
Box
$50,000.
1167, BosWM. W. MITCHILL.
16-1
SALE—To close an estate, the substan19-1
ton, Mass.
tial residence No. 138 Fine street, with
rrO LET—At 45 Smith street, to a small family
stable and all modern improvements, lately put
no
A
further
connection
with
Portwithout children, a sunny upstairs flat of
Terms satisfactory. For
land Towboats, I beg to solicit employ- in first class repair.
5rooms; separate cemented cellar; §12.50.
particulars apply to FEEDEEICK EOBIE,
ment of any kind at which I can give satisfac16-1
First National Bank, or Beal Estate Office,
tion. CHARLES BARTLETT JR., 10 Willis
FEEDEEICK S. VAILL.18-1
LET—A nice Weber upright piano. In- St.
14-1
quire for terms, etc., at 31 Exchange St.
OE SALE—At Fessenden Park, a handsome
w
niuuoui
uuj
15-1
new seven roomed colonial house, plumbLx
cast off ladies’, gents’ and children’s clothfixtures entirely modern and of the best
ing. 1 pay more than any purchaser in the ing,
E'OR RENT—One large front room on second
quality.
Very latest decorations. Everything
Send letters to MR. or MRS. DE GROOT, done
in
lauaiui uiuvA, nu,
city.
lot.
o\J&|
$500 down.
by the
(lay, 1.'large high
M A DT/w
£>- Tjs A 1J
VI.,
comer of Brown St.
For further particulars. 76 Middle street.16-1
Enquire at No. 63 BROWN ST.
15-1
have your last year’s coats remodSALE—At Fessenden Park, the be»t».
eled in the latest styles
at reasonable
tiful eleven roomed house, corner DeerLET—In a modern house, three separate rates, also dress skirts rebound, brushed and
tfiO
A
Ave. and Noyes sts.
Everything in this
flats, on line of electrics, westerly end of cleansed for 50 cents.
Capes and garments iug
city, eight rooms each, bath, open Are places, reltned a specialty.
PORTLAND SKIRT house is of the very latest pattern and of the
open plumbing, gas or
electricity, separate BINGING CO., 16 Elm St., near Congress. 13-1 best quality. You must exandne tins house to
MARKS &
cellars, set tubs, laundry, hot water heat,
appreciate it.
Only $500 down.
12-1
reaonable.
EARLE CO., 12 Monument Sq.
N. S. GARDINER, 17G1-2 "If ONEY TO LOAN on first
mortgages of real
liddle st„ room l.h-i
BA estate at 5 and 6
per cent. Real estate for
SALE—At Woodfords, a beautiful new
houses
rents
sale,
care
of
rented,
collected,
fTlO LET—On nice quiet street near first class
10 roomed house. We say beautiful bea
attention. 25 years
A
cause it is the handsomest bouse in Woodfords.
boarding house, well furnished front room property specialty; prompt
with all necessary conveniences; also large in this business. N. S. GARDINER, 17CV2
hath and everything to match; large
Porcelain
_16-2
front room with alcove, unfurnished. 16 Gray Middle St., Rooml.
Don’t pay rent any longer. $600 down.
lot.
EARLE CO., 12 Monument Sq. 12-1
St,, between State and Park.
&
14-1
MARKS
are
to
write
you
Alaska,
going
at once for latest information, books and
LET—Sea shore hotel, nearly new, with
made strong trousers for
of
the
SALE—Our
“Gold
Fieldsmailed
free.
We
maps
six acres land and wharf for landing pleas
$1.00, $1.50. $2.00 and $2.50 per pair. Cut
ure steamers from Portland, has a good pat- are sending another expedition into the “Goldworsted
suits, guaranteed all wool
en
North.”
No
frock
man
to
alone
or
in
a
away
ought
go
ronage summer and winter, ocean views are
of two or three.
The advantage of
$6.00 per suit. Cutaway frocks and vests, $4.00
elegant, terms reasonable to right parties. W. company
&
Lancaster building
of
HASKELL
one
a
of
skilled
New
JONES,
being
large
H. WALDRON & CO„ 180 Middle St.
Iparty
Eng14-1
land men with expert miners, can not be over- Monument Sq.12-1
estimated.
Our
W.
H.
with
LET—Front
Secretary,
furnished room, third story;
Jeffrey,
tpO
SALE—To close an estate, the substana
an expedition of 26, is now in Alaska.
We have
two dollars a week. 134 Free St.
14-1
tial residence No. 138 Pine street, with
had experience and know just what is required.
and
all modern improvements, lately put
stable
A I, ASK A-YU KON-KI .ON D IKE GOLD sYNMARRY ME,
Terms satisfactory. For
in first class repair.
DICATE, PORTLAND. ME.8-2
particulars apply to FREDERICK ROB IE,
HI ONEY LOANED on 1st and 2nd mortgages, First National Bank, or Real Estate Office,
And I will buy you such a pretty Ring at -JA
real estate, life insurance policies, notes, FREDERICKS. VA1LL.
13-1
McKenney’s. A thousand solid gold Rings, bonds and good collateral security.
Diamonds, Opal-Pearls, Rubies, Emeralds and discounted; rate of interest 5 per ceut aNotes
SALE-Rock maple and yellow birch
year
all other precious stones. Engagement anil
to
wood for grates, also dry kindlings. A. D.
and upwards according
security, w. P.
Wedding Rings a specialty. Largest stock in CARR,
room 5, second floor,
Oxford building, MORSE. 23 Plum street, city.
Telephone 50-2.
city. McKENNEY, The Jeweler, Monument 185 Middle street.mar29-4
13-1
mar22dtf
Square.
ONEY TO LOAN—On first and second X1 OR SALE—Two-story house and stable conrrO LET—Furnished or unfurnished, a sunny HI
LiA mortgages on Real Estate at as low rate of
X
nected, at Woodfords, 12 rooms arranged
A down stairs rent, house
nearly new. bath interest as can be obtained in Portland; also
for one or two families, cemented
large
room, corner lot, nice lawn, close to Deering loans made on stocks, bonds, personal proper- lot. good neighborhood, furnace cellar,
heat. Easy
and Westbrook electrics. Rent very reason- ty or any other good securities. Inquire of A,
terms.
Inquire of JOHN H. CARD. 98 Exable to right parties, as owner is going away. C. LIBBY & CO., 48W Exchange St.
26-4
13-1
change street, Portland, Me.
Possession given at once. Call at 26 SAUNDERS ST., Woodfords.
13-1
WANTED—All persons in want of trunks
SALE—In
South
Portland
on
elevated
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
ground, 11-2 story frame house containing
RENT—A bakery, good location.
For 563 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
10 rooms heated by steam; large lot with fruit
interview address, A. B., Letter Carrier grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and
can
therefore give
bottom prices. trees; stable on premises, on contemplated
No. 4.
13-1
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.
We frame line of electrics to Cape Cottage. BENJaMJN
14-1
SHAW, 511-2 Exchange Sc.
11-3
LET—New flats No. 265 Spring St. contain- pictures.
SALE—2 1-2 story hoflse containing 13
ing a rooms; sunny exposure, all modern HJOTICE—We will pay the highest cash prices
conveniences, hot water heal, lighted by gas or Lx
furnished rooms and bath, iu first class
for household goods or store fixtures of
JAMES
electricity. Apply at 281 Spring St.
condition, heat by steam and has cemented celany description or receive the same at our auctBAIN.apr!2-tf
lar and set tubs, situated No. 74 Melbourne St.,
ion rooms for sale on commission. GOSS &
lot 40x90. For further particulars, inquire of
19-3
WILSON, Auctioneers. 18 Flee St.
A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange St.
ON
RS. FRANCES F. APPLEBY, Chiropodist,
__14-1
Waltham and Elgin Watches. A large stock
will treat all diseases of the leet every
of new model Watches will be sold on easy payTuesday during the month of April free of pOR SALE—2 1-2 story house, fitted for two
ments at reasonable prices.
All Styles.
*
All charge, at 559 Congress St., Room 1.
2-4
families, has 17 rooms and modern imPrices. McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument
Income $29 per month, situated on
mariadtf
Square.
few Gray street, price reasonable. Inquire of
WANTED.
A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange St. 14-1
LET IN DEERING—A furnished house,
nine rooms, exclusive of bath room and 'llrANTED—A lady who has managed a select
SALE—Near Riverton, on line of eleolaundry. F’ine grove in rear; also orchard of
tries, pleasantly situated, with fine view,
boarding house at the beach for three
choice apples. On line of electrics. Will be seasons would like some place of responsibility two story trams house containing 8 rooms and
rented to a family without children.
Address with daughter who is a fine pianist and would bath, in good order, large stable and 1-2 aero
or call 51 PLEASANT ST., Woodfords, Me.
make herself useful. Could influence patron- of land.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 51 1-2 Ex14-1
age. Also an experienced chamber girl wants
change St
aprlltf
at
the
mountains.
All
best
of
place
references.
Address C, No. 38 Green St., Augusta, Me.
WANTED--FEMALE HELP.
SALE—An attractive place, 24 acres wi;U
19-1
fine mansion, elevated ground, spacious
^_
front hall, pleasant rooms, many fireplaces, hot
Forty word* Inserted under till* head WANTED—A hotel torent or will
buy; must
one week (or 25 conks, ensh In advance.
The above
*
be located in Maine and prefer to have it water heat, ample outbuildings.
situated where it can be easily reached; prefer has good frontage on two roads upon which an
for
AN
electric
road
is
now being surveyed. About one
TED—At
once,
liousegirl
general
Hf
a furnished hotel of from 40 to loo.rooms.
WM. mile from city of Westbrook.
work. One that can go home nights. Call T.
BENJAMIN
HANLEY, Bergengren Bldg Lynn., Mass.
in forenoon at 111 CLARK ST.
15-1
19-1
SHAW, 511-2 Exchange St.
strong tonic in building up the weak

ana debilitated.
iism in from one

evening April 37.

Master

head
week for 25 cents easli in advance.

Srovements,

■

Burnham of Oxford
street, Portland, accompanied by her
sister, Mrs. C. E. McKeown and daughter,
Mrs. T.

one

Ij'OE

A public hearing was held yesterday at
3 o’clock in the afternoon, regarding the
Elizapetition of tho Portland and

per last

FOR SALE.

SALE.

Forty words Inserted under this

Tuesday

Inquired breathlessly.
misunderstanding?”
“No, sir. She left no message with
Rev. Mr. Holmes left today for Norway,
“A misunderstanding!" I echoed. “It
anyone.”
is assuredly more than that.”
the drawing room
with ray Me., where he is to attend a conference of
Entering
“No,” she answered,
endeavoring to overcoat still on I noticed, lying upon hei the M. E. church.
stifle
her sobs.
“You misunderstand
little rosewood escritoire, a note addressed
N. E. Gordon and wife have returned
whereas to me.
me, believing me false to you,
from a visit in New York.
I am acting solely in our mutual intertore
and
it open,
Eagerly I took it up,
ests.”
read its contents. There were only a few B There was an alarm of Are yesterday
“To walk alone with a stranger is surescrawled words—a brief and morning about eleven o’olock occasioned
hurriedly
ly not acting in your husband’s inter- formal farewell.
by burning grass in the field of Dr.
ests,” I observed, bitterly.
“Yon cannot trust me,” she
wrote,
For a Bhort time it seemed that
“Ah, you are mistaken,” she said, “therefore we are best apart. Do not at- Young.
all
is
“When
will
explained you
quickly.
tempt to follow me, for you cannot find adjacent residences were in danger, but
regret the cruel words you have uttered me. Do not think ill of me, for even ii
the work of neighbors subdued the flames.
this evening.”
I have wronged and deceived yon, I have
“Have I, then, no oause to object to nevertheless
Stephen Hamilton on Sunday last had a
been your friend.
your acquaintance with this man?” I inIt commenced formally, without any narrow escape from a most serious acciat
her.
sharply
looking
quired,
term, and concluded abruptly dent. In attempting to oross the track of
“None whatever. He is neither my endearing
with the two words “your Wife.”
’1
the Cape electrics he was run into by a
lover nor my friend.
For a few moments I stood with it in

him?”
“No our meeting was arranged by a
third person. It was by no means of an ing.
One, larger than the rest, crumpled,
amatory character, I assure you.”
dirty, and worn, as if it had reposed in
“What was its objeot?” I asked.
someone’s pocket for a long period, I took
Slowly she shook her head. “I cannot out and
eagerly opened beneath the softtell you without relating to
you facts shaded lamp.
that I dare not yet divulge.
“My Godl” I cried aloud, scarcely able
“Ah! as I thought," 1 cried in anger.
when next
into believe my own
‘.You refuse always to ^explain.
As stant I realized theeyes,
terrible truth. “My
each week passes the mystery surrounding.
Godl I had never suspected this 1”
“With whom?”
ing you increases.”
(To be Continued.)
“Alone.
“Unfortunately I cannot prevent it,”
“Were you alone the whole time?” I in- she answered in a low earnest tone. “BeWIT
AND WISDOM.
fore we married I told you plainly that I
quired, regarding her intently.
Her lips quivered
slightly and her intended to seek the truth of the conglnnoe wavered
spiracy against Dudley’s life, and you did
A Feminine Trait.
“Yes,” she answered, “I did not meet not object.”
“I wonder why a woman always picks
anyone I knew.
“Why not leave that wretohed affair to
“That is a lie, Ella!" I cried.
the police and secure our own happiness?” out the largest ball In a bowling alley?’1
1
_i_„
___J
I urged.
asked tbe youngest boarder.
the
told
truth.
“I
have
you
“Because the police are cowerless
agitated.
“Woman,” the cheerful idiot explained,
“To prevaricate Is utterly useless,” I They can have no clue.”
“is looking for a larger sphere.”—Indian
said angrily. “I followed you through
“Is it then absolutely necessary that
Journal.
Kensington Gardens, where you were you should attain this end?” I inquired apolis
walking with your lover. I—”
dubiously. “Are you ready to sacrifice
Dover, N. H., Oct. 31.1898.
“My lover!” she cried, hoarsely, in dis- your own home and husband in order to
Messrs. Ely Bros.:—The Balm readied us
had ascertain the truth
may. “He—he is not my lover. I
regarding a crime?”
never seen him before!”
“Yes, it is absolutely imperative,” she safely anil in so short a time the effect is sur“Then by your own admission you have repliod emphatically. “Before
perfect prising. My son says the first application gave
abandoned all respect for me and your- happiness can be ours we must both he decided relief, t have a shelf Tilled with- “Coself. You are addicted to strolling alone aware of the causes which led to Dudley’s larrh cures." Tomorrow the
stove shall receive
with any idiot who flatters you.”
sudden death. Towards that end I
am
them and Ely's Cream Balm will reign supreme.
“I swiar I do not,” she retorted. “You •striving, and knowing what I do, I jm
Mrs. Franklin Freeman.
misjudge me entirely.” And she placed striving, regardless of your suspicious Respectfully,
Cream Balm is kept by ail druggists. Ful
her trembling hand upon my arm.
and your cruel words. If we part—well,
V, „-^
Vw-* -f! 11
1
size 50c. trial size 10 cents. We mail it.
But I shook it off wrathf-illy, saying: i*. ceil I hn
alas! too with hitter
“I have discovered the truth,
ELY BEOS-, 56 Warreu St., N. Y. City.
regret; and as for me, I shall
late. While making pretence to lovo me not pause in my merciless quest.”
of
other
men.
I
Olsen she had told me that to asoertain
you prefer the society
was a blind fool, or I should have discovthe true cause of Dudley’s
death was,
ered the fact, plain to everybody else, that next to her duty as my wife, her main
A Substitute For Club Life.
Ogle was your lover, and that you object In life, and these words, uttered
“Since Briggs gave up his club ho has
mourned for him when he met the fate with an earnestness that
was genuine,
he so justly deserved.”
bore out her most frequent declarations. settled down at home and seems perfectly
“Ho never uttered one word of lovo to Glancing at the facts as a* whole it was contented.”
“How can not surprising that I should have
me. Geoffrey.” she protested.
“Indeed. How does he spend his time?”
suspectagainst ed Dudley of having been her lover whose
you make such horrible charges
“Oh, his wife has taught him to dc
me
when X lovo you so dearly,” she death she intended to avenge.
beautiful shell pattern embroidery.”—
In silence and hesitation I paced
cried, bursting into a torrent of tears.
the Cleveland Plain
Dealer.
“Because 1” I said with emphasis, “be- room that she had furnished with such
followed you
this exquisite taste. A dozen times she asked
cause X have myself
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT
ovening. Surely Kensington Gardens is forgiveness, hut no word passed my lips.
should take She
not the spot where a wife
her head bent
in
stood.motlonless,
recreation, unless clandestinely, as you submission, her hands clasped before her,
havedon-! No, this is not the first oc- awaiting my decision.
BEFORE JUDGE IIASKELL.
casion you have Led to mo, Ella; but it
Her pale,
tenr-stained face betrayed
Monday—Charles T. Garland vs. Port
shall bo the last.”
signs of a terrible breathless suspense, land
The evi
and Rochester Railroad.
“The last!” she gasped glancing up at she fearing that I intended to cast her
dence for the defence occupied tiie foro
“What do you mean?”
mo.
oil, whilo I could not bring myself to any
sxibmitted
to th(
further firm belief that her declarations of affec- noon, and the case was
“I mean that I can have no
at
the presiding justico
the
confidence in you, and that we are better tion
were genuine,
between us there jury by
of court in the afternooD.
Ai
in
coming
yawned a gulf of darkness and mystery 9.4(1
apart.”
p. m., the juty came in for furthei
“You don’t intend to leave me. Surely which'hourly grew wider and more
im- instructions and again retired. At aboui
you would never be so cruel,
Geoffrey. passable.
half past ten a verdict was returned foi
“Tell me that you’ll still bo patient and
It would kill me.”
the plaintiff for $100.
“I have loved you, Ella.” I said hoarse- wait,” she implored at last. “Surely
you
William Lyons, Esq., for the plaintiff.
ly, after a pause brief and full of sus- can see how intenseiv I love you and how
N. and H. B. Cleaves for the defendant
pense. “No man could have loved a utterly aimless will bo my life if we
Adjourned to Tuesday at ten o’clocl
woman with a passion more tender than part.”
a. m.
I have done, but now that I have discov“This mystery is, I confess, Ella, drivered how basely I have been deceived my ing me to distraction,” I said,
at
halting
affection has turned to hatred.”
last before her
PUTTING DOWN THE CABLE.
“Cannot you confide in
“■Sou hate me!” she wailed. “Ah, no, me? I will preserve silence, I promise.”
tow boat Fannie G., and the scou
The
you cannot—you shall not.” she cried as,
“No, no,” she gasped in fear. “I—I
Ajax were busy in the harbor yesterday
rushing towards me, she threw both dare not.”
arms around my neck, and notwithstandHer attitude was one of deep
dejection, morning putting down the cables whiel
ing iii f efforts to avert her, pressed her yet I could not fail to notice, even at this nre to connect the mines for defense
pur
moment of her abject despair, how beautear-stained face to mine.
with the electric batteries on shore
Roughly I unclasped her arms and oast tiful she was. But a look of unutterable poses
her from me, saying—
terror was in her deep blue eyes, and The cable is
buoyed in its place am
“I have resolved. Nothing will causeme upon her handsome features was an ex- when
the
mines are sunk it will be at
We
to reconsider
must pression as though,
my deoision.
dreading exposure,
matter to connect them to the cable
she were haunted by some terrible ghost easy
pant.'
It will be some days yet before the mine;
like
to
be of the past.
“It is not
you, Geoffrey,
“You told me this once before,” I said are laid and conneotet..
[cruel to a woman,” she said reproachfully
•_a.

COLLEGE-

the East.

“It is your own fault entirely,” I said.
“You have chosen to act In this manner,
whatever are the consequences they
are of your own seeking.
I suppose you
will tell me next that this man who was
with you compelled you to meet him.”
“That is the absolute truth,” she faltered.
“Ah, always the fame lame tale,” I
observed in disgust. “I have not forgotten that night at tho
Nook when I
watched you walking with
Beck. No,
There is some strange mystery
Ella.
about it all that I don’t like.
You
pretend to love me; but
you have some
ulterior motive."
“There is a mystery, it is true,” she
admitted, her eyes dimmed with tears.
“A mystery so strange and startling that
when you know the truth you will stand
aghast and dumbfounded. But with
its elucidation you will have knowledge
of how I have suffered and striven
for
your sake; therefore I can only pray that
the revelations that must accrue may be
room.
hastened for, although today you regard drawingsir. Madam is
out, sir."
“No,
me as base and deceitful, you
will then
“Outl When did she go out?
learn how much one woman has endured
“About an hour after you had left sir,”
and sacrificed because she loved vou. ’'
replied the man. “She has gone into the
Then we roust part until this mystery
I believe.”
country,
is cleared up,” I said, oalmly, my heart
“Into the country? What makes
you
fuli of grief. “You refuse to take mo, +1111117 cn?”
your husband, into your confidence,thereou
her
“Because she
put
travelling
fore I can plaoe no further reliance in
dress, and took two trunks with her,” he
your word.”
answered. “Roberts, her maid, says she
“Think,” she jried clutching my arms packed the boxes herself three days ago.”
convulsively. “Why should the happi“Did she say where [[she was going?” 1
ness of both of us be wrecked by a mere
and

-r

world-famed for its brightness and the most
complete General Weekly—covering a wider
range of subjects suited to the tastes of men
and women cl culture and refinement than any

not

cept your
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standing before me. “I admit I have
acted foolishly, but that man you saw
was

Inste d of keeping behind her straight
home, I turned from the main road, and
with my mind fall of gloomy thoughts,
wandered about the dark quiet thoroughfares in the neighborhood of Campden
Hill until, having walked lor over an
hour undecided how to act, I awoke to a
consciousness that I was before my own
house.
When I eutered I opened a telegram
lying on the hall table and found it was
from Lord Warnham, stating that he was
leaving the Premier's suddenly, and
asking me to call at Berkeley Square at
six. It was then a quarter to six, and I
saw that
even
by cab I must be ten
minutes late for the appointment.
“Has my wife returned, Juckes?” I
asked my faithful man, who stood ready
to relieve mo of hat and coat.
“Yes, sir. She returned an hour ago,
and is now in the drawing room.”
My first impulso was to return to
Berkeley-square without seeing her, but
unable longer to bear the suspense, I
and
allowed Juckes to take my things,
entered the room, where she awaited me.
she
exclaimed,
‘“Ah, Geoffrey!”
jumping to her feet with an expression of
joy and coming forward to meet me. “1
dearest.”
expected you home Jong ago,
And she raised her face for the habitual

v

tlldg., Lynn, Mass)

SALE—Confectionery
pORstore,
a first

la-l

ice cream
class business, located
doing
on street where travel is
immense, there being
20.000 pedestrians passing store a day. rent and
and

extremely low. “WM. T. ’HANLEY,
Bergengren Uldg., Lynn, Mass._18-t

expenses

i111 Takes the large catering establisbment now doing a big busiand centrally located on principal street in
1,vnn; come and sec for vourselr. Seeing is
believing; big bargain. WM. T. HANLEY,
1S-1
Bergengren Bldg,, Lynn, Mass,

?j1

“vtbtnj

ness

real estate in centre of city to
PORTLAND
exchange for small farm. W. P. CARR,
a

Room 5,185 'Middle St.

13-1

SALE—To close an estate, the substantial residence No. m3 Fine street, with stable and all modern Improvements, lately put in
first class repair. Terms satisfactory. For particulars apply 10 FREDERICK KOlilE. First
National Bank, or Real Estate Office. FRED13-1
ERICK S. YA1LL.

IVOR

Close an estate, a 2 1-2 story
No. 6 South St.
rooms, divide 1 into two
finished
m
containing
rents which let lor $13.00 and $12.00 per month;
has Sebago water and steam heat. Lot looxno
and good stable with same.
Inquire of A. c.
LIBBY Si CO- 421-2 Exchange St.
apr 11-4
SALE-To
IVORhouse
situated

Deenng,

SALE—Or lease, a lot of land at the West
End, corner Forest and Congress streets
containing about 4.224 feet. Apply to F. HARLOW, Mi) Congress St.
3au25du'

IVOR

tvOR SALE—A nice cottage house with el)
i
and stable attached, at South Freep<>rt. \
very desirable summer residence; also about 5
acres laud, inquire of S. B. KELSEY, Portland
Pier.
man6-t

REQUEST

and

OF B. & H.

Thalter was the only remon
strant to speak at the hearing and aftei
he had presented his view of the mattei
Mr. Snow replied briefly. He said thai
there was muoh
controversy over tin
right of a crossing at the foot of Brack
ett street. When M. Wilford G.
Chapniai
was city solicitor he was
asked to give hii
opinion on this matter and said thai

a

Track

while

STREET >EAR “GRIDIRON.”

reply

to

a

question of th<

mayor that
he didn’t know as he wai
prepared to put himself on record as say
Views of the Proposed Change—Right ing that the crossing at the foot of Brack
ett
street was a street, hut ho did thint
of City to Grant Request in Controit was subject to city control.
versy.
As to the right of the public to reach
The Boston & Maine Railroad wants Portland
way of Railroad
bridge by
connecting track between wharf, Mr. Snow said the city had giver
to build a
the Eastern and Western divisions,which the Boston & Maine
permission to lay it:
Commercial
street from a
will cross
tracks across the Brackett street exten
above
what
is
now
known sion in
point just
1874,and in return had been giver
as “the Cape Elizabeth crossing,” on the
permission to gc by the way of the wharl
south, and a point
just west of the to the bridge. As to other designs by the
new
Railroad Y, M. C. A. building on railroad than that
already referred to by
It
the north.
will cross Commercial
Mr. Smith said he knew of
street

Yesterday

on

the

I’etition—Two

him,

and also cross Brackett
street. A hearing on the railroad’s petition for location of this track was given
on a

curve

none.

This practicaily ended the hearing and
the committee adjourned without taking
It will make a full report
any action

the aldermen’s to
the board of aldermen at the next
chamber before a special committee conmeeting on the matter to recomment the
sisting of the mayor, Aldermen Rounds course to be

yesterday afternoon at

pursued.

and Merrill.
Mr. D. W. Snow, attorney for the Boston & Maine presented the railroad's case
in a very able manner. He said that the

TOWNS.

MAINE

Items of Interest Gathered

Boston & Maine, when it has any cars on
the Eastern division, which it desires to
put on the Western division is now

by

Correa-

pondenta of tbe Press.
FREEPORT.
•

cial

street,gi^cross

the

Portland

Freeport, April

18—Mr. Earl Buck is
working at Col. Gore’s in place of Mr.

&

electric road twice and
Elizabeth
add so much to the danger of the people
who travel on that line while if the conthey ask for is allowed
necting track

Cape

Binkley.
Miss

Fanny

gustus

Mitchell boards with AuPennell while teaohing at the

Collins school.
Miss Mary A. Baris was the guest of
Mrs. J. R. Gould, Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Rogers are still
ill.

them they won’t have to cross the Cape
road with their trains anywhere near
now.
as many times a day as they do
They do not propose to discontinue their

Commercial street tracks, but ask for this

Mr. Geo. Bockam has returned home
from Poland Springs, where he has for a

to obviate the
so
as
additional track
necessity of crossing Commercial street

long time been employed.
further to the east.
Sore eyes are prevalent In Freeport.
Mr.
Dunn the chief engineer of the
Mrs. A. Ti. Bennison sails for Scotland
Maine Central, said, in response to questions of Mr. Snow, that the track which by steamer Labrador on the 1 t6h.
Mr. Henry Cole has moved
into the
the railroad wanted to build would cross
Commercial street at a 45 degree curve Enos Allen house.
Mr. Charles Avery met with a painful
which was about as small as it could be
accident last Friday. While
made with safety.
chopping

Freight Agent McClutchy

from! tho

of the Boston

Maine said that the shifting engines
now crossed the Portland & Cape Elizabeth railroad about eight or ten times
in order to get their cars
from the eastern to the western division.
If the track asked for was allowed these
trains
wouid be run over it and now
Commercial strset as they now run. The
greater part of the travel on Commercial
street is around by the way of Railroad
a

day

r. 1 n

r.

rl

An

4- Vi

a

kIa^Ia

a n

.1

deeply into his knee. Doctor Howard
dressed the wound and made him as
comfortable as possible
Mr. Albert Royal has rented the basement of the Cushing house and will occupy it for a salesroom for bicycles.
Rev. Mr. Barrows, of Yarmouth, has
rented the Fish house nnd will make his
residence here for the present.
Mrs. G. A. Davis has been quite
ill
the past week.
Mrs. Mary Maxim and children are the
guests of her mother, Mrs. Susan Dillingham.
Mrs. Aehemiah Thomas is seriously ill.
Miss Georgia Lambert has returned to
complete her course in the High school.
Rev. E. C. Brown was the guest of
Dr. Spear in Portland on Friday.
Dr. Bates, of Yarmouth, was at South
Freeport in consultation at Mrs. Lucy
Waite’s, this week.

&

times

n vn

sank

now

wharf. Fully two-thirds of the traffio was
b. g hat way, while the remaining third
Mr.
keeps on up Commercial street.
McClutchy said he had ordered a record
kept for 24 hours of the teams passing
in toth directions and this was the result of the record.
Tkaxter said that at the
Sydney W.
request a..J suggestion of some of the
merchants on Commercial street, he appeared before the committee to offer some

BRISTOL.

Bristol, A pril 18—W. A. Elliott with a
crew of men are putting an addition to the
boarding houses of Rober and N. Burn-

suggestions.

He said he had been somewhat acquainted with the travel on Commercial
The street is wider at
street.
some points than
it is at the others, and
the narrow portions are frequently block-

side at Pemaquid Point. They will be
finished in time for the summer travel to
The Messrs. Burnside have
the point.
found their rooms inadequate to the
demand.
The local Board of Health were called
examine
aded by the press of travel.
On account to South Bristol Saturday to
school house which it is claimed is
the
of the
narrowness of the street at the
not suitable for the school.
point where the proposed tracks would
Marcellus Coggan. of Malden,
Hon.
cross Commercial street, the traffic would Mass., has besn in town for a few days
on business.
be much inconvenienced if the connectWilbur Little is building a boarding
ing tracks was built as proposed. Maj. house at Christmas Cove to contain
about
'lhaxter said this was a matter in which thirty rooms.
O.
C.
is
at
the convenience of the public should be
Sawyer
home. His
Capt.
war
taken into consideration as well as the vessel is in Rockland awaiting the
developments.
convenience of the railroad and it seemed
L. B. Morton is taking a pleasure trip
to him that the proposed track would with Capt. J. W. Fountain in schooner
inconvenience the public more than it ‘‘R. T. Rundlett.”
There is considerable sickness In town
would convenience the railroad. At presand the local doctors are kept busy.
ent nearly all of the teams going to Cape
Jiichols & Thompson are rushing bus!
Elizabeth by way
of Portland bridge ness at their Round Pond boat shop. Mr.
there this
take the route around by way of Railroad Lamb of Portland has been
week overhauling a gasolene motor and
wharf.
The
natural crossing is at the
a
new
launch.
setting up.in
foot of Brackett street which is known
BUXTON.
as the “gridiron.”
The city granted the
Boston & Maine railroad permission to
West Buxton, April 18—The whist club
oross Brackett street with three tracks,
was very pleasantly entertained by Mr.
but now they cross it with 20 tracks, and Mrs. J. H. Graham last Saturday
evening.
though they have had no permission to
Mrs. Edgar Bacon of Sanford, is the
do so.
This “Cape Elizabeth crossing” guest of her mother, Mrs. Agnes Hanna.
Hollis High school begins Monday
is a
county road and tho city has no
jurisdiction over it any way and no right April 25th. Mrs, Wm.
G. Smith, who
Mr. and
to allow the Boston & Maine to cross it.
have been spending the past two months
It is the only crossing of the Boston & with friends in Saco, returned to their
home here, Saturday.
Maine railroad which the city has a
right
Miss Laura Bacon, of Hollis, is at presto and if this proposed track is
Li.
I-—
-1
XJnn
X1
13
in
put
it will simply make the
crossing moro bouse.
unsafe than ever.
Mrs. W. S. Graham, who was quite ill
last week, is improving.
the city has no
right to the road
Mr. E. F. Hooper, who has been visit•round to the bridge by the
way of rail- ing friends in South Waterboro, returned
road wharf. That is only granted them home last Tuesday.
through courtesy by the railroad.
BRIDGTON.
Major Thaxter acknowledged that the
danger to tho passengers on the Cape
Bridgton, April 18.—Oriental lodge of
Elizabeth road would be eliminated to a Masons observed ladies’ night Thursday
by a banquet at Odd Fellows’
certain extent if the proposed track is evening
banquet hall, followed by an entertainbuilt, but the danger to tho rest of the ment of select reading and musio, folpublic would be increased rather than lowed by a social at Masonic hall. A very
pleasant time was enjoyed by the large
diminished by the change.
number present.
said
he
Thaxter
couldn’t believe
Major
The Odd Fellows will observe the annithe design of tho Boston & Maine was versary of the order by a service at Congregational church, Sunday afternoon,
merely to oonncct its two divisions.
April 24. Hon. L. F. McKenney, p. y
thought that there was a plan to utilize M., and P. G. R. of New Hampshire
to
track
increase
the proposed
its traffic grand lodge, I. O. O. F., will deliver an
address, and Mrs. Dr. Stevens and the
along Commercial street.
Bridgton Male quartette will sing.
Major Thaxter called attention of the
The ice went out of Highland lake here
committee to the disgraceful approaches Saturday, which is somewhat earlier than
usual.
now afforded to tho Portland bridge.
He
said that they were unsafe and disrepu_<-

-;
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Quotations of Slade Prodaets in the

In

a

j

'S,'"

i.eadinsr Markets.

"

!u

itetail Grocers'

Kar.*<%.

»u?xr

Portland market—cut loaf 7; confetlon ea y
pulverised 60; powered, 6c; granulated
coffee crushed 6c •. yellow 4
6%
6r

do

Hides.

The following quotations represent the pay-

1

ing prices in

Cow and

this market:

hides.7 Vic
lb
Bulls and stag?...6^c
(Jean skins, trimmed..lCc
do
uutrimmed... 9c
Lanm skids ..50 to 80c each
ox

Exports.
Avonmouth Dock.
Steamship Laango—48,49.) bush wheat 18,07s do peas 76,674 do oats
Gl boxes wringers 294 <1 > bacon 644 do cheese
404 do pro78 7 <m leather 970 bdls hay 10 do
scale boards 1282 do pulp 2950 sacks flour.
LIVERPOOL, NEG. Steamship Labrador28, 390 oush oats 16,668 do peas 32,244 bush
wheat 9-64 pcs maple blocks 250 bags oatmeal
3946 do flour 11» do peas 164 do buckwheat
880,30o lbs cam and bacon 1056 bales hay 1,321 doors 1366 boxes cheese 127 do butter i,106 bbls pples 113 bags wheat 181 uo seed i,260 bdls box shook*

pkgs

24

sundr.es 768bales

pulp 116 roils pap r 50o tcs tallow 652 boxes
ham 274 bales cotton 2445 pkgs pork 72 cases
pulleys 34 horses.
Portland Wnoieiaia

The following

Provisions.

MitrK

PORTLAND. April 18.
todys* wholesale Dricej of

are

Grnc.nrins£nr.e

Flour.
Superfine &
low crudes.4 00@4 26
Spring Wneat basers.ci ana stoOO©516
Patent Spring
Wneat... & 86®6 00
i\ljcn. str’gnv
roller.... 6 36®6 60
clear do... 5 20@5 85
11.01113 Sl’gi
5 36S6 60
roller...
6 20@5 36
clear do
t\ nt’r wheat
5 6536 80
patent!
die.

Oral*.
Corn oar
38f 39
do bag lots .... 40
Meal Dag lots
ffiss
Oats, ear lots
36*36
Oats, bag lots
(#37
Cotton Seeoear Ion. 00 00®23 00
bag lots 0000*24 00

Sacked Br'r

lots. 16 50*17 SO
baa lots 17 00*18 no
Middling *1660*17 Bo
bag ots. .417*18 00
Mixed feed.... 17 60
Coffeo.
car

•.

(Buying* selling price)
Lou—Large
Shore. ...*7638600
emali do..2 oo®8 fio
Pollock ... .2 25®S 60
Haddock...l 7o®2 oo
Hake.2 00®2 26
Herring, box
Scaleu.,..

M ackerei. bi
Shore is S22
Shore 2s *18

Mo,roasted
11@15
Java&Mocha do26®28
Molasses.
Porto

Tea.

Amoy3 ..16®20
9® 14c Congous.16*60

mu

Kne.naw.ii(
uo 1st prefer.32

Illinois Central...
Lake arieSs West.
Lake Shore.....
Louts & Nash.
Manhattan ■Elevated".""''
Mexican Central_
Mlchiiran Central.
Missouri

32%
93%
13%

99

13%

180

176

48%
95%

48%
06%

New Jersey Central_
New YorkCentral."
New York. Chicago* St Louis
do pi
Northern; Pacific com
uo
uo
pfd,.

Apple*.

Eating apnl’s3 5C@4 6n
do common *2@3 00
Baldwins 3 o0©4 00
Evanatn
oeiovic

hard, tcs

ana

y% bbl.Dure ebiggy,
doeom’na. 43/i®§
Balls.compd SbaaS’rS
pails, puro. 7 «7Aa
Lemons.
pureltt
8 Vues'*
3 ooa4 oo Hams....
Messina
a
®9Va
3 00@3 60
California
cooer’r*
orancee.
oil.
Florida
O 00@0 00 Eerosenel20ts
8Va
Calltornia, 3 00@3 60
Ligoma. 8V2
do Seedmgs 2 60@2 76
Centennial. KVi
r.ggs.
Pratt’s Astral ..10 Vs
Eastern extra..
©12 tn half bbls le extra
FreshWestern..
@11
Raisins.
Held.
Musetl.60 lb bxso®6Vi
Matter.
London iay*rll 76®20C
18®
20
Oreamerv.tncy..
Oed.
QlltEuce vr’mt.
@18
Retail—delivered.
Choice..
Cumberland 000@4 SO
..

Chestnut...

Cllteeae.
N. Y, ferry 9
Vermont... 9

BIO
<«10
Sage.12y«®13

afi oo
8 00

PnuutUn...

Lehigh.,..

*6 00

Pea.

46

Grain Quotation*.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TR1

i*

Saturday’s quotations.
IPSmt

Mch.
Opening.
Closing...... ......

July.

85%
86%

Mr.y
109
109

on it*

Opening.
Closing..

April

July

io9Yi

12
80

22%
60%

14%

Western..
1414
Readme. 16
Rock Island. 84%
St Paul..
8754.

]6Vs

85%
88%
14iV4

UO bfd.
141
St. Paul * Omaba. 1 s

68
140

prfd..
St Paul. Minn. * Mann.130
Texas Pacific.
934
Union raolflc pfd..61%
Waoasn....
«%
ao

129xd
no
E2%xd
«%

..

Boston A Maine.161
New York&New England prd, 87
Old Colonv.188

K>0
90
1SS
ion

AdamsJExpress.100
American] Express.120
8. Express. 38
Peoples Gas........
90%

120
3«

90%
42
3

42
3

Ontario.
Pacific SMaU... 23%
FuimaniFaiaoe.170

23%
172

110%
86%

Sugar'common.116%
Union. 86%
Southern Ry ptd.
Union Pacific.
Western

EB&

Trounce Market.

BOSTON. April 18. 1898—The following
of Provisions, etc.:
to-day’s

are

quotationsFLOUR.

6 45:56 00.
Spring, ciearlaua straight. 4 46®6 60
Winter patents. 6 20®6 76.
Winter, cleariand straight, 4 7535 60
Extra and Seconds 00.
Pine and Supers —.

80%

31%

31%

OATS.

Opening.

July.

Apr.

23%
23%

.26%

Mav.
25%
26%

roan.

May.

Opening...,..
Closing.

9 80
9 80

Monday’s quotations.
wmc*T

Opening.
Closing.

April

July.

89%
86%

"C

Markets.

(By 1 elegrapm

April 18,1898.
CHICAGO—Cash quotations;
Flour steady.
wheat—No 3 spring wheat at 92®98c;No2
Red at 1 6%@1 08. Com—No 2 at 81®81%c.
Oats—No2 at 26Li®2644c; No 2 white f o b at
30%®31c; No 3 White fob 284*®30c; No 2
rye at b33/i@64c: No 2 Bariev fob—: No 1
Flaxseed at 123; Prime Timothyseed at 2 85;
Moss pork at 9 76®9 so. Lard 6 15; short rib
sides at 6 00@5 36.
Dry salted meats—shoulders 44* ®4% ; short clear sides at 6 6086 60.
Butter easy; cremry l3@17o; dairy lisgldc.
Cheese quiet at 886%e.
Eggs firm; fresh
94* c.
Recetpts—Flour, 11.000 hbls; wheat 114,000
bus; oorn 213,000] bush: oats 190.000 bush;
rye 2.000 bush; barley 17.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 8,000 bbls; wheat 159,000
bush; corn 324,000 hush; oats 173,000 bush;
rye 75.000 bush ;barley 65.000 bush.
DETROIT—Wheat—No 1 White at 97c: No 2
Red casn »9c: May 98% c.
Corn—No 2 mixed 33% c.
Oats—No 2 white 31 Vac.;
Rve—No 2 at 62 % c.
MINNEAPOLIS-Wheat-April 101%; May
1 00; July at 98*/,c; Sept at 7744c: No 1 hard
1 Ot% ;No 1 Northern at 1 0144.
Cotton Markets.

<ly Telegraph.
APRIL 13, 1898.
Cotton market to-uay
YORK—Tile
closed quiet; middling uplands 6%c; do gulf at
6 Vac; sales 317 bales.
CHAKLESTG N—The Cotton market to-day
was steady; Middling 5%c.
GALVESTON—Cotton market today was
quiet; middling 6%c.
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-day was
c..
firm; middlings 544c.
NEW

NEW ORLKA NS—The Cotton market to-day
firm; middling 5 11-16c.

was

May.
29%
30Vs

May-

no

109

MOBILE—The Cotton market
to-dav
nominal; middling 644c.
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market to-aay
steady: middling 5%e

was

was

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM
Lalm.New York.

FOB

.Bremen.Apl

19

TJomo.New York. .Demerara ...Apl lit
Button.New York. .Pern’buco ..Apl 20
St.Paul.New York. .So’ampton...Apl20
Majestic.New York.. Liverpool ...Apl 20
Kensington ..NewYork. .Antwerp_Apl 20
Orinoco.New York. .Bermuda.Apl21
Devona.Portland.
Londou
..Apl 22
Alene.New York. .Kingston
.Apl 23
Patria.New York. .Hamburg.... Apl 23
Navarre.New York. Havre.Apl 23
.Portland.. .Liverpool ...Apl 23
Numldian
Uller.New York.. Barbados
Apl 23
Santiago.New York. .Clenfuegos..Apl 23
Mohawk. New York. .Loauon .Ap!23
Amsterdam.. .New York. .Rotterdam...Apl 23
Wera.New York. .Genoa.Aul 23
Campania.... New York. .Liverpool.. .Aol 23
Xrave.New York. .Bremen.Apl 26
Santiago.New York. .Clenfuegos;..Apl 26
..

COHN

Opening.

April
|

Caning..

May
30%
C 31%

3178
32%

OATS.

April

Opening..

Closing.
PORK,
Jan.

May

23%
23%

26

26%

May.

Opening.

Closing.

9 80
9 77

...

...

..

Li.imumi.mt.

•ua^uajia ...Apt

r;

40

Aurania.New York. .Liverpool .Apl 26
.New York.. Liverpool ...Apl 27
Germanic
Grenada.NewYork. .Trinidad;.. .Apl 27
Westerniand ..New York.. Antwerp
Apl 27
Californian.Portland. .Liverpool ..Apl 28
tona.Portland....London .Apl 29
Canada.Boston.Livrepool... Apl 30
F Bismarck.. .New York.. Hamburg ..Apl 30
Mobile.NewYork. .London __Apl 30
Normandie-New York. .Havre.Apl 30
K.Wilhelm II..New York..Ganoa.Apl30
Bparndam.New York.. Rotterdam ..Apl 30
Umbria.NewYork. .Liveroooi... Apl 30
Anchoria.NewYork. .Glasgow_Apl 30
Havel.New York. .Bremen.May 3
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool. .May 4
Southwark.New York. .Antwerp;....May 4
Lucania.New York. .Liverpool.. .May 7
Massachusetts.New York.. London.May 7
Bourgoyne.New York.. Havre.May 7
Phoenicia.New York. .Hamburg...May 7
Fulda.NewYork. .Genoa ......May 7
New York. .Amsterdam Mav 7
Werkendaru
Galileo.NewYork. .RioJaneiro.May 6
Bellaruen
.New York. .Montevideo May C
Kaiser W de G New York. .Bremen_May 10
Hubert.New York. .Para .May 15
...

Portland

Dally Press Stock Qontatlonr.

Lu
17-Ar.seh

C°BSter K

Boston!01’

Lawrence, Grimiell,

PnrtlnnJ

\UtiAnnl

Hnnlr

1Dfl

lflO

1 fl 4

130
Portland Trust Co.100
166
80
Portland Gas Company. 50
86
102
Portland Water Co.100
104
Portland St. ltallroad Co..100
130
136
128
Maine Centfal R’y.100
130
60
61
Portland & Ogdensburg R.R. 100
BONDS.
120
Portland 6s. 1907.118
103
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding.. JOS
108
Portland 4s. 1913. Funding.108
102
Bangor 6s. 1899. R. R. aid.101
116
Bangor 6s. 1906.lWater.114
102
.101
Batli 6s. 1898. R. R. aid
103
Batli 4Vjs, 1907, Municipal.101
103
Bath 4s. 1921, Refunding.101
102
Belfast 6s. 1898. R. R. aid.101
106
Belfast 4s. Municipal.102
102
Calais 4s, 1901—1911 Refunding —100
107
Lewiston 6s/1901, Municipal .106
105
Lewlston4s, 1913. Municipal.103
102
Saco 4s. 1901. Municipal.loo
Maine Central R R 7s, i89S, 1st mtglOl 101 Mi
••
135
7s. 1912,cons. mtgl33
105
107
“4Vjs‘*
105
4s cons. mtg... .103

..

...

MINIATURE ALMANAC.APRIL 19.
Sunrises. 4 571(_10 00
Sun sets

u

311 High

Portland &

106
106

Co’s 6s, 1899.... 101
Co’s 4s. 1927.103

103
104Va

Portland Water

Portland Water

Boston Mtoce

liar.co

{

,..

Moon rises. 3 55IHeight.0 0—

ALAJzillSTR

po 16
00

INT.EWS

PORT OF PORTLAND.

MONDAY April 18.

••

g«s,19OO,exten’sn.l04
Ogd’g g6s,’900, 1st mtgl04

water

“l

u
“

C»>'K° damaged. Was in
steau'er Tyr, 14ilj, off Black

rnuffir*1?!,*?!!18!Apl )G~Scl1

Fostina, from Nor-

feported leaking, has been
tovvw?» K“Ve,ore
^oweastle Station and beached for

repairs!0

Steamer State of Maine. Colby, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NB.
Steamer Enterprise, Race. South Bristol and
East Booth bay.
Steamer Salacia, Oliver. Boothbay Harbor and
W iscasset
Tug Hoiieybrook, towing barge Ceut RR No 7
from Port Johnson, with coal to Peter S NickFannie F Hall, Ilutoliins, Boston.
Boston.

Soli Harry T Chester, Small, Boston.
Soli M B Oakes, Garnett, Boston.
Sell I,aura Y Chester. Beals, Boston.
Sell Harvest Home, Somes, Boston.
Sell Susan Stetson, Heath, Boston.
Sell Lucknow. Mitchell. Portsmouth.
Sell Mary F Cushman. Wallace. Beverly.
Soli Eastern Light, Lindsay, Friendship.
Sell Lygonla, Look, Wiscasset.
Clearcui.
sell Clara E Randall,
coal port—J S
Winslow & Co.
Sell Commerce,Orcutt. Brooksville—JH Blake
Sell Mildred May, Cousins, Brooksvillo-J II

Charlson,

Blake.
sdi

Blake.

Freeport Steamers.!

Liverpool.

aptiltdt,_General

Mummer.

commodations.
ISAIAH DANIELS. Gen’l Mgr
Second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, Lon,itf
donderry and Queenstown, §34 to §42.50. Re- _aepll_
turn §66.75 and §78.40, according to steamer
and accommodations.
°®{1»
Steerage, to Liverpool, London. London,
Custom House Wharf, Portland, Me.
deny, Glasgow, Queenstown and BelfastBOSTON—Ar 17th, schs Leona, Lane, Kock- ! $22 50 and §25.50 according to steamer.
poi t; 1 aroline Kniglir, Cole, Rockland; Fannie 1
Apply toJ. B. Keating 51 1-2 Exchange WEEK DAY. TSfVJE TABLE.
street, T. P. McGowan, 420 Congress street, J.
Hodgkins, Tiobetts, wiscasset.
f.ommt iuvns; Sundiir, April:!, !8!)8
W.
Peterson, 2 Exchange street, or David Torlb, schs C M Walton, Kooltland; Yankee
.A,1',18
For Forest City aiid Trrfetlicn’s LaTHlmg*.
Maid, ltockport; H S Boynton, do; Ethel F rance & Co., general agents, foot of India
Peaks Island Little and Great Diamond
Mernman. do: Sarah A Blaisdell, Franklin; street.
dec28dtf
islands, atu.30, 6.4o; s.00, 10.30 a. m. i 15 1 «
Josie, Machias; Pavilion, do; Montezuma, and
0.10 p.m.
« on
Sarah, do; Electric Flash, Mt Desert; HarvesFor Ponce’s Landing, Long Istoluk yP.'OQ. 10.30
ter, Vinalhaveiu.Geo W Collins, Sullivan; A J
2.J.5
in.
a.
Miller, Saco; Lucy May, MiJibridge; William H
m.,
p.
For Cushing's Island,
Archer, Bangor; Jacob M Haskel. —.
6.40. 10.30 a, 111., i/’0
Sid 17th, schs Katharine 1)
Berry, Philadel- _ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS._ p. m.
phia; Izetta, Elizabethport; Hattie M Mayo,
RETURN.
and Portland,
Gloucester; Break oi Day, New York; Josie
Reave Forest City Landing. 6.20 720 0 15
«ook,for Damariscoita; Smith Tuttle, do; EmFrom
From
II. 45 a. m„ 3.30, Mi',:. 0.25 p. m.
111a f
chase, Luoec; Hattie S Collins, and Ma- Liverpool Steamship
Portland.
Leave
Trefethea’s, c.oo, 7.05, a.oo. h 30 a. m..
bel E Goss. Deer Isle: Lizzie Lee. and Marv
4.45. 6.45 J). 111.
10 Mar.
26 Mar. 3.1u.
California^
oteeie, uo; Mentora, and Mary B Rogers, east- 12
Leave
J.i tele Diamond, 6.10. 7.15, 9.10 11.40 a.
Mar.
Mar.
30
ern ports; Atidie
Laurentian,
3.25. 4.35. G.35 n in
Sawyer, Jas A Brown, Clias E 24 Mar.
9 April m.,
Parisian,
Raymond, Lone Star, ana Mazurka, ease
26 Mar.
Diamond, 6,05.. 7.10. 9.05, 11.35 a.
[ Carthaginian,
13 April
Passed Highland Light 17th, sehs Jacob M
III. o.20
4.40, 6.40 p. m.
7
23 April
Numidian,
Haskell, Elizabeth M Cook, Julia & Martha, 14April.
Leave
Ponce's
28
Long Island. 8.45,
April.
California.
April 11,15 a. m., 3.oo Landing.
Ella M Storer, Maggie Ellen. E VV Perry. Clara
p. in.
E Rogers, Akenaki, and others.
Laurentian carries cabin passengers only.
Leave Cushing's Island. 7.25. 11.50 a. m., 5.05
BALT1MORE—Ar 16th. sch Elliot L Dow,
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers p. m.
Pinkham, New York, [see Mem]
only.
Sunday Time Table,
Ar 13th, sch James \V
The Saloons and Staterooms are in Uio cenfrom
Bigelow, Graham,
For .Forest City and Trefethen’s Landiiur.
tral part, where least motion is felt.
Charleston.
EieccaiY*
Millie
nun
Great
Diamond
BOOi'HBAY—Ar 18th, sehs Pemaquid, Bos- tricity is used for lighting the ships through- Islands,jsiauu,
o.oo. 1030 a.m 2.15. 4.20 p. m.
ton: Oliver Sehollield, Portsmouth; Cinderella,
out. the lights being at the command of the
For Ponce’s Landing, Long island, 10.30 a. m.,
Music 2.15. 4.20
Portland; May Queen,Suliivau; Eastern Queen passengers at any hour of the night.
p. m.
Deer Isle; Lizzie J Clark, do: Harriet, Calais; Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promenade
For Cusli ng's Island. 10.30 a. m.. 4.20 p. m.
deck. The Saloons and Staterooms are heated
all tor a harbor.
C.
W. T. GODINU, General Manager.
81d 18th, sehs Ilenry F Eaton, for New
steam.
Vork; byRates
apr-Kltf
of passage $52.50 to"$70.00.
ihos Hix, do; Alice T Boardman. Mystic; luioa reduction
made
od
is
Round
Trip Tickets.
Kene. Rockland; Kentucky, Surry.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, Loudon and
BATH-Ar 12th, sehs J W Linnell, Boston;
Methabesec, Snow, Darien; Henrietta Simmons Londonderry, $34.00 and $36.25; return,
New York; Johu 8 Ames, ilenry Withington, $6G.75 and $69.00.
Steerage—To Liverpool, London, Glasgow,
Calvin 1' Baker, and C M Simmons, do; L ring
Belfast or Londonderry, including every reC Ballard, Newbury port.
for the voyage $22.50 and $23.50.
quisite
Daily round trip (Sundays excepted) between
BANGOR—Ar 17tii, sens Fnnny Fiint, Doir,
E'or tickets or further information apply to
New York; Vietory, Remick, Portland.
Portland and Cape Small l’oinl.
T.
P.
McGOWAN, 420 Congress St., J. B.
bALIEN—Cld 16th, sells Alice Archer, Gibbs
On aim after April 4th. 1898.
51V* Exchange St., CHAS. ASHPhiladelphia; Helen Mautague, Achorn, New KEATING,
TON. 931A Congress ST., H. & a. ALYork.
HYANNIS-Ar 16th, sell MaryB Wellington, AN, Montreal, 92 Stalest* Boston, and 1 India
SL, Portland.
Jly31dtr
Crosby, New York for Boston.
CAFT. ( HAS. H.
Sid 16th, sch Clias a Campbell, Philadelphia
for Salem.
Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 2.00 r>.
STEAMERS.
Sid 17th, sells Ella Pressey, for Rockland ;
for
Lowell’s Cove, Drr’i Island; Card’s Cove.
m.,
Sarah Eaton, for Calais.
Quoliog Hay, Poor’s Point. Kmji Harps well:
Ar 18th, sehs Winuogance, Abner Taylor, and
Ashdaw, Horse Island Harbor, Water Cov \
Small Point, Sebascu. Pliippsburg arid Cundv's
Madagascar, from New York for eastern ports;
S J Lindsay, and Georgia Berry. New York lor
Harbor.
Rockland ; Robert By ion. Port Reading lor
RETURNING—Leave Cuudy’s Harbor at
Electa
0.00
a. m.; Pbippsburg, G.15 a. m.; Aslulale. 6.30
do
for
Kockport;
Bangor.
Baijey,
a. m.; Water Cove,
Small Point, 6.46 a.m.:
^JACKSONVILLE—cld 16th, sch Rlcnard F C
Poor’s
Providence.
Hartley,
Point, 7.00 a. m.; Card’s Cove. 7.15 a. m.:
Lowell’s Cove. Orr.s Island, 8.00 a. m.. arrive in
Cld 16tli, sehs Willie L Maxwell, Gott. New
Portland at 10.00 a. m.
York; Richard F C Hartley, Falker, ProviFor farther particulars apply to
dence.
J. H. McDONAi.I). Pres, and Manager.
KEY WEST—Sid 16th, barque Jas W Elwell,
168 Commercial street.
Telephole 46-3.
Goodman, Vera Cruz.
NORFOLK—Cld 16th, schRaiph M Haywood,
apr4dtf
Sabine Pass.
Oaily Line, Sundays Excepted.
NEW LON DON-Ar 17 th, sch Cactus, Wiley,
THS NEW AND VAT-ATIAX, 6TEAMHKS
Darien for Norwich.
PASCAGOULA —Cld 16th, sehs Ebenezer
Haggett, Poole, New York; Lena R Storer,
On utia! after
Kov,
TuestHty,
Bruce, Coatzacoalcos.
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 16th, sch Gov Ames, alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Portthe
9tli,
1897,
Waldemar. Boston.
land. every Evening at V o’clock,
in
RICHMOND—Ar 16tb, sch C J Willard, York season for connection with earliestarriving
trams for
New York.
points beyond.
ROCKLaND—Ar 18th, sch Louisa Frances,
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell, will leave
Franklin Wharf. Portland, TuesPierson, Portland.
Worcester, New York, etc.
Thursdays and Saturdays, af 7.30 a. m.;
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 17th, sch] Abbie M
Returning leave India Wharf, Boston, every days,ham
Fop
Beach, 9.45 a. in.; Bath, 12.30 p.
Deering, Lynn.
Evening at 7 o’clock.
111.; Boothbay Harbor, 2.00p. 111. Arriving at
SALEM—Sailed to 17th. Herald of the MornJ. B. COYLE, Manager.
\Viscassof
about 3.30 p. m.
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt
ing. Deer Isle for New York: Chase, Rockland
Wisoasson
returning—Leave
Rockland for New York; Flyaway, New York
Mondays.
Sept. 1. 1837.
Wednesdays and Fridays at 7.00 a. m.;
for Rockland; Robt A Snow. Philadelphia for
Btiothbay El arbor. 8.30 a.m.; Bath, 10.30 a.
Saco: M B Oakes, Boston for Maehias.
11.30
m.
a.
m.; Pophum Beach,
Also sailed 17th, sehs Clara E Rogers, Port
Arriving at
Portland about 2.00 p. m.
Greville, NS, for New York; Saarbruck, Sands
-' .:: FOR tRiver. NS, for uo: T AStubrt, do for do; Mark
FARE; Bath to Roolhbay Harbor, 25 cts.
Pendleton, and Miranda. Clarks Island for do;
Will touch at Five island* Tuesdays and
Ida Bliss, Rondout for Portsmouth; Henrietta Eastport, Lutieo, Calais. Si. Jo n. N.8.,Halifax. N.S.
Saturdays Going East, aud Mondays and FriSimmons. Port Reading lor Bath; Maggie Hur- and all
of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia days Going West. Weather permitting.
parts
ley, Tliomaston for New Haven : Herman F Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. The
O. C. OLIVE & President
Kimball, Rockporr for Providence; Annie Lee. favorite route to Campobello and St. Andrews,
CHAS-'R. LEWIS. Treasurer;
marlSdti
Maehias for New York; E M Sawyer, Calais fOr N. B.
■-----■•■ei.dft
V.:
j.
.—
Bridgeport.
Spring Arrangement.
VINEYaRD-HAVKN—Ar 17th, sch Henry,
On and after Monday, March ,21st. steamer
Nova Scotia for New York.
Passed 17th, sells Susan N Pickering, Fernan- will leave Portland on Mondays and Thursdina for Boston; Independent, Norfolk for do; days at 5.30 p. m.
Returning leave SL John and Eastport TuesMary Augusta. New York for —.
iUJKPCT STEAMSHIP iise.
Ar 18th, sehs Herald of the Mornfng, Greens days and Thursdays.
Landing for New York; Maynard Sumner. BelThrough tickets Issued and baggage checked From Boston eisry
fast for do; Miranda, Keunebec for New York;
anil
to destination. tSE*"-Freight received up to -hoo
tug Ida L. from New York for Portland, towing
p. m.
seb liliodo. from Ponce.
and
every We
For Tickets and Staterooms apply’ at the From
Passed 18th, sells Sullivan Sawin, Baltimore
for Portland: tug Wrestler, towing barges Oak Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Snuare or
for
other
at
information,
Company’s Office
Hill, and Maple Hill, Piladelphhia for do; sells
From Central Wharf, Poston. 3 p. m. 1 ram
Damietta & Johanna, Maggie Ellen, Charles E Railroad Wharf, foot of State streeL
Pine street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. hl
J. B. COYLE, Gen. Man.
Balch. Olive T Whittier. Break of Day, Samos,
Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel).
marisdtf
Ella M Storer, Abenaki, Florence A, *Mt Hope,
II. F. G. 1IERSEY Agent.
T A Sturt, II F Kimball.
Freights for the West by the Penn. It. It. and
South L>y connecting lines, forwarded free of
scb Alice Holbrook. Portland,
17tli, sch Carrie C Ware, Tarpon Bay.
1 assed lieil| (,ate
17th, sell Willard Saulscmy, irom New York lor Bangor; Annie & Keubo lor do; Modoc, do ior Boston;
Nightingale, do lor Providence; Nimrod, Fernandina
lor New Haven.
biu

Harvest Home, Somes, Mt Desert—J H
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_Liverpool

PORTLAND

anrfSiWirPOIST

STEAMBOAT CO.

StessEijer “Fes’cy
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~

BOSTON

WS?

P|RS

Maine Coast

BUY STATE ABB

PORTLAND,

Navigation Co.

STEAIEI SALACIA

Internationa!

Steamship CU

Wednesday

Satorday.

PiiilalBipnii
Saturday.

MAINE

Ar at St John. NB, Apl 18, sells Rebecca W
fluddell, Tower, Portland: Sea Bird, Andrews,
Rock port.
Cld 18th, sch Panaora, Holder, Rockland.

Spoken
Feb 2, lat 2 S, Ion 40 45 W. shin Manuel
Llaguno. Small, from New York for Yokohama.

HANUALL k MLLISfER

STEAMSHIP

CO.

New York Direct Line,

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
Steamships Manhattan and John Tnglis
alternately leave Franklin wharr Tuesdays
Thursduvs and Ka.tnrdn.vs at.
r»
York direct. Returning, Heave

t»-»

Pier w Eist
River, Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays at

5

i). m.

These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for passenger travel and afford the most
convenient and comfortable route
between
Portland and New York.
Fare, one way, §4.00; round trip, $g.0G
Merchants’ and Buyers’ round trip tickets
under regulations of Merchants Association of

N. Y.,only §5.00.
J. I*. LISCOMB.General Agent
THOS. M. BARTLETT. Agt
octidtf

A Full Assortment of Lehigh end FreeSALifionr
Burning Coals for Domestic Use.
Pocahontas

(Semi-Bituminous)

unsurpassed
forge use.

general

(or

steam

are

and

Genuine I.ykcns Valley Franklin,
English and American Caunel.

Above Coals Constantly On Hand.

TELEPHONE

IOO-B

OFFICE;

7b apr3
Oommsicia! & 70 Exchange
StsM.W&Ftl

~WM.

M. MARKS,

JOB
07 1-9

EXCHANGE,

Exchange

Si.,

FINE JOB

PRINTING

attended"*

“aU °r

teIepllTepDtt'y

M11

$13.00.

WING,
General
Boston,

\n I'P.’i

rf

Portiand and Bootiibay SteaniDosi Co
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS:
STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves as
lows:

fol-

GOING WEST.

EAST BOOTIIBAY for PORTLAND, Mondays at 7-15 a. uu touching :it
South Bristol, and Bootiibay Harbor,
FEMAQUID for PORTLAND. Wednesdays
at 6.00' a. in.. touching ut above landings.
DAMARISCOTTA for PORTLAND, Fridays
at 6 a. in., touching at East
bay, South
Bristol and Bootlibav HarbQi^n
GOING KASlY
Leave PORTLAND at7.0b a. in. Tuesdays
for Bootbbay
Harbor, SoutlV’Brfotol. Fast
Leave Portland Thursdays at 7 a. m. for
Bootiibay Harbor. South Bristol, East Boothbay and Damariscoiti.
Leave Portland Saturdays at 7 a. m. for
Bootiibay Harbor, South Bristol aim Past
Bootiibay.
ALFRED RACE. Manager
inar24utf

and all .points west.
3.30 g. m. For Sebago

Lake. Cormsh.Fryeburg,
Brldgton. North Conway. Fabyans. Lancaster.

Lunennurg.

Newport,

Johusbury,

st

braok, Montreal and Toronto.

Sher-

SUNDAY TRAINS.
7.20

Paper

a. m.

train

Brunswick,

for

An-

gusta, Waterville aud Bangor.
12.50 p. m.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston.
Bath. Augusta. Waterville, and Bangor.
11.00 p. m. Night Express with sleeolng cars
lor all points.
ARRIVALS

PORTLAND.

IN

From Montreal. Quebec. Fabyans. Bridgto.i.
8.25 a. m.; Lewiston and Mechanic Falls. 8.30
a. m.:
Waterville and Augusta. 8.35 a. in.;
Bangor, and Augusta daily and week days from
Implfianrt

11

m

Tkirurfiolrl

Phillma

Perm.

ingtou.-Semis, Rumford Falls. Lewiston, 12.30
Lewiston and wav stations 3.2f> p. m.; St
Jolm. Bar Harbor.Aroostook C’ounty.Moosebead
Lake anti Bangor, 5.45 p.m.; Rangeley, Farmlngtoa.KumtordFalls. Lewiston, 5.55 p. m.; Chicago
D. m;

and Montreal and all White Mountain points
8.10 p. m.; dally from Bar Harbor, Bamtor.
Bath and Lewiston, 1.40 a. in. daily; Halifax.
St. John. BarHarbor, Waterville ana Augusta, 3.50 a. in., except Mondays.
GEO. F. EVANS. General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. 4 I A.
novl2dtf
Portland, Nov. 14.1897.

Portland & Rumtord falls
In EffPCl MOV.

R’y.

15, 1897.

DEPARTURES.
8.30A. M. and 1.10 P.M.
for Poland, Mechanic

From Union Station
Falls. Backdeld. CanRumford
Falls.
ton, Dixlield,
8.30 a. m,. 1.10 and 6.15 p. m.
From
Union
Station for.Mecbanie F’alls and intermediate
stations.
1.10 train makes close connections at Rumford Falls for Bemis and ail stations on R. F.
& R. L. R K.

Through Tickets
R. C. BRADFORD, liaffic
E.

Sale.

ou

Manager.

Portland, Maine.
L. LQVEJOY, Superintendent
jel8 dtfRumford Falls. Maine.

Boston & Maine R.

R.

In effect Oct. 4th, 1897.
Trains leave Union
Station, for Scarboro
Crossing, lO.OOa. m.. 6.15, 6.20 n.m.; ScarboVo Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.00 a. m.. 3.30,
6.15, 6.20, p. m.; Old Orchard. Saco, Bid*
deford, 7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. ra., 12.45, 3.30,
5.15, 6.20 p. in.; Kennebunk. 7.00. 8.40 &. ni.,
12.45,3.30. 5.15 ,6.20p. ra.; Kennebunkport.
7.00.
8.40. a. ra.. 12.45, 8.30, 6.16 p. ra.:
Wells Beach 7.00,8.40 a. m.. 3.30. 5.16 p. m.;
North Berwick, Somerswoith, DoTtr.r 4.05,
7.00, 8.40 a, ra.,
12.45. 3.30, 5.15 c. m.;
Rochester, 7.00. 8.40 a. m,, 12.45, 3. SO p. m.;
Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m.
12.45,
3.30 p, m.; Northern l>iv., Lakeport. Laconia, Plymouth, 8.4o a, m.. 12.45 p.m.;
Worcester, via Somersworth, 7.00 a. m.;
Manchester, Concord, via
Rockingham
7.00 a. m.,
Junction,
3.30
p.
m.;
Rockingham
Junction, Exeter, Haver-

hill. Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 104.06,
18.40 a.
m.. §12.45,
t7.00,
3.30 p. m.
Arrive in Boston, 7.25, 10.16 a m., 12.50,
4.22. 7.25. D- m. Leave Boston for Portland, 5,59. 7,30. 8.00. 8.30 a. ra., 1.00, 4.15,
Arrive Portland,
p. lp.
10.13, 11.00 a.
m., 12.00, 12.20. 6.00. 8.00 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Scarboro
Beach, Fine Point, Old Orchard, Saco, Biodet'ord, Kennebunk. Weils
Beach, 12.55. 4.30 p. m.; North Berwick,
Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence. Lowell, Boston. 4.05 a. m.. 12.55, 4.30 p. ra. Arrive Boston, 7.25 a. ra.. 6.28, 8.45 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland 3.45
land 7.10 a. in:

a.

m.,

arrive Port-

EASTERN DIVISION.
For Way
Stntious, 9 a. m.; Eiddeford,
Portsmouth, Ncwhuryporr, Salem, Lynn,
t9.00 a. m.,
+2.00,
Boston,
§1.00, t6.KJ
o. m.
Arrive in Boston, 6.57 a. m., 12.50,

4.1

n

9.126

n.

m.

Leave

Roston

fnr

Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30,
7.00,
p. m.
Arrive Portland, 11.50 .a. m., 12.15.
4.30.

10.20 p.m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

Portsmouth.
Biddeford.
Newbury.
Salem. Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a. in.. 1.00
p. m. Arrive in Boston, 5.57 a. m.. 4-15 p. mu
Leave Boston for Portland, 9.00 a. m., 7.00
10.30
Arrive, in Portland, 12.25.
p. m.
p. m.
tConneets with Kail Lines for New York,
South anti West.
% Daily except Monday.
{Connects with Sound lines for New York.
Through tickets to all points for sale at Uuion

portf

Station.
L>. J. FLANDERS. G. P. & T. A.. Boston.
GEO. H. THOMPSON. Ticket Ageut, Portland.

Passenger fares of the craiul Tlunk Kaliway
System between points, both LOCAL and
THROUGH, including fare to ALASKA,
KLONDIKE, the PACIFIC COAST. WINNIPEG, and Hie NORTHWEST, as well as ST.
PAU L, anu all other competitive points, are
exactly the same as other Lines.

Free Colonist

Sleeping Cars

-TO-

-AND-

&

R. R.

Station Foot of Prebiii si.

-On and after Monday, Oct.
trains will,Leave Portland;

4, 1897,

I’assenger

1-or Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Windham and Epping at 7.3U a. m. ami 12.30

for

Desips
Now

1898

Ready.

Extensive

Assortment

a

Low Prices.
and

Ciood

Work-

Furnished.

Portland

A SPECIALTY.

Round Trip
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. p.
Agent, Central Wharf, Poston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and
Manager, 83 State St™ FisUe Puildiug,

Passage $10.00.

p.

Estimates

For Brldgton I'abyans, Burlington
Lancaster. Quebec, St. Johiisbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, SL Paul and Minneapolis

porilanT7^Worcester;' WINNIPEG
ROCHESTER
PORTLAND
Canadian Northwest
PAPERS.

WALL

men

W liite Mountain Division.
8.45 a.m.

commission.

apr 5dtf

New

nesday

Bootiibay'and Peffnaquid.

lionise

will leave
Lake station daily, for Fitches, N. iv. Fiver
Crocketts and the famous Songo liiver
To
make close connections with steamer take
8.45 a. in. M. C. F. K. train via Mountain
division. On Saturdays the steamer will
also connect with 3.30 p.m. train from Portland. Found trip tickets for sale at Union
For further particulars teienhon*
Station.
DUFFING DRUG CO., Deering, Me.

An

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’

Fishing.

Steamer

Book, Card
AND-

and tkoi;t

-Spring

and

Georges Creek Cumberland Coals

gusta.
Bath.
Rockland and
Boothbav.
all
stations
oil
the
Knox
and
Liueoln division, Waterville, Skowhegan, Belfast: Hartlhnd, Dover and F'oxcroft. Greenville, Bangor, Oldtown and Mattawamkeag.
5.10 p.
m.
For Brunswick. Bath. Lisboa
Falls, RicluBond, Gai diner.
Augusta and
| W atervtlle.
6.15 p. m. For
New Gloucester,
Danville
Junction, (Poland Springs), Mechanic Falls,
Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00 p.m. Night Express, everv night, for
Brunswick, Bath, Lewiston, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor, Moosehead Lake.
Aroostook
county via Old Town. Bar Harbor, Bucksport
St. Stephen. St Andrews. St John and
Aroostook County via Vanceboro. Halifax and
the Provinces. The
Saturday night train does
not run to'Belfast. Dexter. Dover and Foxcroft
or beyond
Bangor. Sleeping cars to St John.

__

G^at

erson.

Lilian,Norwood,

From
Portland.
Steamers.
Tburs. 31 April, Labrador. Sat. 16 Apr. l n. m.
Sat.
0
Vancouver. Wed., 27 April.
Boston Service.
From

Domestic Port?.
17tll> scb3 Winneeance, fin

Foreign Porta.

CENTKAL R. It.

REFORD GO., Limited,

Memoranda.
Elliot E Dow, Plnkhan?Itfrom®!NRw1vlBrSch
Iom nf
Uir,k' 'mi1 arrived here will!

Arrived.

Sell
Sen

Falmouth

steamer Kaiser WlltomderllEft
18tv'
Grosse, from
New York for Bremen.
liem aer

fi

Desert snd Mechias Stbt. Do. MAINE

L©^DOM_:_

for

EXCHANGE IU8PAOHTE3.
18tl1’ steamer Parisian, from

ltiver.

RAILROADS.

“Frank Jones."
Beginning Friday, April 1st, i.s»8f will leavelr. effect Nov. 14. HIT
TO
x or Hand
Tuesdays and Fridays at U p. m., on
Trains leave -Portland as follows:
arrival of irain leaving Boston at 7 p.m.. for
DIRECT. Rockland, Bar Harbor, Macliiasport and inter- 7.00.".. in. For Brunswick. Iiatu. Rockland.
mediate landings. Returning leave Maoliias- Augusta. Waterville. Skowliegan, Lisbon Fails,
Lewiston via Brunswick. Belfast, Bangor and
8. .8. Annandale, 7000 Ions, April S l>ort on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. in.
l
and freight rates ‘the lowest, ser- Bucksport.
7000 tons. Aprit 15 viceassenger
8. 8. Cervona,
8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. fFoland Springs,)
the best.
UFO. F. KVA NS,
8. 8.
Hovoua 7000 tons, Apr. 22.
Mechanic
Falls. Kumforu
Lewmariodtf
Falls,
(ieneral Manager.
iston,, Wlntlirop, Oakland, licadiield. Water7000 tons, Apr. 29.
8. 8. Iona.
ville. Livermore Falls, Farmington and PhlUiDi.
Special attention given to the carriage of
11.10 a. m. for Gray. New Gloucester, Danand
Cheese, Butter, Apples and Perishable Cargo.
vile June., Auburn and Lewiston.
For all information apply to
11.20 a.
m. FXprecs for
\ armouth, Freea>><! after March 28, steamers leave Port- ;
port,
Brunswick, Bath. Augusta, WaterNMkwortU’s .and Falmouth, ville.
^
rittsfield.
The ROBERT
i.ouseu
Bangor.
S, U.eheague and Dustins
Bucksport, Bar
So.
Islands,
Harbor. Greenville and Aroostook County,
F roe) jo it and Porter’s
rommemal St, Portland, Me.
Lauding: at 3.00 n. m.
For Harps well Center
via B. & A. It. It. for Houlton. Woodstock.
Moil
and
dtl
lays
Tuesdays
sept23
hs.
Pehii-ii
leave Ilaijisvell Center St. Stephen, and St Andrews, via Vanceboro
q-Ml’and St John.
Tuesdays and Wednesdavs-at e :i, m.
1.10 p. m. Mechanic Falls, Runiford
Falls,
Return—Leave Falmouth, 8.45 a. m.; leave
Oouseus Island, 7.45 a. m.; leave Ouiiesmue Bonus, Danville Jc., Lewiston, Livermore Falls,
7.85 a. m ; leave Bustin’s, 7.15 a.
Kingfield.
Farmington.
Carrabasset
Phillips
m.; lea?#«o.’
and Kaugeley. Winthrop, Oakland,
Bingham
Royal Mail Steamers—Liverpool Ser- Freeport, • -00 a. m.; Porter's Landing. 0.45 a m Waterville
aud Skowliegan.
ilESJAMlN M. SBABCRV,
vice.
1.15 p. m. For Freeport Brunswick.
An

Fortiau(L1VOri>OUl

collision

STEAMERS.

PORTLAND

Abel W
AoeL
w Park
FarK'

...

Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers, 180
Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
106
Canal National Bank....100
110
100
Casco National Bank.100
i02
Cumberland National Bank.. .40
30
10(1
Chapman National Bank.
98
First National Bank.100
ion
109
Merchants’National Bank— 75
ill
97
National Traders’Bank.100
99

STEAMSHIPS.

HARPS WELL STEAMBOAT CO.
D Preneli,
Beginning April 1st leas, steamer AueoclsMiliviils, Nd ; Levi llart
Urn,
Eoger Moore, Wilmington; Etna.
co will leave Portland
i5no?™,,ui
Pier, Portland, dailv Sun90% iA>°i u!lvl e;, Dopo Kamirez, do; Florence Ledays excepted, as follows:
110% i¥» ■iTnfn,ail111,il; Maud Share, Jacksonville; TO
For Loin; and Chebeaguc Islands, IlarpsweP
LIVERPOOL VIA. QUEENSTOWN.
12
4 irti2S!a^5ii, ; Laura C Anderson, Fernandina
Bailey’s and Orr’s Island, 2.30 n. m.
M. S. CANADA, MARCH 26,
Sat. For Olid Island,
noon.
60
a!5?S» »i
*®& Brunswick; Nellie T Morse, R.
Mondays, Wednesdays and
R, M. S, CANADA, APRIL 30, 4.00 p. m. Sat
22% Apalachicola; Nimrod, eruandlna.
Fridays, 2.30 p. m.
RATES OF PASSAGE.
61%
17l,‘. Schs Clara Leavitt, Lombord,
Return for Portland -Leave Orr’s Island !>y
First
and
Return
Cabin,
§50.00
Bruus3 17%
upwards.
way of above landings, 7.00 a. in. Arriv e Port\*er: :fiG Levi Hart, Pendleton,
S1C0 and upwards according to steamer and ac172
land, 9.30 a. m.
"JaL»d Briggs, Philadelphia lor Bangor,

Ont &

Domestic

OCEAN

Me
IumeKBoaton’ A|obn\v~i,-r’snh8 Cataliba,
Port Clyde.

24
80
20

Northwestern..
do
pfd..172

Boston

Snow, Nantucket.

102

101%
24
79
.mjl
91

Home stake,

p,,

*

4

Louis....""
Loui3of...
lEacilic..

Minn & St
Minn & St

er,

l°o /*

lff%
{5%
ly

Japan.18®8( Spring patents.

00®*2E Formoso.22® 60
003*20
Sugar.
6 28
Large »s
*l3@fl6 StandardGran
Frounce
Ex ctiue duality
6 28
Cane Cranberries
kxtrac....
e 90
V crate.. 3 60®3 60 Yellow Extra C....4»/a
O 00
Maine.
Pea Beans.l 30*1 *o Timothy.
3 66*3 76
Yellow Kves.1 66*1 66 Clovsr.West, »Vs®»
Cal eea....i 66«i co do
M.T. 9^«10
IrisnPotat’».Dus8()®9o Alslko,
10*1 OV*
Red Top,
ao, hoi
a
1S®17
Sweetsjersev376@4 00
Provisions.
ao Norfolk 0 00*
Porkdo Vineland,4 o0a*5
heavy backs
13 60
Onions. Beramda@2 35
mediumi2 00*12 60
doNanves 2 &0®3 oo
short cut and
Ohiogen*....
clear
10® 12
*13@13 60
Turkevs. Wes. 13ei6e Beef—light..9 2oift9 76
Northern do... .16*17 heavy,..lo 6o*uoo
Fowls...
8*9
Bnissts V6D* 6 76®

Cosing..,,

quotations

Chicago' tsorllngton * uuincy Bl%
Delaware Hi Hudson CanalCo.106%
Delaware. Laokaw ana & WestH4%
Denver A ltio France. 10%

Rico.... .26*80

Bar Dadoes. ....26**6
Fancy.30® 3 3

111

of stocks:
April. 18. {April 16
Atchison.
26/4
Atchison .. 24%
Central .. 11%
}£/*
18'/*
Cbes. « unio..... 18V4
Chicago® Anon.164

Closing

SAILED—Schs Anna E J Mnr«.

a1fdother3SaWyCr' Mattlu J Alle®,’He“y®May^
THOMSON LO E. Portia d, Mt,
OCR
CO^SPONDEVTS
Str.
WI8CASSET,April
FROM

{68%

coup..

Krie gen ..
Mo.Kan. & Texas 2ds..“
Mo
Kansas A Texas pld
Kansas Paclfio Consols.
Dragon Nay. l its.11 s
—

The following were ii the closing dictafew years these approaches
tions of stoolcs atBoston:
O’HIGGINS GIVEN UP.
must be improved arid it would be well
Meileau Central as. 61
for the city government to formulate
Washington, April 18.—It was stated Atchison, Top. & Santa Fe. R.;new. ilya
at the navy department this afternoon Boston a; Maine..
some
do pfd
.
comprehensive plan in order to that the efforts to secure the Chilian batMaine Central..
bring about the desired change.
tleship O'Higgins have been practically Union
Pacific. 191,,
Major Thaxter suggested that the con- abandoned aud that there is no longer Union Pacific pfd...52
any
that the United States de- American Bell..
r.<cling link between the two divisions of sires prospect
or will be able to secure any more Amerioan
Sugar, common.11GV4
the Boston
& Maine might be
found ships, either
belonging to foreign nations Sugar, ...
Ceu Mass, pfd..
above the spot whore the proposed track or being built in foreign shipyards.
do commo
.
will cross Commercial street by
Flint it Pere Mara.
way of
TO DEPART.
SPANIARDS
the Maine Central
;
tracks.
He said h
----—
had carefully examined the
Washington, April 18.—Under Instruo- New Torts nuotatiouB Steens and Bonds
ground and ions
from
Minister
consuls
Polo, Spanish
he thought that this connection could
IBy Telegraph.
are arranging for
departure of Spaniards
The follomg ware to-day’g
be made with less
closing quotations
danger to the public m their localities.
of Bonus
table.

4’s

lc

April

Via
]}°
res.

43, rag
do coup,

New 4’s

the

Snow said in

April. IS.
New
New

crossing there was a county
way it was in the city limits and woulc
be subject to the control of the
city as ii
any ether county way in the city. Mr

WHICH WILL CROSS COMMERCIAL

Hearing

FINANCIAL ANMMIERCIAL

Major

Wants (o Connect Its Tivo Divisions

by

not much inconvenience to the rail

road.

LOSING, SHORT & HARMON
marfieodti

Lowest

Rates, Shortest,
Quickest and most pop-

m.

For Manchester, Concord and point3 North at
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
Rochester, Springvale, Alfred. Water,
For
boro and Saco Liver at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
6.36 p. 111.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.46
6.35 and 6,20 p. 111.
For Westbrook. Cumberland

ular
passing

Route,

route through principal Canadian
Chicago and St. Paul. Minnesota and

en

•ities and

Dakota.
Our Free Colonist Sleepers
For families and others going west are a
special convenience, and passengers may bring
rlieir own bedding, or may purchase it at cost
price at Montreal or Toronto stations. These
sleeping cftrs will go through without change.
Portland, Me., Montreal and Toronto to WinniFREE COLONIST SLEEPERS will
peg.
leave Portland every
Monday at t> p. m.. and an
additional Free Colonist Sleeper will
leave
Montreal every Tuesday at 10.25 p. in., com"Springfield.”
Trains arrive in Portland from
Worcester mencing Marco 7th.
at 1.30 p.m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. in., l.;u | _Passengers for the Klondike and Yukon Gold
ami 6.52 p. in.; Iron Gorham at 6.40. 8.30 and fU1’
wji| in* accommodated in these Free
10.50 a. ’ll., 1.30, 4.15, 5,52 p. m.
as
lor as Chicago or St. Paul, where
l or tickets tor all points West an i South ap■on i.;
*
had to the Pacific
o;>ers can be
Dil
to
T.
F.
McGILLICU
Ticket
i,
Coast.
ply
Agent,
For tickets, reservation of space in sleepers,
Portland, Me.
J. W. PETERS Supt.
liSdti
etc., apply to company’s agents.
maiT&ilf
a.

in.,

12.3C, 3.00,

Mills, Westbrook
Junction and Wocdfonls at 7.30, 9.45 a. ui.,
12.30, 3.00, 5.35 and 6.20 p. la.
The 12.30 p.m. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with “Hoosac Tunnel ltoute”
for the West and at. Union Station, Worcester,
for Providence amt New Fork, via "Providence
Line” for Norwich and New York, via "Norwich Line" with Boston and Albany Jt.lt. tor
the West, and with the Now Fork all rail via

■

»

THE
NEW

tions, anil a collection was taken
cirou
up to
the expenses
Miss Gordon also quoted from Dr. defray
of the meeting.
Mr.
e
uray o
'Honda’ church, the retiring
Hill, that “freedom cannot exist withpresident-made
writer
a
from another
out virtue," and
very cordial acknowlwho said, that
“The Sabbath was the edgment of the kindness and helpfulness,
which the members
bulwark of all free institutions.
had always given
him
closing with a word of warmest
In closing, Miss Gordon said, perhaps
it would be possible in a practical way, to greeting to Mr. Ballantyne,
the new
help to get a half holiday on Saturday for president.
Mr. Ballantyne responded
some of
the people who have to work so
very fittingly,
hard, and if they had that half holiday, saying that.ho accepted with great reluctoffice
the
ance
to
which ho had just been
perhaps they might feel more like going
but he would do his
TWENTY-SEVEN LOCAL SOCIETIES to church on Sunday.
Another way to elected,
best
ami
Christ would help him.
Mr. Ballantyne
help was to influence public sentiment
W ERE REPRESENTED.
and with the large number of C. E. mem- then said it was with great pleasure, that
he had the honor of
bers they ought to produce some result.
introducing this
Miss Mary S. Morrill, who has done evening, Mr. J. W. Baer, the secretary of
Mr. Baer was reJunior Rally Great Success—General Sec- such noble work in the missionary field the United sooiety.
ceived with the Christian Endeavor greetretary Baer of the World's Christian iu China, spoke an earnest word for more
said ing, the waving of handkerchiefs, and of
Endeavor Society Delivered an Address enthusiasm in missionary work. She
and received hearty round of applauso as well.
that when she was in

PBE5S.

ADVERTISEMENTS

PORTLAND ENDEAVORERS.

TODAY.

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Owen. Moore & Co.
Bines Bros. Co.
For Sale—Bobbin Wood.
Storage of Furs—L. H. Sloshberg.
AMUSEMENTS.
Scenes from Dickens.

day, which she feels ought to bo

BRIEF JOTTINGS.
County Treasurer Chenery has received
the last of the county tax for 1S97, Falmouth having recently paid a balance of
5000 and Casco 5343.24.
Shsplsy Camp S. ot V.

will have a
camp-lire tonight at which there will be
representatives present from the camp at

East

Might.

word from some

The Second Parish church was given home societies
up
yesterday to the sessions of the annual
Gorham
Biddeford,
Standish,
Yarmouth,
meeting of the Christian Endeavor Union
and Westbrook.
to which twenty-seven of the churches of
The Mayor and aldermen will hold a
Portland and vicinity beloDg.
The plathearing at 4 p. m. today in regard to the

China,
Mr. Baer has a very easy natural way
C. E. secretary, that the
were
not interested in* of speaking, and took for his
special

theme the ultimate aim of ChristianJEndeavorers,emphasizing with great earnestness the necessity of keeping
to the

Dr. Clarke first made
original pledge,
it. Mr. Baer paid a very noble tribute to
Dr. Clarke, saying that it was one of the
greatest privileges of his life to he associas

form of the church was decorated with
Yarmouth electric road.
our
flag, various banners, with the
The usual Tuesday evening Washingtonbe held this evening at the mottoes of the Endeavor society, and fesian will
toons of red, white and blue
bunting,
Gospel Mission hall. All are cordially
stretching along the gallery, which were
invited to attend.
here and there with small
diversified
Yesterday was bright. In the afterThe reading
desk
flags, and emblems.
noon a strong, cold north wind prevailed.
was covered with the flag, and the letters
T he committee of the city council on
on it, and a ooli of cable
rope,
with Gas Agent “G. E..”
assessors department,
the symbol of the Floating Christian Enwill
make
a
tour
of
Rounds,
inspection
There was also a row of
deavor society.
me worss

01

me r-orcianu uas

ated with that great and good man. “The
last thing that Dr. Clarke said, as I left
him this morning was, ‘give my love to
those people up there?’”
Mr. Baer then
spoke of fifty-three thousand societies of
C. E. through the world, with the membership of more than three million, adding that if it is true that the ohain is only

i,ignr

uuu

ioino

its weakest link, so much
more necessary is it, for each member to
do his best. In emphasizing the necessity
of following the first pledge of the C. E.

utuug,
vugu
jiuuiDU jyuJino
company tomorrow afternoon to oonsider
the platform, so that the whole appearthe matter of some abatement of fixes.
ance of the church
was exceedingly atThe Catholic Literary and Debating
tractive.
There was a “Quiet Hour” sersociety gave a musical In Kavanagh hall
vice between half past six and half past
last evening.
The Fraternity club was entertained seven, which was very well attended and
to all.
by Rev. W. T. Phelan at the Sherwood very helpful
The
afternoon meeting at half past
last evening. Paper
by F. H. Fassett,
two opened by a praise service, conducted

Esq.
A

break

cuu

vi

as

the water main on the
corner of Congress and Franklin streets,
occurred at about a o’clock
yesterday.
It made quite a commotion and delayed
the street cars for nearly an hour.
The loss on the Baxter building, oaused

Rev. E. R. Purdy, as the president of
the Union, gave a very cherry word of
welcome, speaking rather playfully on the
greater gravity of the present occasion,

by the recent fire, was adjusted yesterday
because it was the first annual convention
by the following speoial agents reprein distinction from the
“Rallies,” by
various
insurance
the
senting
companies
which the Union meetings had been called
interested. W. A. R. Boothby, J. ;B.
before and therefore must be a great deal
Cornish, Ralph S. Norton, T. H. Dooley
better than anything before. In response
and C. H. Field. We hear the Joss on the
to the greeting, Rev. Robert Lawton said
and
five
was
between
four
thoubuilding
he felt a little fearful that he was hardly
sand dollars.

up to the standard of a “JSally,” but he
perfectly sure he waS not up to the
standard of the convention, still he was

Attention is called to the advertisement
of J. H. Mountfort in another column.
During the performance given by the
members of the class of ’98, High sohool,

was

strong

as

society, the reading of the

Bible—Mr.

spose most roverentiy ana Ieelingly,
and told the wonderful story of Nansen’s
phonograph, with much fitness. On some
of these sensitive plates of the
phono■oaer

by the Rev. F. M. Lamb, followed by the
devotional service, led by Rev. Theo. A.
John Willis Baer, Secretary
Smythe.

in

the impressions of his wife’s
voice and his little daughter’s
prattle,

graph
World’s

Chris-

tian Endeavor.

she folfc that she had had
a bucket of cold water thrown on her, and
harder
was obliged to go out and work

foreign missions,

than ever, to get the effeot.
Miss Morrill told a little of the reasons,
caused her to go to China, one
which
thing which first made her think of it,
the
was the answer given her by one of
class
China boys in her Sunday school
in the Seoond Parish church, who
here
Miss Morrill
said of his toother, when
asked him why he didn’t write her of
Jesus, “she’s a woman, she no under-

to be present aDd get all the in- stand.”
from the meeting,
Miss Morrill said that in her later exadding a
last
Friday evening, some
word for the hearty oo-operatioii "of
the perience in
Cnina, she learned how
went through the. pockets of the garments
for women,
society, which he represented.
terrible was that contempt
and
in
the
corridors,
approhanging
Mr. Ballantyne made his annual report and how glad she was every minute while
priated the change in them. The party
as seoretary and treasurer which told of there, that she knew of a master of a
or parties secured 65 cents in change from
2030 members of the Union, of whom 1645 religion by whom the message was given
one pocket, 24 cents from another, and
are active.
There have been three new just as muoh for the women as the men.
how much more is not known.
societies added during the’year, making a Miss Morrill showed a Chines ewoman’s
The rite of confirmation was performed
of one hundred and thirty-one mem- shoe, and in dosing her interesting adin the Danish church Sunday. Twenty gain
bers.
A change in the constitution has dress she said that that was merely the
were
received
as
members
of
the
people
made an increase in the number of the symbol of the outside bondage, the inner
society.
executive board, which
has been quite bondage being much worse, becauso the
The
ladies’ aid of the Church of Mesa successful change. The report of the reso
women, themselves, think they are
siah will meet in the vestry of the church
ceipt and expenditures showed a balance stupid, and feel that they “no underWednesday afternoon.
of $15.52 in favor of the Union.
The stand.”
The Martha Washington society will
nominatincr committp.A crav« a rAnnrt. a.nrl
Rev. Mr. Ayres and Rev. Mr. Malvern
meet Thursday with Mrs. Geo. Merrill,
the officers suggested by the
committee spoke a helpful word for more oo-opera11 Grove street.
were
elected.
President, Mr. K. A. tion between the societies and church
Richard M. Bartleman, U. S. consul
Ballantyne; vice president, Mr. C. M. work, for the work of both is to make
at Malaga, where the consulate was atBowker ; secretary and treasurer, Mr. strong men and women, and carry the
tacked by the mob, is.tho son of a naval
Fred H. Jones.
Mr. Moseley suggested life of Christ into the ehuroh.
officer, and a brother of John G. Bartlethat a telegram should be sent to Dr. F.
man of Boston, who was at the
Congress E.
Clarks, containing these words: “The
Then came an
intermission of ten
Square hotel in March, and is at the Portland
Endeavorers assembled in conwhen the
present time at Bridgton, much out of vention send
“Juniors” were
and it was voted minutes,
greetings,
health.
gathering themselves into the first eight
to do so.
rows in the front of the church, and made
The solos by Rev. F. M. Lamb were a
rtnoua _i..
a goodly showing with their fresh young
great pleasure, as Mr. Lamb has a defaces. The “Rally” opened with the
Miss Elizabeth Merrill, Cumberland lightful voice, and enunciate with perfect
after
hymn of the “Junior Endeavors,
distinctness.
street, is visiting friends in Boston.
which Miss Clara Johnson gave the greetMrs.
8.
Clarke
an
R.
G.
address
gave
Mr. Harry E. Mason, formerly with the
ing of welcome from the Second Parish
C. A. Cushing shoe company of Freeport, “Forward Endeavorers,” in which she ehuroh to all the
visiting committees
sailed Saturday on the Labrador for a made a strong, earnest plea, for more from the Other
churches, emphasizing the
absolute
to
more
Christ,
yielding
dependbusiness trip in Europe.
motto of the “C. E." “Onward and Upence upon Him, and more effort to glorify
ward.”
Mr. Walter Reeves of Williston,
OBITUARY.
Him, by following His example, in hating
at the meeting and announced
sin, and yet in loving and trying to save presided
the committees, as they took their places
the sinner.
on the platform,
MR. PATRICK H. WELCH.
and told of their special
Miss Carrie Gordon read a very oarefulwork.
Yesterday afternoon Mr. Patrick H. ly prepared paper on
“Sabbath
ObFirst came the “Lookout” committee
Welch passed peacefully away at his home servance,” in which she gave several reaon South street.
Mr Welch lias for oyer sons for the lank of this observance, and from Williston, eaoh member of whioh
forty years been a resident of Portland, several recommendations for lending a told what he or she did in “looking out”
for others, and of which there were five
and was well known and highly respected
helping hund to prevent the desecration
Then came the music
He
was
a
all.
and
by
pleasant
Christian Endeavor vigilant members.
agreeable of the day, by the
committee of Second Parish ehuroh of
gentleman to meet and always ready to societies.
First, the perplexing question nine
members, with red and white snshes
say a kind word. He is sadly missed in of labor and capital, which makes
the
over their shoulders, and
the boys and
his immediate family by a wife, one son condition of the
classes
so

glad
.miscreant spiration
very

were

which he would put into the phonograph,
way up here in the frozen north, and hear
those dear voices reproduced. “So,” said
Mr. Baer, “is this preoious book, and I
say it reverently, the sensitive
plate,
bringing us the testimony of the word of
God.” Mr. Baer further emphasized his

point by reading

Spurgeon,

to the

as

confessions

some

r.

daughters.

wretched,

comfort,

he

heads, while Mr. Lamb sang them
This was done most
helpful song.
reverently, and Mr. Lamb’s voice rang

their

some

out with great sweetness.
This was followed by the consecration servioe,
in
which Mr. Baer with great earnestness,
begged his hearers to carry home with
them the idea not of being perfect, but

blameless.
we

can

Perfection is too much, but
at least, do the best we can which

is to be blameless.
The meeting closed
with another hymn, and the benediction
by Mr. Lamb, after whioh many of the

congregation went up to shake
with Mr. Baer.
MAINE

hands

STEAMSHIP CO.

On April 1st, Mr. John B. Coyle retired
from the
treasurership of the Maine

Steamship
director.
was

but
company,
remained a
This was an arrangement that

highly satisfactory.

Mr. J. F. Lisoomb being made the treasurer in Mr.
Coyle’s place and retaining the general
agency, while Mr. H. M. Bartlett became
local agent as was stated in the PRESS

Tho

benediction.
and thee, while
from another.’’
mo

we

are

absent

one

_

Between

meetings

the

afternoon

and

evening

very pleasant and successful
“social and basket supper. ’’ was
enjoyed
in the vestry of the church by delegates
present at the convention.
The evening
a

meeting at whioh the congregation filled
the church, opened with two or
three
selections by the Endeavor chorus, conducted by W. W. Evans, which the members sang with great heartiness.
The devotional exercises, consisting of scriptural
reading and prayer, were given by Rev.

-•'

'*■ ■""

Ruliin T. Hack, after which Rev. F. M.
Iamb sang two of his delightful seleo-

/

;

Union Safe
Co’s

for

vaults

and

safe

Klobedanz helped the Giants by hitting a
batsman with the ball. Duffy, Low and
Davis made dfficult plays, which won for
them much

applause.

Score

by inniDgs:

Boston,
OOOOOOlo 1—3
New York,
40103010 x—8
Batteries—Klobedanz and Bergen, Seymour and Warner.
Hits, Boston, 6; New
York, 10. Errors, Boston, 3; New York,

IS.—The

Cardinal Taschereau

were

remains of
transferred

from the palace to tbo Basilica this afternoon in the presence of all the religious
and temporal dignitaries of the Dominion. Fully 15,000 people visited the remains yesterday.
They will Ho in state
at the Basilica till tomorrow when the

funeral takes place.

sick headache, bad
in the mouth, coated
tongue, gas in the stomach,
distress and indigestion. I)o
not weaken, but have tonic
effect.
25 vent*
The only Pills to take with Uaod’s
Sarsaparilla.’

Cure

taste

Trust

keeping,

without extra charge.

several lines of seasonable Black Dress
for the coming week, well worth your time

crease

At fifty cents yard—One !at
of 50 inch wide black India Twin

1

the garments.
Fur repairing
to better

now

advantage than in the

The work

inclined to be

is

L. H.

SCHLOSBERG,

Company
Bradbury.

black

plain

BOBBIN
$5.00

Jndgo Putnam.

per cord

very

WOOD,
cash, when

TELEPHONE 439-3.

last,

its business was largely conducted through the mails, but since that
time the postmaster of Fairfield, Mr. W.
J. Bradbury, acting under orders of the
department has refused to deliver mail to
the company and has also refused to pay
money orders direoted to them. The company brings an action in equity against
Mr. Bradbury asking that he be enjoined
from longer withholding the mail and
refusing payment of the money orders.
The company in its bill states its business
rad the facts of the withholding of the
mail and acds
that it has
reason
to believe that the defendant purposes to
continue to withhold the matter and also
that it is his intention to return the mail
received to the senders either dlreotly or
The dethrough the dead letter offico.
fendant in his answer admits that he has

statute conferring on the
eral tho right to close

postmaster

genmails
to
lotteries, gift enterprises, eto., and said
that it would be contended by the orator
that the law was unconstitutional in that

wide

popular fabric for ca^es

full costumes,

de-

7 ^c

yard
At one dollar yard a finer
of black English Cheviot
than above—full 50 inches wide
and a very pretty shade of black.

50 inches

aprl9eoc!2w*

$ 1.00 yard

wide

!W. L. Douglas!

against

them

was

when

their mail was

stopped. The statute binds the postmaster

general

to act upon evidence and no hear-

price a 50 inch
Siclllienne—very desirable
this season for Outing Skirts and

!

for

Shoe f
TS fit for

=

a

:

J-King. Very

=

l

=

=

proof against

Just

s

and rain,

sea

water or

1

every way :
as those cost- |

is in fact

one

of the most service-

as

good

=

m

:

ing from $5

E

to$7

|

5

Made in all the latest styles
of ioe and every variety of
2 the best imported and dor mestic leathers.

Made to

:

measure

546

§

It is

E

you to

E

if desired.

wide

§1.25 yard.

see

trouble for ns to show goods. We would like for
specials mentioned above and will gladly show them
wish to purchase or not.

no

these

whether you

E
2

Congress St.
ir

of

Interest

Picked

Up

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

Alone
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Shore.

:

HESITATION

important bit of work began
yesterday morning in the Grand Trunk
yard under the direction of Superintendent Cotter. There will be a very complete
overhauling of the yard and a rearranging
of tracks by which room will be made for

Quite

50 inches

atmosphere,

E
z

HARBOR NOTES.
Items

$ 1,00 yard

garments where good wearing
qualities are desired, $1.25 yard

=

Our Store is Located at

1

action of sun

and best wearing fabrics in
the market. For this reason it is
used for Outing Suits and for all

£
E

We can afford to sell
E
5 this high-grade shoe for
E $3.50, because we make
E and sell our shoes through
: 55 exclusive stores in the
1 large cities at one profit
and do the largest busi: ness in men’s fine shoes
: in the world.

the

able

=

E

2

Separate Skirts.

At one dollar and twentylive cents yard a 50 inch tadestructable black Storm Serge--

easy
and
durable
and

stylish,
fitting

:

same

black

$3.50 [

an

work and the force will be considerably
increased.
It is expected that the work
will last four months and will leave the
Grand Trunk in a condition to handle
ofany amount of freight that may be
fered.
The question of enlarging the ele-

The trim little steamer Kearsarge came
in yesterday morning for the first time
this season. The Kearsarge selns herring
in the bay.
Fred Kelsey’s catboat Imp went over-

|

is a good thing Z
sometimes. For instance, take your time X
♦
about going into debt.

Hesitation, however, is a bad thing
when it comes to deciding between insuring against fire and not insuring.

X

♦
Y

While you are coming to a conclusion, X
the flames may take a notion to wipe out ♦

at

ing had been allowed at wbioh the comvator will be settled later on.
It is now
pany could present evidenoo.
under consideration.
Messrs. Frank J. Goodridge, the presiNo English steamers were in port yesArthur H. Terry,
dent of the company,
The Numidian is daily expected.
its treasurer and general manager, and terday.
Attorney General William T. Haines were
Mr. Goodridge
then sworn as witnesses.
testified to the organization of the comThe business was
pany last February.
rlready established, the company acquir-

At

$1.00 yard.

four hundred more cars next season. This
Boynton contended that the postmaster
of course, is in anticipation of a
very
general should give a hearing before actincrease in freight. Thirty men are
ing in a case of this kind and said that in large
this instance the first notice that the company received that there was complaint

75 cents.

and

quality

•fllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHII llll mill II III mi | mini;

the

it deprived citizens of their property without due process of law.
Mr. Boynton
further alleged that the law violated the
Immunity of the oitlzen from arbitrary
search and seizure of his nronertv.
Mr.

inchwidi

50 inches

price—a 50 inch
English Cheviot—a

same

livered from car.
Place your
of the Department Refused to Deliver order a few
days before you
the Company’s Mail—The
Company w'ant the wood.
Asks That He Be Unjoined from Such
J. H. MOUNTFORT,
a
Course—The Hearing in Progress Cor. Portland and St. John Sts.

March

a 50

Storf!)
spring weight
Serge—fine and firm and one oi
he best wearing fabrics maderice for outing suits,
50c yard

—

At

tion of law. The Fairfield Foral company
is a corporation engaged in the making of
jrtiflcial flowers.
Up to the 23d day of

price

all wool black

fine well woven 50 inch black
Basket Cheviot, full width and
well worth $1.00 yd.,
75c yard

2 Free St.
eodsttoptf

aprl9

In the United States Circuit court, yesterday, Judge Putnam began the hearing
of an aotion involving an important ques-

same

At seventy-five cent") yard

FURRIER,

Postmaster, Acting Under the Orders

Before

At

50c yard.

Suit of the Fairfield Floral

rhe

yajd

wide

—a

WITHHELD.

Postmaster

50c

•

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
LOUISVILLE, KV.NEW YORK, N.V.

Against

—beautiful shade of black—s;ift
and glossy and every thread wod.

50 inches

thorough, the price less, and the
garment ready to wear when required.

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
MAIL

be done

Autumn.

substitute.

ITS

can

GOODS.

lining.

Our new method is odor,

less and does not

are

DRESS

to examine.
These goods are all 50 inches in width and it takes
but a few yards for a dress.
In addition to the low prices quoted, we give you free
with every dress bought the best quality cambric skirt

taken to the

are

Deposit

nciiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

New York, April 18.—Klobedanz was
not effective against the New Yorks this
afternoon, while Seymour had the Bostons in trouble except in two innings.

Here

All valuable furs after thorough

preparation

BLACK

Goods, offered

low rates.

resented tho^defendant.
In opening the Case, Mr. Boynton read
the bill and spoke briefly. Mr. Boynton
read the provisions of the United States

Quebec, April

closed with the
C. E.
“The love watch between

Both the method ana results when
syrup of Figs is taken; it is pleasant
i md refreshing to the taste, and acts
on the
; gently yet promptly
Kidneys,
Laver and Bowels, cleanses the sys;em effectually, dispels colds, beadiches and fevers and cures habitual
, ionstipation.
Syrup of Figs is the
>nly remedy of its kind ever proluced, pleasing to the taste and acceptable to the stomach, prompt in
ts action and truly beneficial in its
effects, prepared only from the most
healthy and agreeable substances, its
many excellent qualities commend it
to all and have made it the most
popular remedy known.
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50
cent bottles by all leading druggists. Any reliable druggist who
may not have it on hand will procure it promptly for any one who
wishes to try it. Do not accept any

Packet company.
BASE BALL.

1

re-

ceived for Storage, and insured
during the Summer season at

.:

__

meeting

and Fur Garments

Hon. William T. Haines appeared for the
plaintiff and District Attorney Dyer rep-

Mr. Coyle retains the gen-

so

ly sing delightfully.

Furs

eral

manager’s berth of the International
Steamship company and Portland Steam

\

FURS.

done the things of which the company
somplains and says that he Kas acted under the instructions of the
Postmaster
Thomas J. Boynton, Esq., and
lieneral.

at the time.

#EW ADVERTISEMENT

__

..

had

gained from his Bible, this quiet hour, to
be followed by
service, actual service.
Mr. Baer
has a direct, personal way of
appealing to his hearers, making
his
words potent with telling
illustrations,
and an occasional
funDy story, which
drives his point home.
In closing[his address, Mr. Baer begged
the members of the congregation to bow

I

~

|

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

OF

from

1.
laboring
/vlnlr
F
_:
_.1
At Philadelphia—Brooklyn, 3; Philathat there is a necessity for
^nlnhia
13
“Scatter
Sunshine.’’
The
music,
singing
recreation.
Second, the proper enforceAt Washington—Baltimore, 9; Washchurch
street
Methodist
had a
CHALK-TALK ON FORGIVING.
ment of the Sabbath laws necessitates a Congress
0.
the social ington,
caretul selection of men lor these offices, prayer meeting committee;
At Chicago—St. Louis-Chicago game
committee of six girls, came
from
But two Wednesday evenings remain of and
the
postponed, wet grounds.
thirdly, in the work for temperance West
End society; five boys with pink
At
Mr.Greet’s bright and earnest blackboard is another
Cincinnati—Cleveland-Cincinnati
safeguard for the observance of
and white sashes, represented the temper- game postponed by rain.
talk.
His
subject tomorrow evening the Sabbath.
At Louisville—Pittsburg, 7; Louisville,
ance
committee from the Plymouth sociewill he “A Lesson on Forgiveness.” The
Miss Gordon spoke of the difference in
2,
interest in these meetings has continued the observance of
ty; sunshine committee from Woodfords,
Sunday, between San
CARDINAL GIBBONS IN CANADA.
uBabated, and
many regret that they Francisco and New England, and men- consisted of five little girls with yellow
flower
wreaths
on
and
the
their
Montreal, April 17.—Cardinal Gibbons,
cannot bo continued.
heads;
Everybody is in- tioned an excellent address given by Rev.
flower committee from First Free Baptist who is here on his way to Quebec to atvited to Congress hall tomorrow evening Jositth
the
San
Francisco
conat
tend
Cardinal
Strong,
Tasohereau’s
!
church, had floral decorations. The Sun- preached in St. Patrick’s church. funeral,
•t 7.80.
There
vention, for a better observance of Sunday school committee from the Friends was a very large congregation.
It was
church came next, with blue and white expected that his Eminence would refer
to the war situation.
The congregation
sashes, and child with a net.
was disappointed in this, as his Eminence
The missionary committee from First
on
the
dignity of the
simply spoke
Free Baptist, consisting of five girls, each ChriRtian life.
During the day Cardinal
Gibbons received
a
carried a lighted candle nnd one a globe.
large number of
callers. He denied the reports that ho had
At this juncture, Mr. Baer, the secrebeen acting on behalf of the Pope
to
tary of tho G. E. arrived from Boston, secure peace. Archbishop Ireland, under
and the Juniors gave him a rousing greet- instructions from Rome, had done his
utmost to bring about a peaceful solution,
ing, as he spoke a few pleasant words to but
as Congress was
without success,
them.
evidently determined upon war. Cardinal
The singing of the last hmyn,
“Who Gibbons will leave for Quebec tomorrow.
Will Follow Jesus,
was given with a real
will, and the young members can certain- CARDINAL’S REMAINS IN STATE.
and three

ADVERTISEMENTS.,

STORAGE

They Held Their First Annual Convention Yesterday.

New Wants. To Let, For Pale. Lost, Found
and similar advertisements will be found under
tlieir appropriate heads on page t».

or

NEW

miscellaneous.

lated.

your

property.

No companies

Y

stronger than those •
we represent; very many ape
weaker; J
5
some are positively irresponsible.

e
4
♦

j
X

D6W &
Sellers

t

of

the

are

PINKHAM,
Strongest

Insurance,

35 EXCHANGE ST.

X

|

J
X
4

♦♦♦♦♦♦<>♦«•♦«♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦•***
THE NAVAL

CITY OF PORTLAND,

MILITIA.

board yesterday forenoon
after
being
is hereby given that the Police Exing it by purohase.
“The-committee on enlistments to the NOTICE
painted and thoroughly overhauled.
amining Board will hold its Quarterly
Mr. Terry testified that the company
State street wharf Mr. N. A. naval divisions now forming in Portland meeting on Tuesday, A pril 26. 1898, a® o'clock
From
bad employod about sixty people at Fairm„ at room No. 8, City Buildjag.
Jacobs launched the steam yacht Vivian were in session last night in Reception p.
was largely done
Its business
S. C. PElffiV, Secretary.
Held.
able
ten
About
Dated at Portland, this 18tti day or' April,
The yacht went hall,
City building.
Mr. Terry had box yesterday afternoon.
through the mails.
1898.
seen
have
of
whom
aprl9dtd
overboard very prettily and will be fitted bodied men, the most
filled with the artificial flowers made by
who are practical
sea or
service
at
her
with
H.
R.
maohinery
by
Stickney at
the company and they were to bo put in
will be of the same power as machinists and engineers were present
The once. Tney
jvidence when Mr. Dyer objeoted.
the naval
those in Mr. L. C. Curpming’s new yacht and signified their desire to join
Jisoussion which ensued brought ont the
APRIL AT THE
militia. The committee will continue in
the Vivian is
although
Clara,
about
fact that the defence intended to rely on
this week in ReCOUNTER.
SODA
evening
session
shorter.
She
every
feet
to
twenty
the
belongs
sho legality of the action of the postmaster
where appliCasco Bay Excursion Co., whoever that ception hall, City building,
did
not
law
and
the
intend
general under
enlistments to these two
for
Bitter.
can be cants
may bo, and, it is understood,
:o go intolthe nature of the business done
It is hoped that
divisions may apply.
for
chartered
this
Orange Callsaya,
) r
parties
pleasure
season.
Mr. Boynton
Gentfan Phosphate,
by the plaintiff company.
[ nP
She will also be in tho Portland Yacht there will be a large turnout tonight as it
Boot Beer,
) uU
laid that he had r.ot fully understood the
two divisions as
the
fill
to
is
necesarv
up
club’s fleet.
Sweet.
position of the defence and Judge Putnam
soon as possible in order to got ready for
New Maple Syrup with Cream,) r
rnnounced that it would not be necessary
near
at
now
hand.
is
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
Chocolate with Cream,
the work which
'*>1*
to hear the evidence if the case was to be
Pineapple (1898),
) ««
The following transfers have been reiecided on the law questions raised. ConAcid.
ported :
Orange Phosphate,
1 jsequently no more witnesses were called
<
EIRE ON HANOVER STREET.
Clara A. Hill of Sebago to Guilford H.
Lemon Phosphate,
tip
with the exception of the postmaster who Chase of
Lime and Orange,
) *<il
Springfield, land in Sebago.
was asked as to the volume of the business
Bion W. Pray of Sebago to Guilford H.
The alarm from box 52 shortly before
Substantia!.
rf the Floral company injthe mails. He said Chase of Springfield, land in Sebago.
1 o’clock yesterday, was for a small blaze
«• Louis
Madeau of Westbrook to Charles in
Egg Phosphate,
1 <
that he should estimate that at the time
one-half
the roof of the story and
f
Mill Shake,
Sift
O. Hawkes of Gorham, land with buildlull
the delivery of mails was stopped the comowned
Mr.
Hanover
street,
Egg
CO
Lemonade,
by
in
j
house,
Gorham.
ings
John Whitman to Charles P. Chandler, Talbot, and occupied
pany were redeiving about three thousand
by the families ol
both of Gloucester, land in New Glouces- Mr. Alexander
and Mr. Perham.
letters a day.
The
The matter then went over until this ter.
fire caught on the outside, apparently
Elisha A. Clark to
C.
_

forenoon when the counsel
the issues involved.

will

present

both of Freeport,
land in Freeport.

Joseph

Clark,

undivided half part ol

from

sparks.

The

amount to over $5.

damag?

did

not

;

H. H. HAY & SON, Mitidle St

